


NOW AFFILIATED WITH 
CAMERA SERVICE CENTER 

STAGE 3 W 61 
An Affiliate of : CAMERA SERVICE CENTER INC- 

STAGE: 3 West 61st Street/New York, N.Y./(212) 581-3290 

OFFICE: 625 West 54th Street/New York, N.Y./(212) 757-0906 

Under The New Management of Camera Service Center Inc. 

FOR BOOKING CALL 757 
STAGE MANAGER: LOUIS SCHAINDLIN 581-3290 

BOOKING AND INFORMATION: GREGG CLAPP 757-0906 

10 HOUR DAY • 8:00 AM TO 6:00 PM 

136' x 80' x 18' STAGE $375.00 BUILD DAY o $46.50 AN HOUR OVERTIME 

45' x 55' x 16' CYC $475.00 SHOOT DAY e $55.00 AN HOUR OVERTIME 
TELEPHONE e $20.00 PER DAY LOCAL CALLS 

2700 AMP SERVICE • $35.00 BUILD DAY • $75.00 SHOOT DAY 

EXCELLENT SOUND ACOUSTICS e GOOD FLOORING e CATWALKS e OVERHEAD GRID e AIR 
CONDITIONED e LARGE FREIGHT ELEVATOR e COMPLETELY EQUIPPED CARPENTER SHOP e 4 
MAKE-UP AND DRESSING ROOMS e PROP ROOM e PRODUCTION OFFICE & ARTIST OFFICE e LARGE 
ROLLING KITCHEN FACILITY e DARKROOM e BACKGROUND PROJECT e ALL PRODUCTION FORMS 

COMPLEMENTARY LIGHTING:: 15 -750 SPOTS • 4 - 2000 SPOTS • 2 - 5000 SPOTS • 1 -5000 

CONE e 3 - 750 CONES e 4 - INKIES e 2 - 2000 CONES 

ADDITIONAL ON PREMISE EQUIPMENT: 1 - 10,000 SPOT WITH MOLEVATOR e 6 - 5000 SPOTS e 
21 - 2000 SPOTS e 4 - 750 SPOTS e 2 - INKIES e 8 - SKYPANS e 4 QUADS e 2 LOWELL 
LITE KITS e 1 -8000 SOFT LITE e 2 -4000 SOFT LITES e 2 - 2000 SOFT LITES e 4-1000 
SOFT LITES e 1-WIND MACHINE e 1 - FOG MACHINE e ALL NECESSARY GRIP EQUIPMENT 
e MOVIOLA CRAB DOLLY e WORRALL HEAD e GEARED WEDGE e 220V REGULATOR e 110V 
REGULATOR e FISHER BOOM. 

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

SPECIAL PACKAGE RATES 
WITH CAMERA SERVICE EQUIPMENT AND STAGE 

FREE DELIVERY-OF ALL ADDITIONAL CSC LIGHTING, GRIP, SOUND AND CAMERA EQUIPMENT. 

FOR ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT SEE CAMERA SERVICE RENTAL CATALOG. 

camera service center inc. 
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Wall St. drops ban on cameras 
for crew with unobtrusive NPR. 

Wolper demonstrates that the NPR is no more 
noticeable than a briefcase, gets OK to shoot. 

T^or their documentary Special 
“Wall Street,” sponsored by 

Xerox and screened by ABC TV, 
Wolper Productions obviously 
needed to shoot the action on the 
trading floor of the Stock Exchange. 
But because a Hollywood feature 
crew shooting there with its dollies 
and cables had previously caused a 
drop in trading, the Governors of 
the Stock Exchange had ruled that 
cameras would never again be 
allowed in there. 

They had since made an ex¬ 
ception: Life magazine had been 
allowed to send a still photographer 

onto the floor with a Leica. Wolper 
told the Governors that sync sound 
film footage could be shot with a 
camera no more obtrusive than the 
Leica, that no lights, tripods, 
clapsticks or AC power would be 
needed, and that business would 
not be interrupted. 

The Governors were sceptical. 
So the Wolper crew took an NPR 
and a Nagra to the office of the 
Stock Exchange’s President. The 
Wolper cameraman, wearing a dark 
suit, demonstrated that the NPR 
could be carried in one hand, like a 
briefcase, that it ran in total silence, 

and that he would need no other 
equipment. So the Governors gave 
their permission, and “Wall Street” 
got made. 

For a free NPR brochure, write 
to us at 7262 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, 
Calif. 90046; or at 73 S. Central Ave., 
Valley Stream, New York 11580. No obli¬ 
gation, of course. 

eclair 
NPR: THE SUPER 16 CAMERA 
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The best kept secret 
of award-winning 
productions - the 

Vena "Professional" 
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Vega wireless radio mikes 
Sales 

Rental 
Lease 

Dallas Gordon Yoder, Inc., (Professional Cine Prdoucts, Inc.), 2959 Lady Bird Lane, Dallas, Texas (214) 357-3045 
Hollywood Audio Tran, 923 N. Cole Avenue, Hollywood, California (213) 464-8307 

The Custom Fidelity Co., Inc., 7925 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, California (213) 654-4522 
Hollywood Sound Systems, 1526 North Ivar, Hollywood, California (213) 465-5188 

Miami Image Devices, Inc., 811 N.W. 111th St., Miami, Florida (305) 754-4141 
New York Bernie Zuch Company, #3 Heritage Lane, Wyandanch, New York (516) 643-8667 
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"We weren’t looking for awards 

... but as soon as we saw the 
rushes, we all felt we had a 
winner... and as it turned out, 
we were right... I worked 
harder on that film than any I’ve 
ever shot... maybe it’s because 
I had more freedom... the 
director trusted my judgment 
and used me as his eyes and 
sounding board.. .we pored 
over movies and stills for 
months, looking for that flat, 
shallow effect in the images... 
I used special lenses to capture 
the same kind of visual texture 
on film... and we took no 
chances with film quality, either 
.. .we used the total Eastman 
Color System throughout— 
from first negs to final release 
prints... and this included 
Eastman’s technical help when¬ 
ever we needed it... and it 
really paid off—not only at the 
festivals, but at the box office 
... and that’s what it’s 
all about...” 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
Atlanta: 404/351-6510 Chicago: 312/654-5300 
Dallas: 214/351-3221 Hollywood: 213/464-6131 New 
York: 212/262-7100 San Francisco: 415/776-6055 
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When your microphone becomes the industry standard, 
what do you do for an encore? 

Something even better! 

the 

ajjjjjaasEW 
an innovative new condenser microphone 

with the best virtues of cardiod and shotgun 

You did it. You and your fellow professionals. 
Made our MKH 805 shotgun condenser micro¬ 
phone the industry standard. 

While we’re not particularly surprised, we are 
grateful. Grateful you appreciate our MKH 805’s 
unusually wide, flat response, extreme direction¬ 
ality and high overload resistance. Grateful you 
appreciate its ruggedness, compactness and 
light weight. And most of all, we’re grateful 
you use it so widely, both in studio and 
field-recording, that it’s become the most 
talked-about microphone success story 
in decades. 

But the MKH 805 shotgun micro¬ 
phone was a hard act to follow, 
especially since we don’t bring out 
new products for change’s sake. Now, 
however, we are pleased to bring you 
our new MKH 415 and 815—the “littleshot” 
and the “bigshot”—two remarkable microphones 
representing a third generation of Sennheiser con¬ 
denser microphone design. 

the littleshot 

Not too long ago, we discovered our shotgun micro¬ 
phone being used for applications beyond our 
original intentions. Because of its small diameter 
and longer-than-normal size, reporters used it for 
interviews at normal miking distances. And be¬ 
cause of its flat response and high directionality, 
studios often used it to pick up performers and 
to actually “close-mike” instruments from a 
distance, due to its lack of proximity effect, and 
“pop” reduction. £ 

“Why not,” we reasoned, “create a new 
condenser microphone especially for these 
diverse applications, where extreme direc¬ 
tionality is not required?” The MKH 415, 
“the littleshot” is the result. 

Using an improved combination of * 
pressure-gradient and interference prin¬ 
ciples, the MKH 415 istruly a remarkable 
microphone. Directionally speaking, it 
behaves as asuper-cardiod below 2 kHz; 
at higher frequencies, it exhibits a beam- 
type (or baseball-bat) pattern. Besides re¬ 
ducing leakage, thisdesign provideshigheron 
axisconversion efficiency, with two morebenefits 

and the 

worthy successor to the 
famous MKH 805 

First, pops and wind-noise are re¬ 
duced, even without its accessory 
windscreen and shockmount. But even 
more important in many applications, 
is the MKH 415’s virtually total freedom 
from proximity effect, which, coupled 
with its unusually flat response, makes 
possible “close-miking” of singers and 
instruments without need for bass at¬ 
tenuators. Beyond these features, the ex¬ 
tremely wide response, low ambient 
noise, high output and overload resistance 
characteristic of all Sennheiser micro¬ 
phones have also been retained. 

Physically, the MKH 415’s 10" length 
provides reporters and other outdoor users 
with the added “reach” they seek, while 
performers will find the design less fatiguing 
to use and more aesthetically pleasing, since 
they need not hide their faces to project 
their sound. 

the bigshot 
In the MKH 815, all the good things that 

made its predecessor’s reputation in filmmak¬ 
ing and broadcasting have been retained. And 
another advantage has been added: through an 
improvement in the microphone’s interference 
design, by increasing the number of slots along 
the microphone’s sides (to reduce the area of 
individual ports), the MKH 815 has additional re¬ 
sistance to pops and wind noise. Thus, in many 

situations formerly requiring additional precau¬ 
tions, the MKH 815’s accessory windscreen and 
shockmount will not be required. 

more encores 
Besides the amazing new “littleshot” and the im¬ 
proved “bigshot,” there are many more new things 
on the way from Sennheiser. While we’ll be talking 
about them in the future, you can find out about 
them now by requesting the second edition of our 
Micro-Revue—which contains a good deal of useful 
audio information besides. Please write or call: 

^Tb-SEIXIIXIHEISER 
n» ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 

500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036 (212) 564-0433 
Manufacturing Plant: Bissendorf, Hannover, West Germany 
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The Fujica Z600 Single 8 vs. the world's 
most versatile 16mm camera. 
16mm 
1. Mirror Reflex ShutterSystem 
2. Manual Exposure Control 

3. Pressure Film Gate and 
Registration Pin 

4. Manual Zoom 
5. Single Frame Motor Available 

FUJICA Z600 
1. Split-Beam Reflex System 
2. Manual/Fractional/ 

Automatic Exposure Control 
3. Pressure Film Gate 

4. Manual or Power Zoom 
5. Single Frame Motor 

16mm 
6. Internal Film Capacity 50 

to 100 ft. (Approx. 4 mins.) 
7.0-50 fps 
8. Dissolves, fades, supers 

done optically 
9. Price Approx. $3,000 

FUJICA Z600 
6. Internal Film Capacity 50 ft. 

(Approx. 3V2 mins.) 
7.18 or 24 fps 
8. Variable shutterforautomatic 

lap dissolves, fades, supers 
9. Price less than $350 

CFUJIFILM^ 
IN PHOTOGRAPHY 

MADE BY FUJI MEANS EVERYTHING 
Color and B/W films and papers for amateur photography, 
TV and Motion Picture films, X-ray films, Graphic Arts films 
and materials, Microfilm and Equipment, Audio/Video/Com¬ 
puter Tapes, Optical Lenses, Cameras, Binoculars, AV equip¬ 
ment, Photo processing equipment, Photographic chemicals. 

Z 450 
Less than 

$250 

P 300 
Less than 

$125 

P 1 
Less than 

$80 

If you’ve always dreamed about owning a 16mm N camera, but thought you had to settle for 
Super 8, there is an alternative.The Fujica 

V Single 8 system with cartridge loading 
^ Fuji Film. It does many things 16mm 
\ can do, and Super 8 can’t. And will let 

- you produce professional quality 
\ high-budget films on a low budget. 

Compare catalogs for complete details. 

I 
j 

L \ 

Manufacturer’s U.S.A. Subsidiary: Fuji Photo Film U.S.A. Inc., 350 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10001. U.S. Distributor: Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries. Inc., 
Garden City, New York 11530/In Canada: R & H Products, Ltd. 
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WHAT’S NEW 
IN PRODUCTS, SERVICES AND LITERATURE 

UNIQUE LIGHTING FACILITY 
OFFERED TO FILM-MAKERS 

A novel facility for film-making, of¬ 
fering 600 footcandles of light in a 
non-studio setting, made its debut in the 
filming of a television commercial by 
Communications Group for Dancer- 
Fitzgerald-Sample and its client, Best 
Foods Inc. 

The facility is the Light Bulb Center, 
at 16 East 56th Street, a unique show¬ 
case for the varied collection of incan¬ 
descent, fluorescent and specialty bulbs 
manufactured by Duro-Test Corpora¬ 
tion of North Bergen, New Jersey. 

A feature of the center is the 30x30 
meeting room, in which 240 four-foot 
40-watt fluorescent bulbs, recessed into 
the ceiling, make studio lighting fixtures 
unnecessary. The fluorescent lights are 
shielded by non-glare, removable acrylic 
diffusers, and are surrounded by over¬ 
head spotlights in flush fixtures. 

Available for special uses as a cour¬ 
tesy when not in conflict with Duro- 
Test group programs at the center, the 
room offers a casual setting particularly 
appropriate for candid-camera situa¬ 
tions. 

The Light Bulb Center is operated 
under the direction of Sergei Marketan, 
a lighting engineer active in Illuminating 
Engineering Society programs. 

• 

LIQUID GATE FOR OPTICAL 
PRINTERS 

A liquid gate for use with optical 
printers is introduced by Producers 
Service Corp. Following the basic design 
of Howard F. Ott and manufactured 
under a patent license from Eastman 
Kodak Co., the system is known as the 
PSC/Ott Liquid Gate. It is available as 
original equipment or retrofit for 16mm 
and 35mm Acme optical printers and is 
adaptable to Oxberry, Research Prod¬ 
ucts and other printers using the Acme 
type film movement. 

The principal advantages of the 
PSC/Ott Liquid Gate are concealing 
scratches on original film, eliminating 
dirt, reducing film damage and increas¬ 
ing film life. The film is vacuumed when 
entering the gate to remove all loose 
dirt. Then, both sides of the film are 
wetted and, while in the printing aper¬ 

ture, it is completely immersed in per¬ 
fectly-controlled, uniform layers of liq¬ 
uid. The film is vacuum-squeegeed upon 
leaving the gate, so it is dry both when 
it enters and when it leaves the gate. 

Precise position of the film is con¬ 
stantly controlled. Film travels at speeds 
from hold-frame to 640 frames/min. 
with ease in either direction. Splices 
pass through freely. The liquid gate is 
interchangeable from one printer to 
another. 

The liquid support system for the 
gate is mounted on wheels and can be 
used with any printer equipped with the 
PSC/Ott Gate. Of closed-loop design, it 
is comprised of supply and replenish¬ 
ment systems, heater and thermostat, 
bubble traps, liquid pump, filters, check 
valve, liquid trap, vacuum pump, vacu¬ 
um gage, exhaust and drain. 

The PSC/Ott Liquid Gate is especial¬ 
ly valuable in printing CRI film, small 
format, large aspect ratio films, and 
new, sharper print materials. It is neces¬ 
sary for maintaining quality in extract¬ 
ing a large amount of information from 
a small unit area of original. With the 
use of highly specular light sources to 
improve detail and sharpness in printing, 
the liquid gate is essential in preventing 
enhancement of defects. 

Manufactured by Producers Service 
Corp., 1200 Grand Central Ave., Glen¬ 
dale, Calif. 91201. 

ALLIED IMPEX CORP. ANNOUNCES 
BAUER C ROYAL 6-ZOOM... 
SUPER 8mm MOVIE CAMERA 

Allied Impex Corp., a division of AIC 
Photo, Inc., has announced a new Bauer 
C Royal super 8mm movie camera. The 
new camera, the Bauer C Royal 6, offers 
a 6:1 zoom lens, as well as the exclusive 
lap dissolve feature which brought fame 
to the original Bauer C Royal—the first 
super 8 cassette movie camera to offer 
the amateur this professional technique. 
The new Bauer C Royal is available at a 
price under $400.00. 

To ensure maximum sharpness, the 
new C Royal is equipped with cross-hair 
focusing and a large viewfinder. The 
power zoom lens (Neovaron 
f/1.8/8-48mm) offers a 6:1 ratio. And 
the camera promises to be one of the 

easiest to operate of its kind, making it 
ideal for beginners as well as for the 
experienced movie-making enthusiast. 

The lap dissolve feature is achieved 
with a variable shutter and an automatic 
back-winding mechanism. A built-in 
computer in the camera registers the 
frames during the fade-out and then 
stops the camera. When a button is 
depressed, the camera transports back¬ 
wards the same length of film as used 
for the fade-out (up to 90 frames). 
During the following scene, the variable 
shutter is gradually opened for a perfect 
lap dissolve. 

The variable shutter can also be used 
for increasing shutter speeds . . . which 
is of great value for shooting fast-mov¬ 
ing objects. This will also achieve sharp¬ 
er image and decrease depth of field if a 
particular area or object is to be in 
focus, while the background or fore¬ 
ground is blurred. 

A Trick Set/lntervelometer accessory 
is available for the Bauer C Royal 6. 
This easily-attached item provides fully- 
automatic fade-ins and fade-outs as well 
as single frame operation at intervals up 
to 60 seconds for time-lapse photog¬ 
raphy. 

Detailed specifications for the Bauer 
C Royal 6 are as follows: Built-in 
rewind computer for lap dissolve, up to 
90 frames; variable shutter, for fade-in 
and fade-out; power zoom lens: Neovar¬ 
on f/1.8/8-48mm, 6:1 ratio; diameter of 
lens: 49X0.75mm; focus from 5 ft. to 
infinity. 

In addition, giant size reflex view¬ 
finder, with cross-hair rangefinder sys¬ 
tem; adjustable eyepiece, 5 to -5 diop¬ 
ters; beh i nd-the-lens cds—exposure 
control system; manual override of ex¬ 
posure control system; visible controls 
in viewfinder: F-stop, battery condition, 
film transport and film end, and signal 
when variable shutter is in operation. 
Speeds: 12, 18, 24 fps. 

ASA range from 25-160 ASA; single 
frame cable release outlet; remote con¬ 
trol continuous run cable release outlet; 
electric drive by 4 penlight (AA) batter¬ 
ies; accessory show mount for movie 

lights; film type indicator window; re¬ 
setting film footage counter; built-in 
type A filter. 

Suggested list price for the Bauer C 
Royal 6, complete with lenshood, two 
eyecups: $399.50. Suggested list price 
for the following accessories—deluxe 
carrying case: $19.95, and for the slip- 
on-light bracket: $1.95. List price of the 
Bauer Trick Set is $99.95. 

For further information, contact: 
Allied Impex Corp., division of AIC 
Photo, Inc., 168 Glen Cove Road, Carle 
Place, L.I., N.Y. 11514. ■ 
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Lowell Softlight weighs only 7 lbs 
and folds flat into an attache case. 

2000w studio softlights weighing 36 lbs 
put out one third stop more light. But this 
one uses lOOOw — and costs one third less. 

The effect is like north win¬ 
dow light. Soft shadows, soft 
highlights. Ideal for fill and key 
light. Two 500w quartz lamps. 
Barndoors control the light 
and shield the lens from flare. 

Softlights on location! The 
Lowell Softlight folds flat in 
seconds and fits into an attache 
case measuring 28x16x4 
inches. Open, the Softlight 
measures 23 x 21 x 7 inches. 

You can snap open the 
frame and attach the reflector 
in 45 seconds; and the assem¬ 
bled unit is remarkably sturdy. 
You can clamp it to a doortop 
or attach it to a wall. Or you 
can use the 4 pound Lowell 
Link Stand. 

For more information, see 
your dealer; or write to us at 
the address below. 

LOWEL 
II I Lowel-Light Photo Engineering 
I □ I 421 W. 54th St., New York 10019 
I I I Phone number: (212) 245 6744 
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Exclusively Century Strand — designed specially for location 
T.V., Movie, Photo — includes: 

(h 600W Quartz Focusing Spots with barndoors & scrims 

0 600W Quartz Focusing Broad with barndoors & scrim 

600W Quartz Lamps 

^ Stainless Steel Adjustable Stands with extendable legs 

D Heavy-duty Gaffer Grip 

^ 10 ft. 3-wire cord and switch, and 3-15 ft. extension cables 

0 Aluminum Carrying Case—it stows beneath an aircraft seat 

The two spots are high intensity, variable spread and soft 
edge beam — up to 228 footcandles with 6 ft. diameter 
coverage (spot focus) and 52 footcandles with 13 ft. diameter 
coverage (flood). The broad gives up to 85 footcandles with 
13 ft. diameter coverage (high fill) and 40 footcandles with 
18 ft. diameter coverage (low fill). 

Place your order now with your Authorized Century Strand 
T V. Dealer 

WH 
QUARTZ 

LIGHTING KIT 
weights 

price 
(less than $13.00 per pound) 

gives you 

PLENTY 

CENTURY STRAND IIMC. 
A COMPANY WITHIN THE RANK ORGANISATION 

STRAND CENTURY LIMITED 

3411 W. EL SEGUNDO BLVD., HAWTHORNE, CALIF. 90250 
3 ENTIN ROAD, CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07014 

6334 VISCOUNT ROAD, MALTON, ONTARIO, CANADA 
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Would you be 
astonished? 

A 16mm producer in a distant city who for years has had 
all his laboratory work done at MPL, recently came to visit us for 
the first time. He said he was astonished at what he saw, and ex¬ 
claimed, “I had no idea of the size of this place!” 

MPL is a large laboratory, but we take no pride in our mere 
size. If we have reason to be proud of anything, it is that we have 
a complete 16mm laboratory, fully staffed and fully equipped, 
affording our customers an unusually comprehensive service. 

Our extraordinary growth in the past 15 years attests to 
the fact that we consistently give our customers, in every part of 
this country, prints of superior quality—and do it promptly. 

We give them the same quality and service on 8mm film. 
If you want a dependable, comprehensive laboratory that 

gives you prints of superior quality, and promptly, send us your 
film today! 

MPL’s Comprehensive Services Include: 
PROCESSING: 
B & W Reversal 
B & W Neg/Pos 
Color ECO and EF 
Color Interneg/Pos 
Reg. & Super 8, also 

PRINTING: 
B & W Interneg/Pos 
B & W Reversal 
Color Interneg/Pos 
Kodachrome Prints 
Ektachrome Prints 
Printing Masters 
Reg. & Super 8, also 

SOUND: 
Original Recording 
Rerecording 
Mixing 
Interlock Screenings 
Sound Optical Transfers 
Music Libraries 

r€t\ 
M !£»L< 

MOTION PICTURE 
LABORATORIES,INC. 
781 South Main Street 
Memphis, Tenn. 38106 

PRODUCTION 
SERVICES: 
Editorial 
Conforming A/B Rolls 
Titling 
Film Treatments 
Film Lubrication 
Scripting 

SPECIAL 
SERVICES: 
Color or B & W Videotape to 

Film Transfers 
35mm to 16mm Optical 

Reductions 
16mm Opticals with Effects 
16mm to 8mm Reductions 
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Hewai rt ihc fTteai award 
For the thirteenth consecutive year-more 
Arriflex professional motion picture cameras 
camera’s outstanding popularity. And to its 

‘Eleven of the fourteen winners in the 1971 awards 
used Arriflex cameras and during the past thirteen 
years, Arriflex scored in 160 of the total 206 awards. 

mivatnladins to those irize 
Convair Division, General Dynamics 
“ST. GEORGE & THE BLACK FALCONS” 
Producer/Director — John Hynd 

Dept, of Travel Industry, Government of British Columbia 
“A FACE IN THE CROWD” 
Producer/Director — W. L. Wiley 

IBM Corporation 
“IT’S ONLY NUMBERS” 
Producer/Director — Gerard Lemieux 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
“MARINER MARS ’69” 
Producer/Director — Frank Bristow 

KLM Royal Dutch Airlines 
“SURPRISING AMSTERDAM” 
Producer/Director — Andre de la Varre, Jr. 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California 
“CONTROLLED PHOTOSYNTHESIS” 
Producer/Director — James Halverson 
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winners*of the Industrial Film Awards used 
than all other makes combined! Proof of this 
unique capabilities as a filming tool. 

Industrial 
Awards 

conducted by 
Industrial 
Photography 
Magazine 

ers whi win witti ARRIFUX 
NASA — Lewis Research Center 

COMPUTER-GENERATED FLOW VISUALIZATION” 
Producer/Director — Arthur Laufman 

Naval Undersea Research & Development Center 
“DEEPLY SUBMERGED TERRACES” 

Producer/Director — Max Hutto 

The Ohio State University 
“TRICUSPID STENOSIS” 
Producer/Director — William Buccalo 

Trans World Airlines 
“IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU” 

Producer/Director — Len Czernicki 

Union Pacific Railroad Company 
“GETTING OFF ON THE RIGHT FOOT” 

Producer/Director — Ralph Burrell 

[“JOPILIISS 
COMPANY OP AMERICA 
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The Money-Makers 
FILMLINE’S professional color film processors 

for motion picture laboratories. 
The Filmline Models FE-30 and FE-50 are fast, foolproof, troublefree and long-lasting. They turn out con¬ 
sistently superior work. The design is backed by Filmline’s reputation as the world’s leading manufacturer 
of film processors for the motion picture laboratory industry. 

Now enjoy the benefits of professional equipment incorporating exclusive Filmline features that have paced 
the state-of-the-art in commercial, industrial and defense installations at a cost lower than processors 
offering less. 

Check the exclusive Filmline features below: 

MODEL FE-30: 
16mm Color Processor for 
Ektachrome film. Speed 30 
FPM $16,400 

MODEL FE-50: 
16 mm Color Processor 

tqf Ektachrome Film. Speed 
50FPM $22,500 

•“FILMLINE OVERDRIVE FILM TRANSPORT SYSTEM” 
This marvel of engineering completely eliminates 
film breakage, pulled perforations, scratches and 
operator error. The film can be deliberately 
stalled in the machine without film breakage or 
significant change of film footage in solutions. 
The heart of any film processor is the drive 
system. No other film drive system such as 
sprocket drive, bottom drive or simple clutch 
drives with floating lower assemblies can give 
you the performance capability of the unique 
Filmline Overdrive Film Transport System. 

• “TOROUE MOTOR TAKE-UP” gives you constant film 
take-up and does not impose any stress or strain 
on the film itself. Completely independent of the 
film transport system. This FILMLINE feature is 
usually found in professional commercial pro¬ 
cessors but is incorporated on the FE-30 and 

FE-50 models as standard equipment. Don’t 
settle for less! 

• "TEMP-GUARD” positive temperature control sys¬ 
tem. Completely transistorized circuitry insures 
temperature control to well within processing 
tolerances. Temp-Guard controls temperatures ac¬ 
curately and without the problems of other 
systems of lesser sophistication. 

•“TURBO-FLOW” impingement dryer. Shortens dry- 
to-dry time, improves film results, and carefully 
controls humidity content of your valuable (and 
sometimes rare) originals. Immediate projection 
capability is assured because the film dries flat 
without the usual curl associated with other 
film processors. 

“ZERO DOWN TIME" The reputation of any film 
processor is only as good as its reliability. The 

combination of the exclusive and special added 
Filmline features guarantees trouble-free opera¬ 
tion with absolute minimum down-time and with¬ 
out continual operator adjustments. Recapture 
your original investment in 2 years on mainten¬ 
ance savings alone. Filmline’s “Push the button 
and walk-away processing” allows inexperienced 
operators to turn out highest quality film. 

•“MATERIALS, CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN” All 
Filmline machines are constructed entirely of 
metal and tanks are type 316 stainless steel, 
heliarc welded to government specifications. The 
finest components available are used and rigid 
quality control standards are maintained. 
Compare Filmline features to other processors 
costing more money. Feature-by-feature, a careful 
evaluation will convince you that Filmline offers 
you more for your investment. 

Additional Features included in price of machine (Not as extras). 
Magazine load, daylight operation ■ Feed-in time delay elevator (completely accessible) ■ Take-up time delay 
elevator (completely accessible) ■ Red brass bleach tank, shafts, etc. Prehardener solution filter ■ Precision 
Filmline Venturi air squeegee prior to drybox entry ■ Air vent on prehardener ■ Solid state variable speed D.C. 
drive main motor ■ Bottom drains and valves on all tanks ■ Extended development time up to two additional 
camera stops at 50 FPM ■ Pump recirculation of all eight solutions thru spray bars ■ Temperature is sensed in 
the recirculation line ■ All solutions temperature controlled, no chilled water required ■ Built-in air compressor 
■ Captive bottom assemblies assure you constant footage in each solution ■ Change over from standard develop¬ 
ing to extended developing can be accomplished in a matter of seconds ■ Impingement dryer allows shorter put 
through time. 

All prices F.O.B. 
MILFORD, CONN. 

Partial listing of Filmlinc Color Installations: — NBC- New York, 
NBC- Washington, NBC- Cleveland, NBC- Chicago, CBS & ABC Net¬ 
works, Eastman Kodak, Rochester. 
Laboratories: De Luxe Labs, General Film Labs (Hollywood), Pathe- 
Labs, Precision Labs, Mecca Labs, Color Service Co., Capital Film 
Labs, Byron Film Labs, MGM, Movie Lab, Lab-TV, Technical Film 
Labs, Telecolor Film Labs, Guffanti Film Labs, A-One Labs, All¬ 
service Labs, NASA Cape Kennedy, Ford Motion Picture Labs. 
TV Stations: WAPI-TV. WHP-TV, WMAL-TV, WXYZ-TV, WWL-TV, WMAR- 
TV, WJXT-TV, KETV-TV, WTOP-TV, WEAT-TV, WCKT-TV, WAVE-TV, 
WAVY-TV, KTVI-TV, WCPO-TV, KTAR-TV, WSYR-TV. 

AO-71 

Send for Literature. 

Time & Lease 

Plans Available. 

"When you buy quality Filmline Costs Less” 
(203) TR 8-2433 
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V 

Daily price 
WAS 

58.00 

27.50 

58.00 

Houi's that for fighting fire with fire? 

If you haven’t received our new Rental Catalog R-8 
already, call or write the Victor Duncan office near¬ 
est you for your free copy and see what inflation 
fighting is all about. 

~JJ3 
VICTOR DUNCAN, INC. 

FIE 
on high 
rental prices! 
While equipment casts 
keep going up and up, uie’ue 
figured nut a uiay to make rentals 
mare reasonable (uihile still maintain¬ 
ing the high standards for uihich Victor 
Duncan, Inc. is famous). Take the following 
comparisons, for enample: Daily price 

IS NOW 

Arri BL, 12-120 zoom, magazine, battery, universal motor, etc. 

Arri S, 12-120 zoom, battery, motor, etc. 
Eclair NPR, 12-120 zoom, magazine, battery, motor, etc. 

75.00 

55.00 

60.00 

i 

11043 GRATIOT DETROIT, MICH. 48213 (313)371-4920 
155 EAST OHIO CHICAGO, ILL. 60611 (312) 321-9406 
2659 FONDREN DALLAS, TEXAS 75206 (214) 369-1165 

The Filmaker’s Wishbook . . . The Victor Duncan Sales Catalog . . . 
is available upon request on your letterhead. 
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**s**l#. 
THE LINE 

OF 16 MM PROFESSIONAL 

CAMERAS 

CINE-VOICE rr 
100 FT. RUNS 2-3/4 MIN. 

AURICON “PRO-6OO SPECIAL” 

400 FT. RUNS 11 MIN. 

AURICON “PRO-600” 

600 FT. RUNS I6-1/2 MIN. 

AURICON “SUPER-1200” 

1200 FT. RUNS 33 MIN. 

GUARANTEE 
All Auricon Equipment is sold 
with a 30-day money back 
Guarantee and a 1 year 
Service Warranty. You must be 
satisfied! 

WRITE FOR 
YOUR FREE 
COPY OF THIS 
74 PAGE 
AURICON 
CATALOG 

GET BEHIND AN 

AURICON "SUPER-1200”. 

...and know the real 
satisfaction of filming with 
a truly Professional Camera! 

ILLUSTRATED BELOW IS THE 

JEWEL-LIKE INTERIOR OF 

rHE AURICON "SUPER-1200" 
FAMILIAR TO PROFESSIONAL CAMERAMEN 

ALL OVER THE WORLD. 

 FOR JEWEL-LIKE PRECISION IN FILMING ROCK-STEADY MOTION PICTURES! 

The Auricon “Super-1200", like all Auricon 16mm Professional Cameras, is a superb picture-taking instrument. 
Every precision-engineered part of this finest of all 16mm Cameras is carefully built and assembled with the 
rare watch-maker skill of old-world craftsmanship, combined with modern, space-age know-how in optics and 
electronics. The Auricon “Super-1200” actually contains jewels in the Camera-Gate! This polished Sapphire 
Film-Gate is guaranteed frictionless and wear-proof for in-focus and scratch-free pictures, regardless of how 
much film you run through the Camera! Among the many professional features of the “Super-1200” is Reflex 
Ground-Glass Focusing through the Camera lens. All this, and high-fidelity, optical or magnetic, single-system or 
double-system sound-recording capabilities which are unmatched by any other camera in the world! Write 
for free, illustrated Auricon Catalog fully describing this rare jewel of fine craftsmanship. 

BACH AURICON, Inc. 
6902 Romaine St., Hollywood 38, California, 

HOLLYWOOD 2-OS 31 

AURICON .. .THE PROFESSIONAL CAMERA • STANDARD OF THE 16MM SOUND INDUSTRY SINCE 1931 



Boom Boon. 

We’ve taken our most versatile, best-performing unidirectional studio micro¬ 
phone, the Shure SM53, and made it even more versatile by developing a 
complete boom accessory system that equips the SM53 for every conceiva¬ 
ble boom and “fish-pole” application! Shure design engineers started with a 
major breakthrough in design: a small, lightweight, extremely effective 
isolation mount. They developed a super-flexible isolation cable, a pair 
of highly-efficient front-and-rear windscreens, and a 20" boom extension 
pipe. Finally, they developed a complete boom assembly that com¬ 
bines unusually small size with superb control and noise isolation. 
Result: an accessory lineup that makes every Shure SM53 studio 
microphone a complete microphone system! Write: 

Shure Brothers Inc., 
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, III. 60204. 
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By ANTON WILSON 

SOUND RECORDING TAPE 

The portable magnetic tape recorders 
used by the motion picture industry are 
considered the finest machines available. 
Reflecting the most recent state-of-the- 
art electronic designs, they are capable 
of producing recordings of extremely 
high quality. In fact, these recorders 
have achieved such a high level of 
sophistication that, in many instances, 
the recording tape becomes the limiting 
factor in terms of overall quality of 
reproduction. To ensure optimum re¬ 
sults from the recorder, the magnetic 
tape should be selected with great care. 
An improper choice will not only impair 
the quality of the recording, but can 
also damage the machine and recording 
heads. 

The recording tape consists of basi¬ 
cally two parts; the magnetic layer and 
the base or "carrier.” The base deter¬ 
mines the mechanical properties of the 
tape while the magnetic layer actually 
retains the recorded signal. 

MAGNETIC EMULSION 

The magnetic layer consists of an 
emulsion of iron oxide particles. A 
professional recording tape must not 
only incorporate a high quality of iron 
oxide, but the size and shape of the 
particles and the distribution of these 
particles will also determine the record¬ 
ing characteristics of the tape. The iron 
oxide is usually processed into tiny 
"needles" only one micron in length. 
This oxide is then dispersed in a vehicle 
which contains binders and adhesives. 
The resultant liquid is used to coat the 
base material. This is a very critical 
process, for the coating must not only 
maintain a precise and uniform thick¬ 
ness, but the oxide must also be orien¬ 
tated in the longitudinal direction. Dur¬ 
ing this process it is also critical to 
maintain uniform density of the oxide 
particles within the emulsion. If careful 
control is not maintained at this point, 
the particles may group together form¬ 
ing pockets of high density with corre¬ 
sponding areas of almost plain vehicle, 
while continuing to maintain the uni¬ 
form thickness. 

On a high-quality professional tape 
the coating is then polished to a super 

mirror-smooth finish. This is a very 
important step. It is critical during the 
recording process that the tape maintain 
a very intimate contact with the record¬ 
ing head. A tape that does not have a 
smooth finish will not maintain a con¬ 
sistent, close contact with the head 
(much like an old car on a bumpy 
washboard road). A tape with a mirror- 
smooth surface will slide smoothly over 
the head and maintain the necessary 
contact. This improves high-frequency 
response and almost eliminates drop¬ 
outs. Another important aspect of pol¬ 
ishing is its effect on the recording head 
itself. Premature head wear is the typi¬ 
cal result of tape abrasion which is 
caused by inferior polishing. 

It is the magnetic layer that deter¬ 
mines the recording quality of the tape. 
Almost all brands incorporate similar 
backing materials, but it is the magnetic 
layer that separates a professional tape 
from that which is mediocre and inferi¬ 
or. It is false economy to purchase an 
off-brand or "discount" brand of tape. 
Invariably these tapes are not well pol¬ 
ished and will irreparably damage the 
recording and playback heads. In addi¬ 
tion, the frequency response is not as 
flat or consistent as the professional 
product. The professional tape is usually 
more sensitive; that is, it will retain a 
stronger signal for a given set of condi¬ 

tions. Upon playback, this tape provides 
a higher output signal requiring less 
amplification—thus providing a better 
signal-to-noise ratio and a greater dy¬ 
namic range. 

BASE 

The base material is the carrier of the 
oxide coating. It must be very supple to 
facilitate an intimate contact with the 
head, and yet it must possess consider¬ 
able strength to withstand the stress and 
shocks of fast rewinds and sudden stops. 
Audible range magnetic tape is available 
in two types of base materials: acetate 
and polyester. Some recordists have 
arbitrary preferences. However, there 
exist major differences in both stability 
and strength of these two materials. 

The base material should maintain 
dimensional stability throughout 
changes of both temperature and hu¬ 
midity. Both acetate and polyester are 
thermally stable to the extent that this 
aspect becomes relatively unimportant. 
However a significant difference does 
exist in the respective reactions to hu¬ 
midity and moisture. The acetate is 
eight times more sensitive to relative 
humidity than the polyester. For exam¬ 
ple, with a change of 60% in relative 
humidity, an 1800-foot roll of acetate 
tape will change more than five feet, or 
Continued on Page 1049 
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but we'll never lose 
our personal touch! 

Western Cine is a big film lab ... make no mistake 
about it! In fact, there are no better facilities 
anywhere! Our capabilities in processing and print¬ 
ing are limitless because we are continually re¬ 
searching new and better techniques for serving 
you. That’s why we’ve grown big! 

But we are also staffed with people... good 
people who know and understand your needs... 
people whose skills and desires are bent on deliver¬ 
ing quality work, excellent service and a full meas¬ 
ure of value. 

Sure, we’re BIG ... but we’ll never lose our per¬ 
sonal touch. That’s the way we planned it! 

COMPLETE PRODUCERS’ SERVICES 
Computerized printing — Video timing — “Front-end service” — 

Eastman color negatives — Eastman color positives — 
Optical printing 16mm to 16mm & 35mm to 16mm—8mm printing. 

Equipment rental and sales 

A quality oriented lab — We do the job RIGHT! 

FREE! We’ll send you a 
5-minute film production 
about Western Cine. 

Please make request on 
business letterhead. 

JTOLOIL 
TtfSiTiVt. 
RELEASE 

INTER¬ 
NEGATIVES 

with 
COLOR 

CORRECTION 

ml 
tihW 

312 SO. PEARL ST. • DENVER, COLO. 80209 • (303) 744-1017 
HOLLYWOOD: CineCraft at 8764 Beverly Blvd. • Hollywood, Calif. 90048 
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IF YOU FILM THE NEWS 
YOU SHOULD KNOW SOMETHIN 

ABOUT F & B/CECO’s 
TV NEWS CAMERA 

982 AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, OCTOBER, 1971 

IT HAS THE MOST IMPORTANT FEATURE YOU CAN BUY 

Send for fully illustrated specification brochure, write Dept. AC 10-1 

EAST. 40 Kero Road, Carlstadt, New Jersey 07072 • (201) 939-5250 
315 West 43rd Street, New York, N Y. 10036 • (212) 586-1420 

WEST: 7051 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90038 • (213) 466-9361 

In a TV news camera, dependability 
makes every other feature seem less 
important. If your camera isn’t ready 
for action whenever or wherever the 
action is, then light weight, lower price, 
special gadgets or a new configuration 
won’t help you. The dependability has to 
be built in. 

Dependability is the middle name of 
F & B/Ceco’s TV News Camera. The 
reason is that F & B/Ceco is a company 
of camera craftsmen. They pioneered 
the TV news camera conversion to its 
present form. They led the way on every 
major improvement through the years. 
Their craftsmanship and know-how are 
the backbone of F & B/Ceco’s depend¬ 
ability. And their camera is the back¬ 
bone of the news in more than 50% of 
all TV stations. 

Little wonder that every important 
news event in the past 15 years has 
been covered by an F & B/Ceco camera. 
There are more in use than all other 

news cameras combined. 
If you’re looking for a TV news cam¬ 

era, consider dependability. It’s the 
most important feature you can buy. 
And it costs you no more. 

NOW - 
NO CABLES! 
You can run 
with your 
F & B/Ceco TV 
News Camera 

With the new Frezzi-Cordless internal 
battery, you can run eight 400' rolls 
without a power cord. It’s a quick- 
change internal battery. And your cam¬ 
era can also run on AC power or any 
portable power supply. Another of the 
many options available with your 
F & B/Ceco TV News Camera. 

Q 

SOS PHOTO-CINE OPTICS, INC 
A DIVISION OF F&B/CECO INDUSTRIES,INC. 



BAUER P6 STUDIO PROJECTOR 

IMMEDIATE 

DELIVERY 

16mm Double Band 

LIST 

PRICE 

$3705.00 

+ 

IMPORT 

SURTAX 

$161.98 

We Accept 

Trades 

TECHNICAL DATA BAUER P6 STUDIO TECHNICAL DATA BAUER P6 STUDIO 

Reel Capacity 2.000 ft. (600m) Sound heads on sep. 
deck 

individual magnetic heads for 
erasing, recording and 
reproduction Film Threading manual; for picture film and 

perforated 16mm tape. 
Sound monitoring 
while recording 

Projection bulb 24V-250W nuartz iodine 
Yes 

Brightness approximately 600 lumens 
Sound monitoring 
amplifier Power Requirements 115V-60 cycles A.C./450 Watt plug-in type with outputs of 

Drive Synchronous motor 1.5V and 5-15ohm. With switch 
for either picture film or tape 
deck side Speed 24fps. or 25fps. forward or 

reverse running 

Aperature 7. 16mm X 9, 6mm Fly wheel on sep. 
deck 

on start of projector, automatically 
speeded up. On stop of projector, 
automatically slowed down Take-up assembly load controlled, self compensat¬ 

ing friction 
Central feeding 
sprocket on sep. deck 

can be disengaged for easier 
positioning of tape film to 
start mark 

Power Rewind fast rewind for picture film, 
rewind for magnetic film by 
driving motor 

Amplifier solid state, with silicone 
transistors. Built in projector Shutter 2 blades 

Claw 3 tooth, special hardened base 

Film null down ratio 1:6 9 Amplifier output 20W. sinus; 25W music power 

Adjustment of frame 
line by moving claw assembly 

Built in speaker 3W (can be switched to off-half¬ 
power-full power 

Picture Steadiness + 0.1% Exciter lamp 6V/1A DC 

Tilting + 7 Silicone photo element type Siemens BPY 11 

Cooling system double fan on motor shaft Trick recording 
control 

for superimposing sound on 
sound for either picture film 
or magnetic deck tape Emergency stop if film tears, complete power 

cut-off Inputs Phono 150mv/500kilo ohm 

Hour counter built in Microphone 
Pre-amp 

0.5mv/200ohm 
1.5v/600ohm (6db) 

Reel Capacity of 
separate deck 2,000ft. (600m) 

Outputs Speaker 
Pre-amp 

8ohm/15Watt 
1.5volt/600ohm +6db 

Sound Reproduction of from either center track 1.5volt/600ohm, adjustable 

separate deck or edge track (chosen by switch) Frequency response optical sound —5 cycles . . . 7,000 
cycles ±3db 

magnetic sound — 50cycles . . . 
12,000 cycles ±3db 

Sound recording of 
separate deck 

on either center track or edge 
track (chosen by switch) 

Sound reproduction 
picture side 

either optical or magnetic 
sound from picture film edge track Signal to noise ratio 45db 

Sound recording on picture film edge track Wow and Flutter picture film — ±4% (DIN) 

tape deck — ±3% (DIN) 
Magnetic sound track 
widths (sep. deck) 

center track: 2.2mm 
edge track: 4.8mm Weight approximately 66pounds 

Gordon Yoder, Inc. 
FORMERLY PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, INC. 

Nothing Changed But the Name 

2959 LADYBIRD LANE (214) 357-3045 -OR 357-2725 DALLAS, TEXAS 75220 



When you’re the whole show, you need the one-man camera: Bolex 
A man in your position can’t afford 
to bother with a 16mm camera 
that's temperamental, cumbersome, 
incomplete, or experimental. 
You need a hundred percent solid 
pro camera that’s proven itself 
from the registration claw on out. 
You need a Bolex. It can do 
anything you need it to do. 
Documentary and news filming, 
with the Vario-Switar 86 OE 
automatic thru-the-lens light 
metering zoom. 
Close-up photography, with pre-set 
diaphragm Switar macro lenses or 
bellows extension. Available 
light filming, with the incredible 
high speed Switar* f/1.1 lens. 
Special effects filming—lap 
dissolves, fades, double exposures. 
Animation and time lapse photography 
accurately accomplished with single 
frame exposures and the built-in 
frame counter. 12 minutes of 
uninterrupted shooting, with the 
400 foot magazine. Fast action filming 
with compact 100 foot load, spring 
wind, and automatic threading. 

*Kern Switar lenses were selected 
to film the moon landing 

Variable speed filming, from 12 to 64 f.p.s. Sync, 
sound, with the constant speed (24 f.p.s.) motor. 

Cinephotomicrography—without disturbing 
vibrations, because of the Bolex circular 

shutter. Underwater filming, with the 
special Bolex underwater housing. 

Bolex is so versatile and reliable that 
it becomes an extension of yourself. 

More than a camera. More like a friend. 
If you want the free 32 page 16mm 

Product Buying Guide write to 
address below: 

Paillard Incorporated, 
1900 Lower Road, Linden, N.J. 07036. 

Other products: Hasselblad cameras and equipment. 
Hermes typewriters and figuring machines. 



a kaleidoscope of 
services for the 

16MM film 
producer 

“Quality and Service" in 16mm processing is an over-simplification 
of why SWFL customers win top awards with their films. Precise 
and innovative processing, with a kaleidoscopic range of services 

enables Southwest to help you more. If you seek quality and service, 
get in touch with SWFL now and produce your own award winner. 
Write for your copy of the latest price list. 

SOUTHWEST HIM LABORATORr. INC. 
3024 FORT WORTH AVENUE* A/C 214 331-8347 * DALLAS, TEXAS 75211 
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COR, the high speed, high 
resolution Super 8 printer with 
over 28 other PEACE-OF-MIND 
features! 

CONTINUOUS 
OPTICAL REDUCTION PRINTER 

1. Resolution—in excess of 108 line pairs/MM 

2. 180 FPM on the 16mm side 

3. Accepts 16mm or 35/32mm negatives 

4. 16mm/1-3 or35mm/5R Super 8 
formats printed simultaneously 

5. Additive color with automatic or manual 
light valves 

6. Available with magnetic or optical sound 

7. Bi-directional printing—no negative rewinding 
or rethreading 

8. Compatible with existing negatives and tapes 

9. Negatives and rawstock on front of printer 

10. Fast, safe, straight line threading path 

11. Aerial image optical system for sharp, 
cleaner prints 

2. F/2 illumination system. 

Here’s the first dozen. Write or call today for the 
complete list, other specifications, and sample 
test print. 

PETERSON ENTERPRISES, INC. 1840 PICKWICK AVE. • GLENVIEW, ILL. 60025 • 312/729-1010 
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Flip Schulke—Photojournalist/Cinematographer/“Photonaut” 

□ TEKTITE II Photographic Mission Leader & Director of the one-hour 
long TV-film study of human adaptation to an underwater habitat titled 
“Man in the Sea—Tektite II” □ Contract photographer for LIFE 
magazine □ Seven-time Award Winner/News Pictures of the Year 
Competition □ Feature photo stories for National Geographic, Fortune, 
Ebony, Time, Playboy, Sports Illustrated, etc. □ Underwater Photographer 
of the Year Award—1967/lOth Annual International 
Underwater Film Festival. 

“The Beaulieu R16B is my own personal camera. 
I like it because of its light weight, the advantage of the 200' daylight loads, 

and the fact that it can fit easily into the underwater plexiglass camera hous¬ 
ing I had designed and built for it. The R16B requires no external battery 
connections or separate battery inside the housing, except for the Beaulieu 
integral battery handgrip. So the R16B handles as a single unit going into and 
coming out of the underwater housing, which makes it a much easier package 
to load and unload in difficult water conditions on the surface. The thru-the- 
lens exposure meter on the Beaulieu works well underwater also. 

I use primarily Angenieux wide angle lenses in my underwater work, 
because it is of utmost importance to be as close to the subject as possible — 
so as to cut out most of the blue filtering of the water between the camera 
and the subject. I also use dome-optic correctors, of my own design, built 
into the front of the underwater camera housing which compensate for the 
magnification factor of the water. 

Besides utilizing the Beaulieu 16mm camera in my underwater photog¬ 
raphy, I also use it in documentary ‘on-the-surface’ cine projects for indus¬ 
trial clients and advertising agencies on assignments all over the world. The 
Beaulieu R16B has made it quite easy for me to make a transition from doing 
mostly ‘still’ journalistic photography, to where a large percentage of my 
photographic work is now in the cine documentary field.” 



THE RILIVIING OF 

"LE MANS* 
Short on plot, but long on action, this picture 
captures the full dramatic (and violent) sweep of 
France's annual racing classic that runs for 24 hours 

The Solar Productions Cinema Cen¬ 
ter Films motor racing feature, "LE 
MANS", will inevitably be compared to 
the real Vingt-Quatre Heures du Mans 
run annually on the Sarthe Circuit in 
France. The question as to whether or 
not the film could be regarded as a 
documentary has been raised repeated¬ 

ly- 
The comparison is valid and wel¬ 

comed by the producers, but the film 
definitely is not a documentary. It is, in 
fact, a fictionalized version of what 
occurs during the festive two days in 
June each year when the world's fastest 
cars and the world's best drivers become 
a magnetic attraction to more than 
300,000 racing fans from all over the 
world. 

It is a dramatization of what happens 
to a select few of the 300,000—specifi¬ 
cally the drivers, their cars, their me¬ 
chanics, their mentors and their women. 

Originally conceived and planned 
two years ago by its star, actor-racer 
Steve McQueen, "Le Mans" was tempor¬ 
arily stymied by the student riots in 
France in 1968, but the delay provi¬ 
dentially allowed additional time for 
research and preparation of the project. 

McQueen transported a writer, pro¬ 
ducer and camera crew to the 1969 
running of Vingt-quatre Heures du Mans 
where more than 30,000 feet of film 

was exposed. Experiments were made 
with camera placement, angles and light¬ 
ing. 

The same team attended races at 
Daytona, Laguna, and numerous other 
American racing sites as part of the 
complex pre-production preparation for 
the multi-million-dollar film. 

SOLAR VILLAGE 

Before any actual filming could get 
underway, however, arrangements had 
to be made with France's Automobile 
Club de L'Ouest and with officials of 
the Department of Sarthe for use of the 
circuit, which includes public highways 
as well as private track facilities. 

The French were duly impressed and 
resultantly cooperative when the pro¬ 
ducers agreed to pay $30,000 for the 
use of the track facilities and told all 
concerned that some $4,000,000 would 
be spent by the production company in 
Le Mans and its environs. 

Soon thereafter a site adjacent to the 
track was selected as the film's oper¬ 
ational headquarters and construction 
of what became known internationally 
as Solar Village was begun on March 23. 
Remarkably, it was completed 11 days 
later on April 3. 

It covered an area of 100,000 square 
feet with the principal structures three 
office buildings, 30 meters long and six 

meters wide, forming a "U" around a 
graded and surfaced parking area. Other 
buildings of the complex included a 
sanitation facility with showers, a food 
tent, kitchen and storage building. Cost: 
$30,000. 

THE 38th VINGT-QUATRE HEURES 

Filming began on "LE MANS" at 
dawn on June 13, 1970, when the first 
of 500,000 spectators began to filter 
into the city. Cameras at many vantage 
points recorded the influx of cars, bi¬ 
cycles, motor bikes, campers, hikers, 
planes and the mass of humanity. 

Nineteen other cameras, manned by 
45 cameramen, were positioned around 
the race course. The three most im¬ 
portant cameras were placed on special 
mounts created by Hollywood special¬ 
ist, Gaylin Schultz, fore and aft of the 
Solar Productions Porsche 908 racing 
car which competed in the race. (See 
Page 990.) 

Driven by professional drivers Her¬ 
bert Linge and Jonathan Williams, the 
Solar entry, surprisingly enough, was 
the first car across the finish line at the 
end of the race at 4 p.m. on June 14, 
the actual winning car, a Porsche 917, 
having crossed the line a bit before 4 
p.m. Solar's Porsche 908 camera car 
finished 8th among 15 finishers. It had 
Continued on Page 1038 

(LEFT) Wives and close associates of the drivers watch the race from a specially designated spectator area. (CENTER) Steve McQueen has tdte a tdte 
with widow of driver killed in previous running of Le Mans race. Sequence was filmed inside an acutal Rotary Club, rigged by Director of 
Photography Robert Hauser, ASC, cast, according to French procedure, in unaccustomed role of "Lighting Cameraman". (RIGHT) Trailers used by 
race drivers offered little room to hide lights for filming. 



(LEFT) Main grandstand at Le Mans was packed with spectators. An estimated total of 300,000 watched the race "live". (CENTER) The pit area 
was focal point of furious activity, especially during the rainy night. (RIGHT) The actual race was filmed by the production company as background 
material. Dramatic scenes and special racing sequences for inter-cutting were filmed later. 

(LEFT) McQueen makes trial run to test feasibility of using helmet 
camera. The idea was rejected. (RIGHT) The picture features a full 
complement of spectacular flaming crashes. 

(LEFT) As rain begins to fall, the fast-moving cars, with lights turned 
on, become glowing blobs. (RIGHT) Assistant on one of the many 
camera crews located around the track, slates scene. 

(LEFT) Steve McQueen, who did his own driving for the filming, takes a rest next to camera crew set up to shoot another sequence. Shown is 
French equivalent to FAY-type quartz-cluster light. Cinematographer Hauser discovered, to his dismay, that it had been rewired to half-power, so 
that lamps would last longer. (CENTER) Car-mounted camera, within streamlined cowling to cut down wind resistance. (RIGHT) At dusk (the 
cinematographer's "magic hour") the action takes on a fascinating character. 

(LEFT) Cameras which will shoot the race from many vantage points around the track, are brought out of their storage facility and set up for the 
day's work. (CENTER) Filming of staged racing sequences for inter-cut with the real thing, required a daily quota of extras to fill the spectator 
areas. (RIGHT) Specially converted GT-40 camera car about to make a run. Port in foreground, with cover removed, is for storage of complex 
air-control equipment used to pan, tilt and focus, while operator watches image on TV monitor. 



LE MANS" 
SPEED WAS OF THE ESSENCE 

The car mounted cameras, ingeniously rigged by a top expert, put 
the audience right into the race, and are the film's real stars 

By MARLENE NICHOLSON 

The bright red and blue and orange 
cars flash by the screen at blinding 
speeds, the densely packed crowds visi¬ 
ble along every possible inch of the 
track; the helicopter pulls back and 
reveals an even greater mass of people 
.. . and, as usual, the visual sense has, 

in a matter of only moments, encom¬ 
passed and totally devoured what took 
months and months of work to achieve. 
Nothing new for a movie, right? But 
then, even for the blase studio tech¬ 
nician, mounting cameras on race cars 
driving at actual speeds had to pose new 
and frightening problems. Now add to 
that a car, not only loaded with cameras 
but entered in the world's toughest 
competitive race, THE 24 HOURS OF 
LE MANS, and the technician's prob¬ 
lems have only just begun! 

Problems follow one another until 
they almost stumble into each other, 
compounding themselves before even 
being solved. Steve McQueen has com¬ 
mitted his 908 Porsche to actually 
compete in this race. So now, besides 
the "usual" camera technician's prob¬ 
lems, you have to come up with solu¬ 
tions that will satisfy the French engi¬ 
neers, the Driver's Association and the 
French Automobile Club. The pressures 
increase further when you're told that 

you have the dubious honor of even 
being allowed to film on this track, 
because one of your predecessors rather 
casually installed a camera that fell off 
on the crowded track, resulting in dire 
consequences amounting to consider¬ 
able damage and danger to the partici¬ 
pants of a prior race. 

Now the problems are really getting 
tough ... so many people to satisfy. 
Add to this the requirement that no 
camera or camera equipment may be 
placed in the cockpit of the race cars, 
because part of their qualification re¬ 
quirements state that a certain amount 
of cubic space remain "empty" in each 
car; space which you would be infring¬ 
ing upon if you put a camera in the car. 

There's more yet to come. Other 
cameras from othervantagepointsaround 
the track and in the air will also be 
photographing this spectacle, which 
means that any cameras mounted on the 
race car must be hidden from view and 
in such a manner that whatever device is 
used to camouflage will be aerodynami- 
cally safe and totally convincing to the 
onlooker as being all part of this car. 
And the heat is on! 

Now we are reminded that this is, as 
its name implies, a 24-hour race, going 
from light to darkness and back to light 

again, intermixed with a little bit of 
French savoir-faire that throws in sun¬ 
shine and rain as well. The problems of 
filming while actually racing can be 
tallied ad infinitum, but now race day is 
upon you and all your homework is 
behind you and you have only to worry 
about whether all your thoughts and all 
your backup systems are as good in 
practice as they seem to be in theory. 
The moment of truth has arrived! 

The drivers, understandably, are not 
only skeptical of what you have created, 
they are downright belligerent about the 
aerodynamic changes you have wrought, 
because they have resulted in such 
drastic handling attitudes in relation to 
the car. And not to be neglected is the 
intrinsic attitude that these are men 
used to driving cars to win, not to film! 
To leave each man to solve his own 
problems, or as one might say in the 
current vernacular, to "do his own 
thing," you do the best you can toward 
getting footage that will be impossible 
to account for in any way other than 
being right there. 

To minimize possible camera failure, 
you have arranged your mounts so that 
the entire camera will be removed dur¬ 
ing each pit stop, allowing a technician 

Continued on Page 1036 

(LEFT) Swinging mount on front of car, designed by Gaylin Schultz, to permit another car to bump camera and nudge it out of the way. Mount is 
held in initial position by powerful magnet. When it has swung to second position, at right-angle to original, a second magnet takes over and holds it 
in place. (RIGHT) A three-camera set-up, mounted by special rig on the rear of a Porsche 917 racing car. 



(LEFT) A rear swing mount, similar in construction to the front mount described. On side of mount for second camera pointed straight back can be 
seen powerful magnet, which will hold swinging camera in place after it has been bumped. (RIGHT) Camera mounted on GT-40 camera car, to be 
manually run by operator in car for point-of-view shot through window. 

(LEFT) GT-40 camera car, with camera 
mounted on side and operator in special 
padded cockpit. (CENTER) Remotely- 
controlled camera, operated by air pressure 
for panning and tilting, is shown installed in 
car. In foreground is air bottle which pro¬ 
vides the air pressure and operates air-ring 
that keeps rain off of lens. (RIGHT) Camera 
mounted to film close shot of rear tire going 
flat. 

(LEFT) Location van used by camera mount specialist Gaylin Schultz to construct mounts and other special equipment right on the spot. The van 
accommodates a complete miniature machine shop which Schultz used to build a vast variety of different mounts, dreamed up on the spur of the 
moment by the director and cameraman. (RIGHT) Schultz (wearing sunglasses) listens to debate about proposed camera mount. When the argument 
is over, he will make it—whatever it is. 



MADE IN SAN FRANCISCO 
A group of young film-makers from American Zoetrope, 
most of whom had never worked on a feature, turn cameras 
toward a chilling "Brave New World" vision of the future 

Warner Bros.' "THX 1138" is a 
mind-bending look into a future century 
and into a civilization that exists totally 
underground, its hairless citizens com¬ 
puter-controlled, euphoric with compul¬ 
sory drugs and having arrived at the 
ultimate in human conformity under a 
robot police force. 

The American Zoetrope production 
for Warner Bros, release was directed by 
25-year-old George Lucas, produced by 
Lawrence Sturhahn and written by 
George Lucas and Walter Murch. Francis 
Ford Coppola, head of American Zoe¬ 
trope, was the executive producer. The 
film editor was George Lucas, the art 
director Michael Haller and the camera¬ 
men were Albert Kihn and David Mey¬ 
ers. 

The story is concerned with the 
efforts of Robert Duvall, who plays 
THX 1138 in a society where a prefix 
and a number suffice for a name, to 
escape his drug-induced state, which 
leads to love, an unknown and even 
forbidden emotion in his dehumanized 
surroundings, and finally his attempt to 
escape completely from the subterran¬ 
ean world itself. 

The "THX 1138" company traveled 
to no less than 22 locations in the San 
Francisco Bay area, filming in such 
places as the Oakland Coliseum, the San 

Francisco Pacific Gas and Electric Build¬ 
ing, the Marin County Civic Center in 
San Rafael and the various tunnels and 
tubes of the a-building Bay Area Rapid 
Transit system, scheduled to go into 
operation in 1972. 

One of the chilling scenes shows 
Robert Duvall undergoing a medical 
examination of the future. To simulate 
this, director Lucas moved the company 
to a tumor research center in San Jose, 
where a four-million-volt linear acceler¬ 
ator and a laser treatment machine 
provided the necessary appearance of 
the medical machines of centuries 
hence. 

The "THX 1138" company left the 
San Francisco area for one week to film 
a sequence involving a stark prison of 
the future without walls. The set, best 
described as absolute whiteness in all 
directions, served as a futuristic confine¬ 
ment facility without borders or bound¬ 
aries. 

Director George Lucas grew up in 
Modesto, Calif., and became interested 
in films while attending the University 
of Southern California. "THX 1138" is 
his first feature picture, either as a 
writer or director, but it is based on a 
short he made while at USC which took 
the grand prize at the National Student 
Film Festival. Lucas has several other 

films planned for American Zoetrope 
production. 

Francis Ford Coppola, the executive 
producer and creator of American Zoe¬ 
trope, is only 30 but has had a decade 
of experience in motion pictures, much 
of it as a writer. He attended Hofstra 
University in New York before going to 
UCLA for his master's degree in film- 
making, where he won first prize in the 
1962 Samuel Goldwyn writing competi¬ 
tion. He made his professional debut in 
1967 as writer and director on the 
highly acclaimed "YOU'RE A BIG BOY 
NOW", then directed Warners' "FIN- 

IAN'S RAINBOW" and wrote and di¬ 
rected "THE RAIN PEOPLE" for the 
same studio. It was while he was in the 
post-production phases on that film that 
he realized his "ultimate dream" with 
the founding of American Zoetrope and 
its ultra-modern film facility in San 
Francisco. Coppola won an Academy 
"Oscar" last year for his screenplay of 
"PATTON". He has recently completed 
co-scripting and direction chores on 
Paramount's "THE GODFATHER" and 
is currently in the process of editing the 
picture at Zoetrope. 

The production of "THX 1138" was 
unique in several significant respects, 
among which were the following: 

(1) Though financed and released by 

(LEFT) Zombie-like workers of futuristic underground society, at work in a control room fitted with monitors to spy on other workers. Film shown 
on monitors was shot on 16mm film specifically for the picture by American Zoetrope crew. No attempt was made to eliminate shutter bars from 
monitors. (RIGHT) Sequence of a "cathedral" with telecast photo-mural of deity-figure in background was the sole fully-lighted sequence in 
picture—and only because it was shot in actual TV station fully equipped with push-button-control liahts which the aaffer could not relict 



(LEFT) Crew sets up to shoot in not-yet-operational control center of the Bay Area Rapid Transit system. Aside from a few small quartz units 
bouncing light off the ceiling, entire sequence was filmed by available light. (RIGHT) American Zoetrope's mobile filming unit was used extensively 
during shooting in 22 locations throughout Bay Area. It is basically a converted Ford Econoline van compartmentalized to store the company's 
filming gear for maximum safety and efficiency. 
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(LEFT) Budding drones of the future, with heads freshly shaved and brains freshly washed, are herded about by instructors. An entire class of 
children volunteered to have their heads shaved in order to participate. (RIGHT) Low-angle shot emphasizes contours of futuristic interior and is 
part of the off-beat style of cinematography designed by Director George Lucas, who is very knowledgeable about the "graphics" of photography. 

Warner Bros., the film, in its creative 
concept and execution, was in no way a 
"major studio production"; on the con¬ 
trary, it was totally the product of 
American Zoetrope, the San Francisco- 
based film-making "commune", found¬ 
ed and funded by Francis Ford Coppola 
for the purpose of attracting, encourag¬ 
ing and utilizing talented young film 
technicians new to the industry. (See 
Page 1002.) 
(2) Except for a couple of short 

sequences requiring set elements that 
did not exist locally, the picture was 
produced, photographed and completed 
entirely in San Francisco, with post-pro¬ 
duction utilizing the highly sophisticat¬ 

ed technical facilities of American 
Zoetrope. 

(3) Only one small "set" (an austere 
apartment of the future) was actually 
built for the production. Enormous 
production value and an atmosphere of 
great scope were achieved by utilizing 
carefully selected structures and loca¬ 
tions existing in the San Francisco area. 

(4) "THX 1138" was made by a 
relatively small crew of primarily young 
technicians, most of whom had never 
before worked on a feature film. 

(5) The picture, filmed in Techni- 
scope, is highly stylized in its photo¬ 
graphic treatment. A distinctive visual 
aura, perfectly adapted to the subject 

matter, was achieved by breaking estab¬ 
lished photographic rules—not haphaz¬ 
ardly, but with a high degree of skill and 
control. 

Following are the accounts of several 
key technicians relating to their respec¬ 
tive functions in the production of 
"THX 1138": 

THE CONCEPT OF "THX 1138" 
By GEORGE LUCAS 
Co- wri ter/Direc tor 

My primary concept in approaching 
the production of "THX 1138" was to 
make a kind of cinema verite film of the 
future—something that would look like 
Continued on Page 1018 
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A man, his work, and his camera 
Merl A. Dobry Aerial and Underwater 
Cinematographer □ Parachutist and Skier □ Independent 
Documentary Filmmaker □ Director of the Motion 
Picture Dept., Brooks Institute of Photography 
(Santa Barbara, California) 

“The camera I use in my aerial cinematography is the 16mm Beaulieu. 
This is a very light weight camera—the body weighing only 4V4 pounds 
—and this low weight aspect is a tremendous asset when you are 
in a chase plane, or attaching the camera to a wing-tip of an airplane, 
or free-falling during a parachuting sequence. The G-forces are not too 
great when you’re handholding the Beaulieu, and there is 
also very little wind drag. 

“Some time ago, I was involved in shooting a film which called for a 
parachute sequence with a series of free-falls. I started off doing the series 
using a ‘gun-camera’ mounted on my jump helmet. When that 
parachute opens, the extra weight of the helmet-mounted camera 
transmits quite a sudden shock to your neck. So I began using my 16mm 
Beaulieu during such free-falling parachute jumps by putting my hand 
through the top strap and tethering a light nylon cord around the bottom. 
In parachuting, by the way, I prefer to use the Beaulieu pistol grip, 
and I place the nicad battery and remote battery container in my shirt 
pocket... running the battery cord down my sleeve so the wind 
doesn’t tear it off. I just jump out of the aircraft at about 18,000 feet, 
letting the Beaulieu blow back against my arm. When it comes time to 
shoot, I just move into position and reach it with the other hand— 
using the Beaulieu just as I would for normal hand-held shooting on the 
ground. And, I’ve never faced any problems with a dislocated neck 
due to a camera helmet by shooting my free-fall sequences this way.” 

Beaulieu. 
It lets you be there when 
it’s happening. 

"I always seem to get back to the aerodynamics 
of the Beaulieu 16mm camera body design ... 
it was probably never deliberately wind-tunnel 
tested when they first designed the basic earner a, 
but you can’t deny that the Beaulieu 16mm turned 
out to be an extremely compact and smoothly 
styled camera. I find it ideal for all types 
of aerial filming." CINEMA Rctaulipjj 

HERVIC CORPORATION 

To receive literature on the Beaulieu 16mm camera, 
visit your finest camera store or write 
Cinema Beaulieu, General Office: 14225 Ventura Blvd., 
Sherman Oaks, California 91403. 
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The romantic city by the Golden Gate presents a myriad 

By VAUGHN SHANER of different locations for the motion picture camera lens 
Sales Manager, Pacific Northern Region 
Motion Picture & Education Markets Division 
Eastman Kodak Company 

It was the beginning of a typical 
winter day in San Francisco. 

The cold bite in the morning air 
encouraged some tourists to wear their 
topcoats, but the natives knew that by 
noon the sun would burn off the low- 
hanging clouds that drifted overhead. 
On world-famous Nob Hill, three filmo- 
biles from Warner Brothers were parked, 
while the production crew worked in¬ 
side an apartment building where a 
scene for "CROSSCURRENT" was be¬ 
ing filmed. 

A cable car with tourists headed for 
Fisherman's Wharf was obligingly 
stopped, so the people from Kansas and 
Nebraska (which, incidentally, is my 
own home state) could gaze at the 
Hollywood stars for awhile. Many fo¬ 
cused their Kodak Instamatic still and 

movie cameras on the film-makers. 
Behind the camera, Director of 

Photography Fred Koenekamp, ASC, 
quickly lit the scene so the crew and 
talent could finish their jobs and move 
to the financial district, where the next 
scenes were scheduled to be filmed. 

Two San Francisco policemen, as¬ 
signed to control traffic and guarantee 
the privacy of the crew, chatted quietly, 
barely paying attention to the now-fam¬ 
iliar sight of a "Hollywood" film being 
made in the streets of San Francisco. 
With the exception of the tourist-laden 
cable car, the film crew and actors 
received only glances from the residents 
on their way to work. 

Even automobile drivers, seeing the 
filmobiles, klieg lights and reflectors, 
tended to make their own detours to 

Fisherman's Wharf is a familiar sight, not only to San Francisco visitors, but to millions of 
moviegoers, as well, since it has been used countless times as a location in feature and television 
films. The Bay City's climate, though changeable in mood, is considered to be generally favorable 
for motion picture production. 

avoid possible traffic jams. San Francis¬ 
cans have apparently become so blase 
about film-making on their streets that 
they often pass right by. 

The time of the year was January. 
"CROSSCURRENT" was scheduled for 
television release to help fill the need 
for feature-length films. And San Fran¬ 
cisco newspapers were already reporting 
that it was a pilot for another Bay-area 
TV series, joining "AIRPORT", whose 
programs for the year were already in 
the can. 

Several other feature-length films 
were in production while the "CROSS¬ 
CURRENT" crew was at work. In San 
Mateo, Cameraman John Alonzo was 
filming Paramount's "HARRY AND 
MAUD", under the direction of Hal 
Ashby. That day, some 500 local people 
were hired as extras. Across the Bay in 
Napa Valley, "OLD MAN'S PLACE", a 
Cinerama production, was ending eight 
weeks on location. 

All told, some 15 to 20 feature- 
length films, including "FOOLS", 
"ALL-AMERICAN BOY", and some 
made by foreign producers, were started 
in Northern California in 1970. That 
doesn't include the increasing number 
of television, commercial and nonthe¬ 
atrical productions originated in the 
same area. 

In a sense, San Francisco has become 
a thriving film industry "suburb" to a 
center-city Hollywood. Several success¬ 
ful young directors, including Michael 
Ritchie ("DOWNHILL RACER") and 
Francis Ford Coppola ("THE GOD¬ 
FATHER") make their homes in the 
Bay area. Coppola not only lives here, 
he also works here—heading American 
Zoetrope Studios that provides a down¬ 
town production center where screening 
and editing facilities are available for 
rental. 

There are also other measures of the 
penetration that the film industry has 
made in San Francisco. Our division of 
Eastman Kodak Company, for example, 
had one full-time engineering service 
representative assigned to San Francisco 
for many years. Now there are seven of 
us available to consult and provide 



San Francisco's wide variety of exterior locations—cobblestone streets, "hippie" communities, 
harbor, skyscrapers, beaches, nearby fishing towns, mountains and desert—have attracted many 
film-makers, as have its distinctive ethnic neighborhoods, such as Chinatown. 

technical advice to Northern California 
film-makers. In addition, Kodak's new 
$7 million distribution center in nearby 
San Ramon allows producers to order 
color negative film from our warehouse 
on 24-hour notice. 

San Francisco, of course, is just an 
hour's flight from the major Hollywood 
laboratories and optical houses. Even so, 
a thriving Bay-area laboratory business 
has developed. There are at least a 
half-dozen excellent 16mm film labora¬ 
tories. The newest is the 35mm color 
processing and printing facility of Cine- 
Chrome Labs in Palo Alto. 

This company is headed by Burton 
Smith, a veteran film industry technol¬ 
ogist. Smith opened Cine-Chrome Labs 
in 1957 because he sensed a growing 
local need for 16mm color film process¬ 
ing and printing. His initial clientele 
were mostly industrial film departments 
servicing the then burgeoning aerospace 
industry. 

In recent years, as the demand for 
film processing services slackened 
among its original customers, Cine- 
Chrome has continued to expand in 
order to better service independent busi¬ 
ness and industrial film-makers now 
locating in the area. 

Davidson Films, Lee Mendelson Film 
Productions, and Snazelle Productions, 
Inc., are among the scores of local 
independent film-makers who have cre¬ 
ated a demand for improved lab service. 
However, until the mid-1960s the stress 
was all on 16mm, according to Smith. 

''About 1966, producers began mak¬ 
ing serious inquiries about our capabili¬ 
ties for processing 35mm Eastman color 
negative film," he says. "The following 
year we noted that 13 feature-length 
films were produced in San Francisco 
(with 'BULLITT' the best known), as 
well as about 200 35mm color commer¬ 
cials. Also, we were getting some re¬ 
quests for service from independent 
Hollywood producers, who were only 

anticipating short-run orders—maybe 12 
to 15 release prints.” 

Cine-Chrome expanded to larger fa¬ 
cilities, and installed faster equipment 
for processing and printing from 35mm 
color negative film. "Our business grew 
30 percent in 1970," reports Smith, 
"and we think that is just a beginning." 

The surge of film production in San 
Francisco is at least partially sympto¬ 
matic of what is happening in the movie 
industry in general. Developments in¬ 
clude the demand for lower-budget 
films; the trend toward location, instead 
of studio productions; the emergence of 
TV-trained directors, cameramen and 
crews, who are used to shooting 60 to 
70 setups a day, instead of 10 or 12; 
"faster" negatives and an improved 
Eastman color film system; more mobile 
cameras and lighting equipment, and the 
growing popularity of the Cinemobile 
that Fouad Said first took on the road 
in 1966 to produce the "I SPY" televi¬ 
sion series. 

All these developments tended to 
encourage the drift from Hollywood. 
The effect has been felt in New York, 
Dallas, Chicago, Florida and New Mexi¬ 
co, which have all undergone periods of 
explosive film industry growth. 

Even during the heyday of the stu¬ 
dio-made film in Hollywood, however, 
San Francisco's unique weather, talent 
pool and rich choice of locations made 
it the site of many theatrical-type films. 
"VERTIGO", "EXPERIMENT IN TER¬ 
ROR", "THE DAYS OF WINE AND 
ROSES", "PETULIA", "THE GRADU¬ 
ATE", and "GUESS WHO'S COMING 
TO DINNER" were all filmed in San 
Francisco. 

The coastline near San Francisco was 
also the location for the "Cape Cod" 
scenes of "THE RUSSIANS ARE COM¬ 
ING". Tony Curtis played the Boston 
Strangler while roaming through a San 
Francisco tenement district. And during 
the production of "SKIDOO", the city 
simulated a typical midwestern town. 

(LEFT) A crowd gathers in the lobby of "The San Francisco Experience", waiting for the next show to begin. The dazzling multi-media spectacle 
presented in Ghirardelli Square drew an audience of more than 300,000 in its first year. (RIGHT) San Francisco police assigned to traffic and crowd 
control during filming of this street scene for "CROSSCURRENT" find themselves with little to do, as San Franciscans rarely stop to see what is 
happening. 



(LEFT) Fred Koenekamp, ASC, and his camera crew set up for a scene inside the lobby of a high-rise apartment building in San Francisco's Nob Hill 
district. (RIGHT) Kodak's Ray Grant, foreground, shares a light moment with San Francisco film producer, E. Gregg Snazelle, whose company, 
Snazelle Productions, Inc., tripled its business in 1970. Eastman Kodak has assigned seven full-time engineering representatives to the Bay Area to 
consult and provide technical advice to the many film producers attracted to San Francisco in recent years. 

producers guaranteed that they would 
train and hire a group of unemployed 
city residents. They also built and do¬ 
nated a $25,000 swimming pool in a 
specified low-income community. 

"BULLITT" was something of a 
trend-setter in that more local talent 
was hired for cast and crew than had 
been the habit of movie-makers working 
on locations away from Hollywood. 
Also, Arriflex cameras were heavily used 
for the first time on a major theatrical 
production. The tremendous mobility 
gained by the film crew more than made 
up for the inconvenience of using com¬ 
paratively limited 400-foot film rolls 
compatible with the camera system. 

Mayor Alioto's administration has 
openly solicited film-making campaigns. 
As a result, the active cooperation of 
the police has been assured. 

"All it took was one phone call for 
us to be able to close off a public street 
to traffic while we were working there," 
says one director. 

He tells how an officer assigned to 
traffic control had knocked on the door 
of a warehouse and asked for permission 
for the film crew to work inside the 
building because the director saw an 
opportunity for a unique shot. 

"There was no quibbling and no 
delay. Everyone was glad to cooperate," 
he says. "It took two minutes for us to 
get the clearance we needed." 

Another director was amazed at the 
cooperation he received when he set up 
to shoot a street scene in a suburban 
area. "The police went around with our 
script girl and asked people if they 
would mind not walking in and out of 
their homes while we were shooting— 
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Stand on any street corner near City 
Hall and you are within minutes of a 
1,000-acre park, cobblestone streets, a 
typical financial district, skyscrapers, 
"hippie" communities, a Chinese city- 
within-a-city, a harbor, a classic skid 
row, a yacht club and so on. 

With these choices of natural loca¬ 
tions, who needs a studio? 

The same thought occurred to San 
Francisco Mayor Joseph Alioto shortly 
after he took office in 1966. The mayor 
is quick to discuss his own long-time 
interest in the film-making industry. His 

law firm has represented major studios 
and his family owns movie theaters in 
Utah. 

After his election. Mayor Alioto or¬ 
ganized the San Francisco Film Produc¬ 
tion Office to help out-of-town film¬ 
makers working in the city. One of the 
first efforts of this volunteer group was 
an arrangement negotiated with Solar- 
Warner-Seven Arts, the producers of 
"BULLITT". 

The city provided no-fee licenses, full 
police support and the use of various 
public-owned facilities. In exchange, the 

One of Fouad Said's Cinemobiles, parked along a San Francisco street during the filming of a 
Warner Bros, feature, brings the studio to the location. Such mobile equipment is especially 
well-suited to this city whose steep and narrow streets render the use of a large number of 
conventional studio trucks impractical. 
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which took several hours. Housewives 
actually went shopping early or late, 
and husbands left for work from their 
back doors. And, no one asked us for a 
thing," he says. 

Head of the mayor's committee to 
encourage film production is Claude 
Jarman, a one-time Hollywood child 
star and currently a motion-picture en¬ 
trepreneur in his own right. Jarman— 
who is one of the owners of Medion, 
Inc., a San Francisco-based production 
house that has so far specialized in 
industrial, educational and political 
film-making (they are reading theatrical 
scripts now)—describes the mayor's 
committee as a clearinghouse. Jarman is 
the chairman of the successful annual 
San Francisco Film Festival, which at¬ 
tracts world wide attention each year to 
its program of outstanding film produc¬ 
tions. 

"If you know how to find it," he 
explains, "there is practically any type 
of location that you could want either 
in San Francisco or within easy reach. 
You are an hour away from snow and 
mountains, fishing towns, beaches, fac¬ 
tories and desert. You name it. 

"Our committee advises producers 
on the availability of locations, housing, 
permits, police support and where to 
hire local talent." 

There are some 5,000 persons, in¬ 
cluding models, child actors, stagehands 
and camera crew members, registered 
with local agencies and unions, accord¬ 
ing to Jarman. 

There is also a definitive "clean," 
sophisticated look to San Francisco 
models, according to E. Gregg Snazelle, 
whose success story in San Francisco 
film-making has established guidelines 
for newer companies. Snazelle started as 
a fledgling cameraman-director in the 
Bay area during the late 1950s. 

From the beginning, he was sold on 
the unique opportunities in the city's 
abundant choice of locations and pool 
of talent. Committed primarily to 
16mm production at first, Snazelle 
Films, Inc., created an excellent track 
record in commercials, TV specials, and 
industrial films. 

Despite the steady growth of his 
firm, Snazelle admitted to feeling at 
times that he was fighting an endlessly 
uphill battle. Although he campaigned 
hard to convince East Coast ad agencies 
to select the area as the site for location 
commercials, he estimated that as much 
as 80 to 90 percent of the $3-4 million 
spent annually by local agencies on film 
production was going out-of-town. 

"I just couldn't see searching the 
country for production sites or settling 
Continued on Page 1052 

(LEFT) A Warner Bros, crew rigs booster lights for exterior location filming in the streets of San 
Francisco. (RIGHT) Producer E. Gregg Snazelle reviews color commercial footage in his studio's 
35mm preview room. 

(LEFT) Burton Smith checking a run at Cine-Chrome Labs in Palo Alto, which has been 
expanding its capability for processing and printing 35mm color film. (RIGHT) Claude Jarman, 
Director of the San Francisco Film Festival, heads the mayor's committee to bring film-making 
to the city. 



A lot of productions use a lot of different cameras for a 
lot of different purposes. One camera might be blimped 
and mounted for sound work. Another might be hand¬ 
held for wild shots. A third might wind up on the camera 
car. And if time-lapse, animation or underwater footage 

ARRIFLEX 35 users use accessories where 
other-camera users use other cameras 

camera and a choice of accessories to do many jobs, 
instead of many cameras to each do one job? 

is required, the call might 
go out for cameras num¬ 
ber four, five, or six. 

Arriflex had a better idea 
— one rooted in logic, 
convenience and econo¬ 
my. Why not use one 

P.0. Box 1050, Woodside, N.Y. 11377 

1011 Chestnut Street, Burbank, Calif. 91502 

The idea’s validity has been pretty well substantiated 
over the past three decades. An Arriflex 35 is a 200' or 
400' camera that can be hand-held, that squeezes into 
any corner its operator can, that leaves some room in 
the camera car for the cameraman. And that same Arri¬ 
flex is also a blimped 1000 footer, with sync generator 
and automatic slate, if you wish. There’s no shortage of 
underwater housings, intervalometers and animation mo¬ 
tors; and Arriflex mirror-shutter viewing is as beneficial 
on the animation stand as in live shooting. While the 
single purpose cameras do all these jobs more expen¬ 
sively, none do them more conveniently, quickly or better. 

So if your writers call for all kinds of tricks, or if you ex¬ 
pect the unexpected, pick the one that’s done them all: 
Arriflex 35. 

UMFLEX3S 2d 
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Now you can change film sizes 
...and still maintain uniform 
tension and constant speed! 

Any laboratory that changes film sizes frequently or plans to 
process multi-perforated film will find the new Treise Pro¬ 
cessors a dream to operate. They feature a revolutionary new 
type of demand-drive that assures uniform controllable tension 
and constant film speed throughout the processor. 

The heart of the Treise SBR-Drive is a unique new film 
roller with a flexible heavy-duty 5-leaf spring insert. The spring 
bearing rollers (SBR) are mounted on a stationary shaft at the 
top of each rack and are free to rotate. An overdrive shaft is 
mounted directly underneath. As film tension increases (or 
decreases), the SBR contact (or pull away from) the drive 
shaft. The result is individual strand control! Due to the un¬ 
usual construction of the Treise spring insert, the distance 
between the rollers and the drive shaft is so small that the 
slightest change in film tension creates a response and thus 
maintains a remarkable degree of equilibrium. 

All SBR are equipped with “soft touch tires” that firmly 
grip the film and smoothly move it along without the slightest 
scratch or abrasion. Treise processors operate smoother, too, 
because they feature heavy-duty gear box drive and torque 
motor take-ups. 

When using SBR-Drive, 
the elevator is kept at a 
fixed position less than 
an inch from the bottom 
of the tank, thus permit¬ 
ting full utilization of ■■■■■■■■ 
chemical solutions. SBR- 
Drive comes either in individual lift-out racks or as part of 
a complete unit lifted out by hoist, for quick easy servicing. 

SBR-brive includes an automatic braking system to stop 
the processor, in the event a film breaks due to some 
error in handling. 

The new Treise SBR-Drive Processors feature stainless 
steel tanks, with hastelloy or titanium components in ferri 
bleach areas. Models are available to accommodate any 
film size from 8mm to 105mm, to handle any kind of pro¬ 
cess, and to operate at speeds from 30 fpm to 250 fpm. 

ALLIED FILM LAB modified a 10-year-old processor 
with SBR-Drive ... and now it runs like new! 
Join the many leaders, like Allied Film Lab, Foto-Kem, News Film 
Laboratories, University Microfilm, etc., who are already benefiting 
from this revolutionary “step forward” in processor design. Write to¬ 
day for complete details about our modification program. Modernize 
your processor with Treise SBR-Drive! 

Write for full information about SBR-Drive! 

REISE ENGINEERING, INC. 
1941 FIRST STREET • SAN FERNANDO, CALIF. 91340 • (213) 365-3124 

Bill Smith, Allied Film President, 
checks over his SBR-Drive. 



SAN FRANCISCO'S OWN 

A unique atelier in the Bay City established to attract 

and utilize the skills of new and talented young film-makers 

By CHRISTOPHER PEARCE 
General Manager, American Zoetrope 

American Zoetrope was formed 
about two and a half years ago by 
Francis Ford Coppola, using his own 
money. He moved to San Francisco 
from Los Angeles and brought with him 
a group of people that included George 
Lucas (who has since directed "THX 
1138”), Bob Dalva (a fine editor who is 

A forerunner of the motion picture, the 
Zoetrope (1834) featured strips with figure 
drawings that seemed to move when revolved 
and viewed through a slot. 

now running our commercial division), 
and Bart Patton (who had been a 
producer in Hollywood). They all came 
together and started Zoetrope. 

Francis wanted to establish a unique 
facility for film-makers and film-mak¬ 
ing. He decided to put this whole thing 
in what is known as the "warehouse- 
wino” district of San Francisco—basical¬ 
ly because this was an inexpensive area 
in which to find real estate. Most of the 
film-makers I know sit around and say: 
"Wouldn't it be marvelous if we had our 
own projection room where we could go 
and sit and watch film any time we 
wanted to?" or "Wouldn't it be great to 
have our own editing machine?" 

So what Francis did was put all of 
these dreams together in the form of a 
facility which I think is one of the most 
modern in the country. The people who 
came to San Francisco from Hollywood 
to be part of Zoetrope did so, not 
because Los Angeles is a horrible place 
to live or that there are horrible people 
there, but because of the fact that it is 
very difficult to work in a studio atmos¬ 
phere. It's very difficult to create where 
there are people running in and out of 
little offices all the time and phones are 
always ringing. Also, it's very easy to 
over-socialize in this business and I 
think there is too much of that in 
Hollywood. 

What we've tried to do with Zoe¬ 
trope is keep it very relaxed and estab¬ 
lish a free-flowing atmosphere around 
the place. Basically, we've attempted to 
cut out the aura of mystique that the 
studios have—the high walls that sur¬ 
round them and the feeling of you- 
can't-go-in-there that is so intimidating 

Francis Ford Coppola, founder of American 
Zoetrope, is a former UCLA Cinema student 
and recent Academy Award-winner for his 
screenplay of the film "PATTON". 

(LEFT) The lobby of American Zoetrope's main facility in the "warehouse-wino" district of downtown San Francisco, features a rococo pool table 
and a formidable piece of plumbing that brews espresso coffee—both very functional as elements of the relaxed atmosphere that pervades the place. 
(RIGHT) Film editor operates controls of 16mm-35mm KEM (Keller) editing console, one of two such machines owned by Zoetrope. The 
organization, featuring $300,000 worth of highly sophisticated film-making equipment, is one of the most modern such facilities in the world. 



Bart Patton, former Hollywood producer ana 
one of the original Zoetrope personnel, di¬ 
rects actor in screen test. The camera is a 
blimped 35mm Eclair CM-3. 

to a young guy who is trying to get into 
the industry. People can come and go 
freely at Zoetrope, and we're not going 
to turn anybody away because he's not 
a "groovy" film-maker or because he 
hasn't had three years in the industry, 
or anything like that. 

At the same time, the place is kept 
reasonably quiet and relaxed, so that 
people can come in to work and shut 
themselves in an office for a day, free of 
the usual incredible noise and confu¬ 
sion. We've tried to keep the place very, 
very open. Francis is extremely good at 
that. He's a very easy man to talk to. 

For reasons of overhead, the basic 
staff at Zoetrope is kept very small—five 
or six people—but we have what we call 
"Associates of American Zoetrope". 
This is a group of people who can come 
in whenever they want and play pool or 
drink coffee and talk and see what is 
going on. Depending upon our produc¬ 
tion requirements, these are the first 
people we pull from. Director Michael 
Ritchie now lives in San Francisco and 
we sort of like to think of him as an 
"associate" of American Zoetrope. But 
there are a lot of people like that who 
can just use the place. They can have 
phone messages left there and that sort 
of thing. It gives them a base of opera¬ 
tions. It's very rough, for example, to be 
a free-lance cameraman and operate 

your own office—especially if you're 
young and just starting out. So we try 
to help in this way. We attempt to 
control it, because it does cost money, 
but we do allow a lot of people to just 
use the place. 

As I said before, Zoetrope represents 
a very modern facility for film-making. 
We have around $300,000 worth of 
extremely sophisticated equipment— 
which represents a major investment by 
Francis Ford Coppola. We have a small 
but very nice full-screen theatre 
equipped with 16mm and 35mm inter¬ 
lock projection. This theatre doubles as 
a combined screening room and mixing¬ 
dubbing studio. 

There are six or seven editing rooms 
equipped with Keller and Steenbeck 
"flat-top" editing machines. We have a 
total mixing facility which consists, 
again, of Keller equipment from Ger¬ 
many. One of the reasons for having 
such a complete installation is that, 
despite the incredible insecurity of this 
industry, you know that, whatever hap¬ 
pens, you can go on making films. You 
need relatively little money if you have 
all of that equipment sitting there. You 
know, for example, that you can mix 
your own film for nothing, because the 
equipment is there—it's paid for. I think 
that's the basic philosophy behind why 
it was set up in this way. 

There is, of course, a certain risk 
attendant to having such a unique instal¬ 
lation, but it's the sort of risk that 
Francis takes all the time. He is an 
innovator in the industry and suffers the 
consequences to some extent. For ex¬ 
ample, the Keller mixing system which 
we have—a flat-top console like the 
editing machine—is the only one of its 
kind in this country. If it breaks down, 
you have to pull in a man from Ham¬ 
burg, Germany to repair it. An integral 
part of the machine is a Telex circuit, 
whereby you can just Telex Germany 
back and forth to find out why your 
machine is not working properly. We 
have reams of paper between here and 
Germany on Telex, regarding the equip¬ 
ment. 

As soon as you put in equipment like 
Keller or Steenbeck editing machines, or 
the Keller dubbing system, you run into 
problems of maintenance. The equip¬ 
ment was difficult to install. No one 
here really knew how to do it, and all of 
the instructions—what little existed— 
were in German. Once it was installed, 
we couldn't find anybody who knew 
enough about the equipment to be able 
to repair it—so our first year was very 
rough because of that. People would 
come to Zoetrope and complain that 
the equipment didn't work very well. It 

The author, Zoetrope General Manager Chris 
Pearce, holds a coffee klatsch with film-maker 
in his office. Pearce, who believes that the 
company's expensive equipment should be 
kept busy, has encouraged Zoetrope's diversi¬ 
fication, most notably in the production of 
TV commercials. 

Bart Patton and secretary hold a floor-based 
conference under the dreamy gaze of a giant 
photo-mural used to represent a deity-figure 
in Zoetrope's futuristic feature production for 
Warner Bros., "THX 1138". Young film¬ 
makers find the informal atmosphere of Zoe¬ 
trope conducive to creativity. 



Sound Engineer Peter Moore threads 3bmm magnetic tracks onto dubbing units of KEM 
"flat-top" mixing console. The only one of its kind in America, this extremely sophisticated 
German unit presented difficulties when first installed because no one could be found to 
maintain it properly. Such problems have since been solved. 

Tom Glass, a free-lance Art Director associated with American Zoetrope, checks a camera set-up. 
To keep its overhead low, the company maintains a small permanent staff but draws from a large 
pool of young and imaginative San Francisco film technicians as projects develop. 

wasn't that it was poorly designed, but 
only that we didn't know how to 
maintain it properly. 

That problem has been solved, how¬ 
ever, and the equipment is working 
extremely well. We have been fortunate 
to have with us the same engineer, Mr. 
Peter Moore, for the last two and a half 
years. He is absolutely invaluable. He 
knows the place better than anybody 
and knows how to fix all of the little 
things in it. We had a lot to learn about 
this equipment, but in two and a half 
years you can learn almost anything— 
and that's what we've done. 

We have what I believe is one of the 
few Steenbeck editing consoles adapted 
to the Panavision format, and recently it 
almost met with catastrophe. Michael 
Ritchie had requested that we send it to 
him for use on location in Canada. After 
some investigation, we decided that the 
best way to ship it was on our own 
truck, with somebody driving it up to 
Calgary. So, I simply had it loaded onto 
the truck, sent it off and forgot about 
it, assuming that it would arrive safely 
in Canada in three days. A day later I 
got a call from the driver telling me that 
he had rolled the truck in the desert 
with our Panavision Steenbeck on it. I 
immediately thought: "Oh, my God— 
it'll take 18 months to get delivery on a 
new machine!" 

The truck was a total write-off, but I 
told him to put the remains of the 
Panavision Steenbeck in a U-Haul trail¬ 
er, rent a car and drive it back. Well, he 
drove it back and we examined it. The 
total damage to the machine was 
$100—which was incredible. We had it 
running again on the following day. 
Then we shipped it back up to Canada. 
It's very good equipment. 

We have our own camera equipment 
and have standardized on Eclairs be¬ 
cause of their relatively small size and 
quick-change magazines. We use Eclair 
CM-3's for 35mm production and NPR's 
for 16mm work. We designed and built 
our own mobile unit, which is basically 
a Ford Econoline van with extra doors. 
It is compartmentalized to accept our 
equipment and is an aid in keeping our 
crews as small as possible. 

"THX 1138” was shot with a small 
crew because, basically, it's just easier 
for the type of film-makers we are to 
use small crews. Perhaps this is due to 
the fact that it takes more experience to 
handle a large crew. At any rate, the 
I.A.T.S.E. in San Francisco has been 
extremely cooperative along those lines, 
especially during the filming of "THX". 
Their Business Agent, Eddie Powell, has 
bent over backwards to help Us in every 
way. 
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In addition to its headquarters in 
central San Francisco, American Zoe- 
trope has bought a large house in Mill 
Valley and set it up as a sort of 
writing-editing center away from the 
main facility. It sits on a couple of acres 
of redwoods and is a very pleasant place 
to work. It's very helpful to have such a 
place, and we are now attracting a lot of 
production to San Francisco because of 
our facilities. Sidney Poitier has just 
finished cutting a picture there. Mike 
Ritchie, currently directing "KANSAS 
CITY PRIME" in Canada, will bring 
that picture back to San Francisco for 
editing. "WARD CRAFT", a co-produc- 
tion we are now involved in with James 
Coburn's company, will also be edited 
at Zoetrope. Just now a lot of our space 
is being devoted to post-production on 
"THE GODFATHER". That is a Para¬ 
mount production and Zoetrope has no 
connection with it except for the fact 
that Francis directed it. We did supply 
some of the pre-production equipment 
and Mario Puzo spent some time there 
re-writing the script with Francis, but 
basically we are functioning simply as a 
post-production facility on the film. It's 
nice for Francis, of course, because it's a 
great luxury for a director to have his 
own editing set-up. 

When Francis started American Zoe¬ 
trope, it was with the idea of concen¬ 
trating on feature film production. He 
was not, at that time, personally inter¬ 
ested in any other type of film-making. 
However, going into it on as large a scale 
as he did, and with the incredible 
overhead involved in a company of that 
size, he eventually decided to expand 
into other areas of film-making. This 
decision was made, not simply to pay 
the overhead, but to provide opportuni¬ 
ties for as many San Francisco film 
technicians as possible. There are 300 or 
more film-makers in the area, but very 
little film work. There is hardly any 
commercial or documentary production 
and the features filmed there have been 
made mainly with crews from Holly¬ 
wood or someplace else. So we've been 
trying to generate new business in the 
area in order to help utilize the local 
technicians. We feel that San Francisco 
people are Zoetrope's people—or the 
other way around—because they are the 
source from which we want to draw our 
talent. 

So, after about a year of operation, 
we went into production on two films 
for the Office of Economic Opportuni¬ 
ty. They were 16mm educational films, 
but rather ambitious ones, and they 
were quite successful. 

Since I've been General Manager, I've 

Continued on Page 1050 

Togged out in their freakiest threads, staff and associates of American Zoetrope assemble for a 
far-out "family portrait", with Coppola (extreme right) clutching his symbolic zoetrope. Despite 
gag situations like this, the film-makers are thoroughly dedicated and highly professional in 
attitude. 

Sound Engineer Walter Murch does a re-mix on sequence from "THX 1138" in American 
Zoetrope's screening theatre, which doubles as a mixing-dubbing facility. Theatre is equipped for 
interlock projection in 8mm, 16mm and 35mm. Facilities are available to outside producers on a 
lease basis. 
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FASTEST HANDLING SINGLE SYSTEM 
SOUND CAMERA IN THE WORLD. 
Canon Sound Scoopic 200. A single system sound-on magnetic news documentary camera. 
Designed for the TV news cameraman. Without compromise. And with features long demanded ... 

REFLEX VIEWING through a 135° rotating mirror 
shutter. No beam splitter. No loss of light at the film 
plane. 

LIGHT WEIGHT. 12 lbs. 6oz. Including body with 
film chamber, lens, exposure system, sound heads and 
take-up spools. 

FULLY AUTOMATIC THRU-THE-LENS 
METERING with manual override control. F stops visible 
in the viewfinder. Instant open and return diaphragm 
for fast focusing. 

FILTER SLOTTED 12.5-75mm Canon zoom lens. 
Filter changeable in seconds. 

REGISTRATION PIN MOVEMENT. 
Assures perfect framing. 

LOW PROFILE bottom load design for 200 feet 
daylight spools. Shoot from cars, doorways... anywhere. 

AND MORE. A 6 lb. 14 oz. over-the-shoulder 
amplifier/camera power pack in a single unit. With 
advanced automatic gain control with manual override. 
VU meter. Dual mike input. And a fast rechargeable 
battery that powers the camera, meter and amplifier 
through 2000 feet of film. Recharges in under 5 hours. 
Batteries interchange in seconds. 
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ELECTRONICALLY GOVERNED MOTOR. 
Insures accurate sound speed. 

MODULAR TWIN SOUND HEADS. Snap in 
and out in seconds. 

Feature for feature, Canon Sound Scoopic 200 adds up 
to getting the news faster than ever. See it in action at 
your Canon dealer. Or write us for more information. 

coopic 200 

> —r 

anoti 
SOUND SCOOPIC 200 
ianon U.S.A., Inc. 

4-10 Queens Boulevard 
Voodside, New York 11377 
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INCORPORATED 

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES 

HOLLYWOOD □ CHICAGO □ NEW YORK 
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Wherever you go, whatever the 
shooting situation, CINE 60’s ex¬ 
clusive Power Belt gives you the 
power you need to run every pro¬ 
fessional camera on the market. 
Plus the all-important mobility to 
go where the action is (how do 
you think recent skiing and mo¬ 
torcycle movies were made?). 

The Power Belt is as conven¬ 
ient to use as it is foolproof. Avail¬ 
able in voltages from 6 to 30V, this 
handsome, easy-to-wear unit fea¬ 
tures high capacity, recharge¬ 
able nickel-cadmium cells. With 
its built-in charging unit, the 
Power Belt is ready to go. And 
wherever you go, you’ll find its 
sealed, trouble-free design means 
day-in, day-out reliability. In the 
event of a short circuit, a built-in 
automatic overload switch dis¬ 
connects the batteries, resetting 
when normal conditions are re¬ 
stored. 

Why put up with awkward bat¬ 
tery cases and long cables? Or 
bulky boxes that tug your shoul¬ 
der and keep you off-balance? 
Especially when you can have the 
CINE 60 Power Belt—now the 
standard power supply world¬ 
wide. 

For increased maneuverability, 
an accessory 6-foot coiled power 
cable (11" retracted) is available 
for use with Arriflex and other 
cameras. 

CINE 60 has a number of other 
exclusive time- and money-sav¬ 
ing products for the professional 
filmmaker, including: 
The Vacu-Platform suction-actu¬ 
ated platform which can be posi¬ 

tively fastened to any smooth sur¬ 
face (car tops, floors, etc.) without 

marring. Especially use¬ 
ful for low-angle work, 
it mates with standard 
tripod heads. 

The Single Universal Shoulder 
Pod the “unipod” is a lightweight 
shoulder mount that accepts all 
cameras. Easily removable be¬ 
tween takes, it keeps the camera 
in the ideal shooting position 
while offering the maneu¬ 
verability of single¬ 
shoulder construction. 
Used with the CINE 60 
Uni-Eclair Mount, this is 
the only practical pod 
for the Eclair NPR-16. 
For details on these and any of 
the other products in our line, 
please call or write: 

I INCORPORATED 

Film Center Building/630 Ninth Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10036/Tel: (212) 586-8782 



wet and dry 
laboratory equipment 

PAK0 56EK 
16MM COLOR PROCESSOR 
Ektachrome ME-4 or ECO process. Designed to 
handle large volumes of film with minimum of 
labor. Features: 

• Modular construction — easy installation 
• Lightweight bottom drive racks — constant 

tension maintained 
• Spray-bar washing 
• Air squeegee “wiping” 
• Remote main control panel 

Only one machine available at sale price. Sold 
new for more than $30,000.00. 

Sale Price: $15,250.00 
(Includes spare parts) 

FISH-SCHURMAN ADDITIVE 
COLOR HEAD 
Supplied to fit existing Bell & Howell contin¬ 
uous printers Models D and J, this compact 
high-speed unit uses a single 1000 watt bulb, 
has quartz optics, focusing mount and blower. 
Three electro-mechanical light valves provide 
color changes in five milliseconds. Each is con¬ 
trolled by solenoids to provide 32 printer steps 
of .025 to .030 log E. Light valve opening may 
be adjusted to compensate for color stock 
changes. List price, $13,800.00. 

Sale price, reconditioned .. $4500.00 

FILM SLITTER 
35/32 to 16 slitter. High speed. Exceeds 200 
feet per minute. 

Sale Price   $3000.00 

CRAMER PROCESSOR 
Mark I - 16mm black and white, 
negative, positive, fully automatic, 
size, daylight operation. 

reversal, 
compact 

Sale Price, like new: $950.00 

BELL AND HOWELL 
CINE PRINTERS 

Models D and J 
These are the most widely used printers in the 
industry. Features include 22 exposure positions 
controlled by magnetic clutch, variable aperture, 
high-intensity lamp house, 1200-ft. capacity, motor- 
driven cooling fan, friction-type flange hubs and 
many more. 

Model D, 35mm 

Rebuilt, Like New  $4995.00 
Reconditioned   $3100.00 
Used   $2595.00 

Model J, 16mm 

Rebuilt, Like New  $5650.00 
Reconditioned   $4995.00 
Used   $4250.00 

OTHER PRINTERS AVAILABLE 
Used, As Is 

Arriflex 35mm Step Printer, with punch tape 

control  $1495.00 
Herrnfeld 35mm Printer, with shotgun color 

filter changer   $995.00 
L and F Table Top Contact Printer, 8 and 

16mm  $150.00 

BELL & HOWELL PRINTER 
PARTS AVAILABLE 
Roller gates, master sprockets, motors, pulleys, 
flanges, aperture plates and many other hard- 
to-find parts available off the shelf. Let us 
know your needs. 

BELL & HOWELL 16MM 
CONTINUOUS COLOR ADDITIVE 
PRINTER 
Completely automatic printer providing scene 
to scene color and density corrections through 
the use of coded control tape. Light source of 
1000 watts split into three primary colors using 
dichroic filters. Each color beam independently 
attenuated by means of radially movable vanes.. 
Thirty exposure steps of .025 log E are avail¬ 
able, plus six steps of filter correction. All 
color and density changes made on the frame 
line. Printing speed 150 feet per minute. Syn¬ 
chronous motor drive. Torque motor take-ups. 
Three adjustable fade lengths. Push button 
start with automatic stop within two frames. 
All controls illuminated. Model 6100. Complete 
with 16mm Bell & Howell Sound Head, Model 
6190. 
Original cost $32,000.00 

Sale price, Like new: $14,950.00 

C-2 FILM DRYER 
...16/35mm 
Automatic continuous drying 
of 16mm and 35mm 200-ft. 
black and white negative, 
positive, reversal and color roll 
film. Dries 100 feet of 35mm 
film in only 6-12 minutes. 

Sale Price 

$235.00 

EL13A FILM DRYER 
16/35/70MM 
Designed to dry up to 500 ft. of 16, 35 and 
70mm film at speeds up to 19 ft. per minute 
under a wide range of temperature and humid¬ 
ity conditions. Heating and film transport mech¬ 
anisms are housed in a stainless steel cabinet 
with reinforced glass inspection doors. Air 
impingement unit and air recirculation can be 
controlled from 0 to 100%. Sold new: $4950.00 

Sale Price, Rebuilt like new  $3400.00 

35MM EDGE NUMBERING 
MACHINE 
Edge numbers rolls up to 3000 ft. Micro switch 
cuts power when roll is completed. Counter 
checks film footage. Running speed is from 
80-110 fpm. With new numbering block. Model 
ENM-35. List price, $2500.00. 

Sale Price  $1895.00 

Write for Your 
Free Motion Picture 

Equipment Sales 
and Rental Catalogs 
(All equipment used 

unless otherwise 
specified.) 

SERVING THE WORLD 

aiaagordon enterprises me. 
1430 N. CAHUENGA BLVD.- HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90028 

SALES (213) 985-5500 • RENTALS (213) 466-3561 
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"m mwmm' 
IN EXCITING ELECTROVISION® 

Utilizing film, slides, scented fog, bubbles 
three-dimensional forms, the rumble of an earthquake 
and a colorful light-show, mixed-media spectacle 
in Ghirardelli Square holds audience spellbound 

§pi 

|| ; H 'J ; 

The youngsters come with enthusi¬ 
asm-anticipating the sights and sounds 
they have heard about from friends 
who've seen "Bing Crosby's San Francis¬ 
co Experience." 

The senior citizens clearly are 
amazed as they file into the minitheater 
at Ghirardelli Square. They slip into the 
swivel seats, their eyes moving quickly 
from the free-form stretched nylon 
screen, which forms a near 180-degree 
angle, to the press of the eager young¬ 
sters. 

Also filtering into the 236-seat the¬ 
ater are many out-of-towners who were 
probably at the tourist-saturated Ghirar¬ 
delli Square when the electronic count¬ 
down clock advertising the program 
caught their eyes. Soon all of the seats 
are filled, and people outside are already 
beginning to line up for the next per¬ 
formance. 

The audience hushes as the lights 
dim, the first images appear dancingly 
on the screen, and the sound begins. It 
is the story of San Francisco—rich with 
some 200 years of history, and told in 
the media of the times. 

Twenty-nine Kodak projectors—three 
16mm Pageant movie and 26 Ekta- 
graphic slide projectors—are linked by a 
computer into a multimedia marriage of 
sight and sound. The last is comple¬ 
mented by 30 special effects, including 
"scented fog,” bubbles, the rumble of 
an earthquake (the quake of 1906), and 
a light show. 

The 45-minute program moves swift¬ 
ly with a virtual panoply of sights and 
sounds that combine to express the 
feeling, as well as the history, of the 
city. Images pop onto the screen as fast 
as one every 2/10ths of a second, 
blending with motion pictures, flashing 
colored lights, stereophonic sound, and 
even the feel and smell of San Francisco 
fog. 

Sitting at the side of the theater, one 
can watch the audience turn in their 
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seats, their growing involvement re¬ 
vealed on their faces by the reflection of 
light from the nylon screen. Many have 
forgotten who is young, old, native or 
tourist among them. All are caught up 
together in a common experience that 
may well reflect the possiblities for the 
theater of tomorrow. 

After 45 minutes, the lights come on 
and the buzzing audience leaves through 
one set of doors, while the new viewers 
are ushered in from the other side. Bing 
Crosby's San Francisco Experience, 
which opened for the first time in June, 
1970, starts a new show every 45 
minutes, seven days a week. 

David Sacks, the former ABC-TV 
vice president who heads Electrovision 
Productions, Inc., producer of the mul¬ 
timedia program and the operator of the 
theater, states that in the first year its 
audience topped 300,000. Many nearby 
school districts include a visit to the 
theater in the curriculum for field trips. 
A teacher's lesson plan is available. 
Special consideration is also given to 
senior citizen groups; thus, it isn't un¬ 
usual for an audience to contain both 
the oldest and the youngest members of 
society. 

However, the great bulk of the audi¬ 
ence consists of tourists and natives who 
have read or heard about the theater, or 
who are attracted by the electric count¬ 
down clock high above Ghirardelli 
Square. The clock advertises the number 
of minutes and seconds until the next 
performance begins. 

Sacks says the idea for Electrovision 
was born at the 1967 World Exposition 
in Montreal, Canada, where a multi- 
media theater at the Czechoslovakian 
pavilion was a major attraction. People 
waited in line six to eight hours to see 
the program, which has since been 
expanded widely with uniform success 
at other world's fairs. 

"I realized that what I was seeing 
wasn't a novelty, but the beginning of a 
new entertainment medium, aimed at 
appealing to, and saturating, as many 
senses as possible at once," the theater 
operator says. 

Sacks, who had spent some 30 years 
in broadcasting, including the last 20 at 
ABC-TV, began discussing his idea for a 
multimedia theater with others. Among 
those who listened were Bing Crosby 
and Basil Grillo, Crosby's business man¬ 
ager. 

San Francisco was selected as the site 
for the first Electrovision theater for a 
number of reasons, including the mas¬ 
sive flow of tourist traffic throughout 
the year. From the beginning, however, 
there was no intention to produce a 
travelogue. 

(OPPOSITE PAGE) Producers of "THE SAN FRANCISCO EXPERIENCE" stand against 
stretched nylon antron screen to check presentation in Electrovision theatre. (ABOVE) 
Superimposed film and slide images flash at a brisk pace across segments of the free-form screen, 
presenting a stunning visual panorama of San Francisco's colorful history. 

"We definitely aimed at capturing 
the feeling of the city—its heartbeat- 
more than anything else," stresses 
Sacks. 

Before production could begin, a 
tangle of technical problems had to be 
solved, such as the design and size of the 
theater, shape of the screen, selection of 
seats, and the operation and control of 
the projectors and related special ef¬ 
fects. 

"We believe that we jumped five 
years ahead of the time and designed a 
theater and projection system that 
could become typical by 1975," says 
Sacks. "There was nothing simple about 

it, since we were dealing in all new 
experiences." 

An essential key was the linking and 
computerized control of the Kodak 
projection equipment. 

Each program is started with the 
push of a single button, which not only 
controls the sights and sounds, but also 
the special effects and the theater lights. 
The projectionist's job is painstaking, 
since his eyes and ears must detect even 
minute variations in the system, so all 
necessary adjustments can be made be¬ 
tween shows. 

The system has proved itself. With at 
least 100 performances a week, there 

The spectacular Electrovision presentation in no way resembles a travelogue. It is, instead, an 
audience-involving total "experience"—with images popping onto the screen as fast as one every 
2/10ths of a second, blending with motion pictures, colored flashing lights, stereophonic sound 
and even the feel and smell of San Francisco fog. 



Projection booth in San Francisco's Electrovision theatre houses 29 Kodak projectors—three 
16mm Pageant movie and 26 Ektagraphic slide projectors—linked by a computer into a 
multi-media marriage of sight and sound. Each performance is activated by the push of a single 
button which controls not only the visuals and sound, but special effects and house lights. 

Electrovision production staff (C. Patterson, Rusty Russell and Judith Patterson) shown receiving 
award from the Mayor of Honolulu, after premiere performance of new multi-media show, "Bing 
Crosby's Hawaiian Experience". The spectacle is playing in a specially-designed theatre in the 
Waikiki's Beachcomber Hotel. 

has never been even a minor breakdown 
during a show, according to Sacks. 

Electrovision's production staff cre¬ 
ates and continually updates the show. 
(One of the major advantages of multi- 
media is that it is so much easier to 
update and edit than a straight motion- 
picture film, Sacks notes.) The produc¬ 
tion staff includes Judith Patterson, 
who was associated with television's 
"Playhouse 90" and in ABC-TV pro¬ 
gramming in San Francisco; Bob Novak, 
former director of the Pittsburgh Play¬ 
house and program director at KGO-TV 
in San Francisco; and "Rusty" Russell, 
a leader in the emerging multimedia 
production industry. 

With its first program "in the can," 
Electrovision is now beginning to realize 
its own vision of the future. In early 
May, the second Experience minitheater 
opened at the Waikiki Beachcomber 
Hotel on the island of Oahu, Hawaii. 

The program there, of course, is 
"Bing Crosby's Hawaii Experience." An 
innovation incorporated into the new 
theater, along with the idea of installing 
it inside a hotel, is the ability to change 
sound tracks for special groups. In this 
case, since the expected flow of tourists 
from Japan will be so heavy, the engin¬ 
eer can switch from an English track to 
a Japanese track to suit the occasion. 

Entry from the hotel lobby brings 
the visitor into the 150-seat intimate 
theatre with ultramarine blue and 
golden orange carpeting that reaches up 
the walls. 

Instead of the normal stage, first 
view is of the 180 degree arched, trans¬ 
lucent screen, made of nylon antron. It 
is 60' x 25' stretched from one end of 
the intimate theatre to the other and up 
into the front rafters. 

Upon locating a comfortable swivel 
seat, in an involvement theatre where 
every seat is good for viewing, a brightly 
contemporary walk-in refrain establishes 
the mood for Bing Crosby's personal 
welcome. 

Crosby introduces the audience to an 
Electrovision theatre by pointing out 
the projection booth in the rear of the 
theatre and special effects visible 
throughout the house. 

In the booth there are seven equip¬ 
ment islands, each housing four slide 
projectors; next to three motion picture 
projectors; which cross project thou¬ 
sands of images onto a seven screen 
area. These 31 projectors, in addition to 
12 special effects projectors, are oper¬ 
ated by a digital computer. During the 
kaleidoscopic performance, the visuals 
include panoramas, individual slide 
views throughout, and sometimes other 
scenes are "burned over them." 
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The storyline is authentic in keeping 
with Electrovision's efforts to maintain 
the integrity of their subject matter. 
The show contains historic and present- 
day photos of the islands, their people 
and activities, as well as graphic artist 
representations of now-trademarked 
symbols of Hawaii. 

The 12 special effects projectors pro¬ 
vide over 30 special effects such as: 

• Bubble machines and a cloud ma¬ 
chine. 

• Oriental lanterns that lower over 
the audience and light. 

• Gunshot strobes that explode 
from behind the screen. 

• Criss-cross strobe lighting simulat¬ 
ing lightning. 

• Kaleidoscopic projection of flow¬ 
ers and fish, using special color wheels 
and technimated slides. 

• Giant star, used in the sequence 
showing entrance as 50th state, filled 
with hundreds of minute lights, is con¬ 
nected to an alternating color organ. It 
alternates supply of electricity to the 
tune of "Star Spangled Banner." 

• Car horns, ship and fog horns blare 
from every direction during statehood 
sequence. 

• Multiple repeating strobes and 
small search lights scan audience during 
the Pearl Harbor attack. 

• Directional infrared lamps beam 
during volcanic sequence. 

• The quadraphonic sound system 
employs sound source from unique bass 
expander system, increasing depth and 
vibration into the sound. 

The stereo sound effects relay au¬ 
thentic chants and innumerable sounds 
from one speaker to another, eliciting a 
feeling of total involvement. 

Sacks reports that the Electrovision 
office is being besieged with induce¬ 
ments from a wide range of civic spokes¬ 
men urging the opening of Electrovision 
theaters in their communities. 

"We are investigating all possibilities," 
notes Sacks, "and will probably move 
soon into other locales. While we like 
the city history concept, we are not 
necessarily married to it. For example, 
we are studying the idea of a program 
entitled 'The Legislative Experience' for 
capital cities. The Legislative Experience 
will graphically depict the channels 
through which state government must 
operate. 

"Also," he continues, "there is ab¬ 
solutely every reason why we should 
start thinking about producing pure 
entertainment multimedia shows—a new 
kind of movie—that could be cycled 
from theater to theater." 

To this end. Electrovision has been 
Continued on Page 1054 

David Sacks, the former ABC-TV Vice President who heads Electrovision Productions, Inc., 
discusses programming with Bing Crosby, who has backed the company financially and whose 
show business intuition and experience is invaluable to the project. Crosby, recorded on tape, 
welcomes audience at each presentation. 

Electrovision's 236-seat theatre in Ghirardelli Square was specially designed for the unique 
multi-media presentation. It incorporates comfortable "bucket" seats on slanted tiers to insure 
that each member of the audience will get an excellent and unobstructed view of the 
presentation. 
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Canada’s 
largest and most complete 

rental house 

CINEVISI®N 
in 

Montreal and Toronto 

—PA NA VISION 
Exclusive Canadian distribution. 

Panavision Silent Reflex 
Panavision Hand Held Blimps 

Anamorphic Lens 
Spherical Lens — 

Choice of 16 STD lens from 15-1000 mm. 
New! Zooms — 23-460 mm (20-1) 

20-120 mm ( 6-1) 

CAMERAS LIGHTING DIVISION 
SPR Reflex BNC Complete line of — and 
Arriflex 16 and 35 dealers for: Mole Richardson, 
Arriflex Blimps 400' Colortran, Sylvania, 

and 1000' 

Eclair 16 
Westinghouse, Roscolene 

SOUND GENERATORS 
Nagras AC and DC Blimped 
Sennheiser 
Electro Voice 

up to 1200 amp. 

CINEVISION MOBILES SOUND STAGES 
Specially constructed to carry Canadian Distributor for: 

camera, lighting, sound and Schtler and Wolf Products 

grip —all in one vehicle. and Samcine-Limpet Mount 

CINEVISIQN 
LTEE 

2000 Northcliffe Ave. ■ Montreal, Quebec ■ (514) 487-5010 

244 Simcoe Street ■ Toronto, Ontario ■ (416) 362-6611 
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DIRECTOR-DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY-MEMBER A.S.C. 

BILL FRAKER SAYS: 

CINEMOBILE IS WORTH ITS WEIGHT 
IN GOLD, WE ARE ABLE TO FILM 

40 TO 45 SETUPS PER DAY 
AND MAKE UP TO 6 BIG LOCATION 

MOVES PER DAY ON A FEATURE. 
THE CINEMOBILE ADDS 2 HOURS 

DAILY TO PRODUCTIVITY. 
I WILL NEVER GO ON LOCATION 

WITHOUT THE CINEMOBILE. 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT 

a (Taft; broadcasting company • 8600 SUNSET BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90069 • TELEPHONE: (213) 652-4800 • TELEX: 674124 • CABLE: FOUSAID 



A MODIFIED GUN STOCK FOR 

by ROY ZEPER 

A snake won't wait until you set up your tripod to trame a nicely composed shot ot him, and 
neither will most of the other wild creatures encountered during expeditionary or hunting trips. 
A gun stock mount assures quick-trigger shooting of a steady picture. 

(LEFT) The gun stock mount does not interfere with easy portability of the camera. (RIGHT) 
The extended unipod takes the weight off the forward end of the camera, permitting steady long 
"takes" and zooms. It takes only 5 to 8 seconds to extend unipod to filming position. 

Filming under the rigorous field con¬ 
ditions of an expeditionary or hunting 
trip presents several problems. Portray¬ 
ing field members in unrehearsed action 
as events unfold, or filming elusive wild 
animals in the brush requires that the 
camera be ready for instant use. The 
tripod will most often prove limiting 
and cumbersome, as well as time- 
consuming to set-up on uneven terrain 
in the excitement of the moment. Film¬ 
ing with.the heavier 400-foot magazines 
makes hand-holding impractical for 
steady pictures and long takes, particu¬ 
larly with telephoto lenses. The restric¬ 
tive body braces do not lend themselves 
to heavy underbrush, climbing, running, 
driving, or walking for long periods of 
time. 

While preparing for an extended field 
assignment, I decided to modify a Bolex 
gun-stock for my Arriflex camera. By 
employing the principle of a single-leg 
support, the camera-unipod could be 
rested on any uneven surface with its 
single point of contact; it is lightweight, 
portable, and available at a moment's 
notice. 

The unipod which I used is actually 
the three center post sections of a 
light-weight aluminum light stand, hav¬ 
ing wing-bolts for tightening the sec¬ 
tions when extended or retracted. The 
top section is secured to the forward 
end of the gun-stock with a swivel-head 
and can be pivoted in any direction. The 
three sections are retracted when carry¬ 
ing, secured horizontally alongside the 
gun mount by means of a heavy rubber 
band. By simply slipping this rubber 
band off the butt end of the stock, the 
unipod swings free into a vertical posi¬ 
tion. The two wing-nuts are loosened 
and extended until they reach the 
ground and are then simply tightened. 

I first extended the butt end of the 
stock with a metal 1%”-wide bar, bent 
to fit over the shoulder. Rubber foam 
wrapped with gaffer tape acts as a soft 
cushion. This shoulder-support bar bears 
most of the camera weight when filming 
without the unipod, and proves satisfac¬ 
tory for short takes, especially with the 
zoom lens at the wider-angles. As most 
cameramen know, this filming method 



EXPEDITIONARY CAMERAMAN 

When hand-holding the heavier cameras is impractical 
and a tripod is too cumbersome, this gun stock mount 
draws a steady bead on nature's more elusive creatures 

becomes tiring over extended periods of 
time, and this is when the front-support 
of the unipod proves invaluable. 

To provide a flat bed for accepting 
the Arri, I shaped and cut out a 
thick aluminum plate. An oversized 
hole was drilled to accept the 1A", 
20-thread bolt which is 41/2" long. This 
bolt secures the camera to the plate. A 
wing-nut welded to the head of the bolt 
permits hand tightening without need 
for a screwdriver. 

The Arriflex camera has a 3/8" Euro¬ 
pean tripod socket in addition to the 
standard %" American-type socket, ad¬ 
joining each other on the bottom of the 
camera housing. Recessed within the 
3/8" socket is a pressure-sensitive micro¬ 
switch, designed to operate the camera 
in addition to the conventional switch 
on the side of the door. I secured the 
shaft end of a cable-release in the 
aluminum plate within a hole that 
would align with the 3/8" socket of the 
camera when it was secured to the plate. 
I then permanently attached the other 
end of the cable-release behind the 
gun-stock trigger extension; so, by de¬ 
pressing the trigger, the cable-release 
plunger is extended to press against the 
microswitch and run the camera. 

An electrical press-switch, also be¬ 
hind the trigger extension, will make or 
break electrical continuity to a small 
jack. Consequently, any electrical device 
plugged into this jack, such as a portable 
Sun-Gun light, can be activated by the 
trigger simultaneously with the opera¬ 
tion of the camera. 

When desirable, a bolt and nut secure 
the remote-control zoom unit on the 
forward handle. This is easily detached 
for manual operation of the Angenieux 
zoom lens. 

A rifle shoulder strap permits carry¬ 
ing the camera mounted onto the gun- 
stock. Slung across one shoulder, both 
hands are free. This rifle strap has a 
swivel snap on each end, hooking onto 
the two eyelets of the Arri body. 

I have found this modified gun-stock 
extremely satisfactory for filming in the 
field, and believe it would prove advan¬ 
tageous in the cinematography of docu¬ 
mentary productions. ■ 

A rifle shoulder strap permits carrying the camera while it is mounted on the gun stock. Slung 
across the shoulder, it leaves both hands free. This rifle strap has a swivel snap in each end that 
hooks onto the two eyelets of the Arriflex camera body. 

Labeled photograph indicating various elements of the modified gun stock mount described by 
the author. Cable-release plunger activates microswitch to run the camera, while allowing the 
cameraman to keep both hands on the mount for steady and secure shooting. 



"THX 1138" 
Continued from Page 993 

a documentary crew had made a film 
about some character in a time yet to 
come. 

However, I wanted it to look like a 
very slick, studied documentary in 
terms of technique. I come from a 
background of graphics, photography, 
art and painting—and I'm very graphics¬ 
conscious. So, I don't believe that a 
documentary has to look bad because it 
follows a cinema verite style. It can look 
good and still look real. Simply stated, 
that was my approach to every element 
of the production—the sets, the actors, 
the wardrobe, everything. 

At the same time that I wanted the 
picture to look slick and professional, in 
terms of cinematic technique, I felt that 
the realism of the film's content would 
be enhanced by having the actors and 
their surroundings look slightly scruffy, 
even a little bit dirty, as they might well 
look in the society depicted. They wore 
no makeup, which helped to keep them 
from appearing too slick and clean. 

I had in mind a certain "honest" 
look for the film, which I felt could best 
be achieved by using documentary 
cameramen. However, the main ap¬ 
proach would be in the lighting. The 
idea was to not light anything unless it 
was absolutely necessary. Only if we 
walked into an area where there was no 
light at all would we put up a few 
low-wattage lights here and there. 
Otherwise, we would just let everything 
go the way it really was. 

Another graphics concept in the film 
would be very flat lighting, with every¬ 

thing quite two-dimensional. Aside from 
its stylistic value, I knew that the 
no-lighting approach would enable us to 
move very fast in shooting. Obviously, we 
would have to do something to compen¬ 
sate for the lack of light, and that led to 
our decision to force-develop practically 
the entire film. We decided to "push" ev¬ 

erything, except for the shots to be used 
for making opticals. By not pushing those 
shots, we hoped to achieve a consistency 
of graininess throughout the film. 

I was well aware that there would be 
those in the audience who would be 
shocked by the graininess at first, but I 
was sure that after the first minute or 
two they would get used to the grain 
and simply accept it as part of the 
stylistic concept, the documentary ap¬ 
proach. 

As I said, I felt that "THX" should 
be photographed by someone with a 
very thorough documentary back¬ 
ground, someone who was used to 
thinking fast and making quick techni¬ 
cal decisions—also someone who had a 
feel for riding focus on unrehearsed 
action, without having to measure 
things off. 

When production-planning first be¬ 
gan on "THX", I was living in Los 
Angeles. Haskell Wexler, ASC, is an old 
friend of mine from the time when I 
was going to school at USC. He's a great 
guy and a real friend of the student. 
While I was writing the script in L.A. I 
asked him if he would be interested in 
photographing the picture and he said 
that he would be. But by the time we 
were ready to go into production, I had 
moved up to San Franicsco with Ameri¬ 
can Zoetrope and, because we were a 
San Francisco company, the decision 
was made to use only San Francisco 
technicians. 

Later, when we came down to Holly¬ 
wood on location, Haskell was our 
standby cameraman. He did some of the 
shooting (three Directors of Photog¬ 
raphy, no less!) and helped us out of 
some of the tight situations that can 
break you on a low-budget feature. He 
was always there when we needed ad¬ 
vice. 

As for our two full-time Directors of 
Photography, both of whom live in San 
Francisco—Al Kihn had worked as a TV 
newsreel cameraman for four or five 

years and had shot a few documentaries 
for the USIA. Dave Meyers, who is older 
than Al, has had a great deal of ex¬ 
perience and is highly respected in San 
Francisco as a documentary cameraman. 
He shot many of those fine documen¬ 
tary sequences in "WOODSTOCK". 

We talked to every cameraman in San 
Francisco and looked at their film. We 
selected these two primarily because I 
liked the way they "thought" on the 
screen and the way they followed the 
action. They were both obviously good 
technicians who knew how to make the 
best of a situation. These things are 
important because it's tough doing a 
documentary. It's a real exercise. 

As an example of what I mean, when 
we got into the actual shooting, I would 
set up a scene and rehearse it maybe 
once. A lot of the time I didn't rehearse 
at all. There were no marks and no 
measurements. The cameramen just had 
to guess where the actors were, while 
riding focus blind in a lot of cases. We 
were shooting at such low light levels 
and with such a shallow depth of field 
that it was very hard to keep things in 
focus, but they did an excellent job. 
Very often we'd get it in one take, and I 
almost never shot more than three takes 
on a scene. This was due mostly to the 
fact that I had a very professional cast 
of excellent actors. 

If a take was acceptable, but not 
perfect, I would move the cameras 
before doing it over, instead of making 
take after take from the same positions. 
This gave me a vast number of different 
angles for each scene. Since I planned to 

edit the picture myself, I wanted to be 
able to "make" the film in the editing. 
The shooting was designed for me to 
end up with a lot of documentary 
coverage so that, hopefully, I would be 
able to cut together a perfect perform¬ 
ance in every case. 

I got so that I knew which actors 
gave their best on the first take and 
Continued on Page 1031 

(LEFT) Robot policeman moves relentlessly through throngs of dronelike workers in pursuit of fugitive THX 1138, sentenced to be "liquidated" by 
the State. (RIGHT) Robert Duvall, playing role of THX, clambers up seemingly endless ladder of shaft, which eventually leads to freedom in the 
surface world. Shaft is one of several tunnels under excavation by the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) agency in San Francisco, which gave 
permission for their use as "sets" in the film. 



(LEFT) Racing car, with shell redesigned to simulate vehicle of the future, was used as escape "transportation” by THX during climactic chase 
sequence. A single ordinary flashlight rigged inside car to shine "dashboard glow" onto actor's face, constituted total illumination of scene, other 
than available light in tunnel. (RIGHT) Robot police, riding "jet-propelled" motorcycles at actual speeds of 140 mph, are involved in spectacular 
crashes for blood-pounding finale. 

(LEFT) Utilization of existent ultra-modern structures in Bay Area as sets for drama of a futuristic society, lent an enormous 
degree of apparent production value to the picture, at very low cost. (RIGHT) Camera was often placed directly onto the floor 
for shooting of extreme low-angle shots. Rotatable eyepiece of Eclair CM-3 viewfinder fortunately made possible viewing of 
composition from above. 

(LEFT) Co-director of Photography David Meyers sets up camera for shooting of tribunal sequence. (RIGHT) THX manipulates mechanical arms in 
"hot" chamber of actual radiation laboratory, used as a set. Even more futuristic equipment was evident in medical examination sequence, filmed in 
San Jose tumor research center. 





without movie lights. 
Now you can make color movies by the light you live in. 

It’s a new era in movie-making! Now 
you can take movies indoors, outdoors, 
in sunlightorby candlelight—and never 
have to plug in a movie light. Take the 
new super 8 Kodak XL55 Movie Cam¬ 
era or the Kodak XL33 Movie Camera. 
Drop in our new Kodak Ektachrome 
160 Movie Film (Type A). And start 
filming by . . . 

4 LIMELIGHT 

CANDLELIGHT 

ROOMLIGHT 

Say good-bye to the heat and glare and 
all-around nuisance of movie lights. No 
more cords to trip on. No squinting eyes. 

Say hello to an exciting new world of 
movie-making where the light you live 
in is the light you film by. 

Freedom to film what you want to film 
Shoot realistic, less-posed birthday 
parties. More spontaneous Christmas 
scenes. Relaxed family gatherings. 
Happier holiday scenes. 

Film night football and basketball and 
bowling and school plays and dances 
and all those night and indoor happen¬ 
ings you could never really catch in 
super 8 color movies before. 

Bring back day- and nighttime scenes 
from your vacation. Even scenes that 
used to be “too big” for movie lights: 
church interiors, museums, weddings. 

Capture carnivals. Fairs. Nightlife. Fire¬ 
works. The whole works. 

Unique binocular shape for stability 
With the new XL Cameras, your hands 
fall naturally into position to shoot 
without wasted motion. Your arms 
brace the camera in place. A forehead 
rest adds a third point of stability. Re¬ 
sult: better camera support, smoother 
footage. 

How we multiplied your movie-making 
power 
Here’s what Kodak brought together 
in a new camera and film to give you 
this new existing-light capability: 

1. An fl 1.2 KODAK EKTAR Lens. It 
allows more light to reach the film 
than conventional super 8 lenses. 

KODAK XL33 Movie Camera. KODAK EKTACHROME 
Less than $120. (Outfit: less than $125) 160 Movie Film. E. I., 160. 

Right now it’s the fastest lens in any 
super 8 camera. 

2. A 230-degree shutter. Lets 40 per¬ 
cent more light reach the film than 
a conventional 165-degree shutter. 

3. Double-vane exposure control. Al¬ 
lows all the possible light to reach 
the film. (Single-vane design used in 
most popular-priced cameras cuts 
off part of the light.) 

4. A brilliant non-reflex viewfinder. It 
steals no light from your film. To give 
you the brightest possible image at 
low light levels, we beefed up the 
viewfinders. Seven optical elements 
in the XL33, ten in the XL55. 

5. Fast new KODAK EKTACHROME 
160 Movie Film (Type A). Four times 
the speed of Kodachrome II Film. 
Speed 160 (tungsten), 100 (daylight 
with Type A filter). Good sharpness 
and detail-recording ability. 

All this means you can now take fully 
exposed movies with as little as seven 
footcandles of light. (A conventional 
super 8 movie camera with f/1.8 lens, 
reflex viewing, 165-degree shutter, and 
40-speed film would require about 200 
footcandles.) 

Automatic exposure until you don’t 
need it 
At about seven footcandles a low-light 
signal comes on in the viewfinder. But 
now, surprise yourself. Keep filming the 
dimly lit scene after the signal goes on. 
With Ektachrome 160 Film you may 
discover the underexposed footage 
“tells it like it is,” almost like your eyes 
see it. 

Maybe you’ll like it. Maybe not. Only 
the XL Cameras and Ektachrome 160 
Film give you the chance to find out. 

And to squeeze out one more stop 
Suppose, at seven footcandles or less, 
you have a still or slow-moving subject. 
Or one that will look best screened in 
double time. Just flip the switch to 9 
frames per second—and now you can 
pick up an additional full f-stop of ex¬ 
posure—in effect, doubling the light 
level. 

There’s more 
Low-light filming isn’t the entire story. 
We continue on the next page. ► 
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Now you can make truly candid movies 
by the light you live in. 

A superimposed-image rangefinder in Drop-in loading 

KODAK XL33/55 Movie Case. 
Less than $14. 

the XL55 

Focus down to 6 feet with the XL55. 
Get sharp movies to less than 2 feet 
in bright light. 

Power zoom 

The XL55 zooms from a wide-angle 
9mm to 21 mm telephoto. 

The XL33 has a fixed-focus lens. Keeps 
images sharp from 17 inches to infinity 
in bright sun. 

No overexposure in the sun 
A neutral-density filter automatically 
slides into place as the light increases. 
Effective minimum aperture is f/36. But 
without the usual image-degrading dif¬ 
fraction effects of small aperture. 

New KODAK EKTACHROME 160 Movie Film 
and your present camera 
The new 160 Film can be used in many exist¬ 
ing movie cameras. Kodak Instamatic® Movie 
Camera Models M24, M26, M28, M30, M7, 
and M9 will accept it. While you won’t achieve 
the full capabilities of low-light movie-mak¬ 
ing, you'll still be able to shoot scenes at 
much lower light levels than with current con¬ 
ventional super 8 color film. We suggest you 
check with your dealer to see whether your 
camera will accept the high-speed Kodak 
Ektachrome 160 Movie Film. 

Another new film 

Kodak Ektachrome 40 Movie Film (Type 
A). An exposure index of 40; 25 out¬ 
doors with Type A filter—the same 
speed as Kodachrome It Movie Film. 
Gives you the choice of a second fine- 
grain color-movie film. The XL Cam¬ 
eras have a key slot to accept a movie 
light when shooting indoors with 
Ektachrome40 or KodachromeJL Films. 

KODACHROME H Movie Film. 
E. I.. 40. 

“Movies by the light you live in” 

No movie lights. No gadgets. No spe¬ 
cial adapters or accessories. No cords. 
No bother—to you, or your subject! 

With ease you capture the casual mo¬ 
ments. The special ones. You preserve 
the exciting times. All the good times 
of your life. Whether they happen in 
sunlight or candlelight. 

At your dealer’s now. 

KODAK EKTACHROME 40 Movie Film. 
E. I., 40. 

Just open the back door. Drop in the 
film. And you’re ready to shoot. A foot¬ 
age indicator lets you know how much 
film is left. Also, end-of-film indicator 
is visible in viewfinder. Both XL Cam¬ 
eras have a built-in Type A filter that 
makes it easy to move from tungsten to 
daylight illumination. 

KODAK XL55 Movie Camera. 
Less than $200. (Outfit: less than $205) 

For a detailed brochure on the XL 
Movie Cameras visit your local photo 
dealer or write for brochure C3-103. 
Eastman Kodak Company, Department 
840C, Rochester, N.Y. 14650. 

Prices subject to change without notice. 
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(LEFT) Every film, whether it be negative, reversal, interpositive, 16mm or 35mm, is timed with the aid of the Eastman 1635 video color analyzer. 
(RIGHT) Operator of the color video analyzer notes on a work sheet the values of the density of each scene, plus the red, blue and green filters 
which may be needed for correcting the color balance. 

(ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Hal Scheib worked in Detroit and Chicago for an industrial 
filmmaker prior to World War II. He first came to Hollywood as an employee of the War 
Department to help produce military training films. Later, he saw some of the films that he had 
helped to make when the Army drafted him and sent him to the Asiatic Theater, where he served 
in the Philippines and in Korea. His ties to Hollywood dictated his return there after his release 
from service in 1947. The major thrust, at the time, was the production of standard format 
(35mm) black-and-white theatrical films. Very little was being done to meet the special needs of 
independent producers of industrial, educational, or religious films. At the same time, these 
less-established producers were the very ones who were experimenting in 16mm color and 
innovative techniques, and foreseeing the impact of television as a communications medium. 
Consequently, Scheib organized Cinema Research Corp. in 1947 to provide optical effects film 
services for independent producers. The firm has specialized in such techniques as 16mm and 
35mm blowup and reduction printing, multipanel screen, and wide-screen formats. Through its 
association with Research Products, Inc., it has had available the latest equipment for specialized 
needs, and has become an outstanding contributor of special effects and titles for both movies 
and TV.) 

The author, Hal Scheib, organized Cinema 
Research Corp. in 1947, mainly to provide 
optical effects and specialized film services to 
independent producers. 

By HAL SCHEIB 
President, Cinema Research Corp. 

Hollywood, California 

Who in the motion-picture and televi¬ 
sion industry ever has enough time? 
Almost nobody in these frantic days, 
when costs are continually escalating. 
However, in an optical house, such as 
ours, time is a particularly precious 
commodity. 

Optical work and titles, though they 
are so essential to the overall impact of 
a picture, are about the last post¬ 
production steps. In other words, we 
receive the work when release deadlines 
are perilously close, and when money is 
running low but tempers are running 
feverishly high. The problem always is: 
How do we accomplish the meticulous 
work required of us without nervous 

The critical pre printing analysis that used to 
take considerable time and careful "eyeballing" can 
now be done in a flash, with increased precision 

breakdowns either for our customers or 
our staff? 

An invaluable asset in meeting this 
dilemma has been our purchase of an 
Eastman 1635 video color analyzer. 
Every piece of film we receive goes 
through the analyzer, and with this one 
piece of equipment, we have solved 
some of our most pressing problems! 

The Eastman 1635 video color ana¬ 
lyzer is a solid-state console, easy to 
operate, maintain, and repair. To some 
extent, it resembles the familiar Moviola 
editing table. Our color-timer technician 
loads film onto the analyzer much as he 
would load a reel for editing. 

The analyzer electronically scans and 



(LEFT) The data from work sheets prepared by the color-timer are put onto punched tape. (RIGHT) The resultant punched paper tape is used to 
automatically operate the Research Products additive optical printer, employing Bell & Howell head—or it can be translated for use with a printer 
using the standard subtractive light source. 

displays the color frames on a 5 x 5-inch 
cathode-ray tube (CRT). All the tech¬ 
nician does is select one of three gam¬ 
mas, depending solely on whether he is 
viewing negative, reversal, or interposi¬ 
tive film. 

The console also provides a rear- 
projection screen next to the CRT. The 
timer uses the screen to view and 
compare any reference while color bal¬ 
ancing a film. There are only four other 
dials. One controls the density of the 
printing light to allow the timer either 
to dim or to brighten the film; the other 
three dials regulate the intensities of 
red, green, and blue light. The timer 
simply dials to the value that he thinks 
each color should have. After viewing 
the image, he makes the necessary ad¬ 
justments until he gets the density and 
color rendition he wants. 

Using the time sheets that the lineup 
department has prepared (giving such 
information as scene placement, length, 
and required fades, dissolves, or other 
optical effects), the timer then records 
the density and filter values he has 
selected with the video color analyzer 
for each scene. The written record 
becomes the master that guides the 
optical printer operator. The informa¬ 
tion on this master record can be 
punched into a control tape for use on 
the Research Products' optical printer 
employing the Bell & Howell additive 
head. Or, it can be translated for use 
with a printer using the standard sub¬ 
tractive light source, depending on the 
individual job requirements. 

For a vivid comparison, contrast this 
current procedure with the methods we 
had to use before we acquired these 
modern tools. In reality, some color 
scenes used to take longer to "time" 
than to shoot. This was because a 
color-timer, who needed at least a year's 
apprenticeship in the work, had to 
evaluate every scene for exposure and 

color rendition by a method called 
"eyeballing." 

The color-timer would look at the 
film on a light table. If he thought the 
color balance should be improved, he 
would check the scene by holding vari¬ 
ous combinations of filters in front of 
the film. Not only did this technique 
Continued on Page 1064 

On short runs—commercials, for example—the work sheets may be used by optical printer 
operators. The same process which used to take days can now be done in minutes because of 
increased efficiency afforded by the Eastman color video analyzer. 

V
s 



New Eclair ACL: 
half the size and 
half the weight! 

Sync sound and silent running 
in a camera that weighs 8V2 pounds 
and is less than a foot long. 

Ken Nelson has made a short documentary 
film with an ACL. “In the past, I’ve always 

looked around for a place to rest the camera 
between shots,” says Mr. Nelson. “But with 
this new one, I found it didn’t occur to me to 
put it down.” 

With its 200 foot magazine and without a 
lens, the ACL weighs less than 9 pounds and 
measures 1114 inches from front to back. Half 
the size of its competitors. Less than half the 
weight. 

This is the most inconspicuous camera on 
the market. It’s completely silent, of course. 
Hand-held, it’s much smaller and lower than 
your head, as you can see. The battery weighs 
about a pound and fits into your pocket. 

And the ACL is fast. You can change its 
clip-on magazine in less than five seconds. No 
threading; no need to touch the film at all. Film 
maker Eric Saarinen says: “This is the first 
silent camera you can run with.” 

The ACL has a crystal-control motor. 
Sync sound with no connection whatever be¬ 
tween camera and tape recorder. Fantastic 
accuracy. Sync error is less than V2 frame in one 
continuous 200 foot take. That’s 8,000 frames. 

What else? A universal lens mount that 
lets you use any lens with any mount. Ex¬ 
tremely bright and precise reflex viewing, with 
a viewfinder that rotates 360 degrees. And a 
price that’s considerably lower than the com¬ 
petition. 

For more information, ask us for our free 
ACL brochure — and the price list. 

eclair 
Eclair Corporation: 7262 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 
90046; and 73 S. Central Ave., Valley Stream, N.Y. 11580. 
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THE ODD COUPLE 

By HERB A. LIGHTMAN 

After all these years of wrestling with cables during 
the filming of multiple-camera TV shows, a way is finally 
found to cut the cameras loose from their umbilical cords 

For many years now—almost since 
the advent of commercial television in 
America—the multiple-camera filmed 
TV show has been a staple of the 
medium. 

Utilizing (almost always) three stand¬ 
ard film cameras, in what was essentially 
an imitation of live video technique, this 
method has made possible the "straight 
through" filming of action segments up 
to 11 minutes in length and (even more 
important to the performers) has made 
it practical for these shows to be filmed 
before live audiences, with resultant 
spontaneous audience reaction recorded 
on the sound track along with the 
dialogue. 

Among the dozens of shows to uti¬ 
lize this method have been such success¬ 
ful series as "THE DANNY THOMAS 
SHOW", "I LOVE LUCY", "THE 
MOTHERS-IN-LAW", "THE MARY 
TYLER MOORE SHOW" and "THE 
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW", to name 
just a few. Last year, after an initial 
season of conventional single-camera 
filming, ABC's "THE ODD COUPLE" 
joined the ranks of the multiple-camera 
shows. 

Though the multiple-camera tech¬ 
nique has proved successful, it has, up 
until now, remained in the horse-and- 
buggy stage. From the technical stand¬ 
point, the incredibly cumbersome meth¬ 
od has changed little in the last couple 
of decades. Characteristically, three 

standard Mitchell BNC cameras have 
been utilized—their movements sharply 
restricted by thick umbilical cords of 
cable providing camera power, camera- 
sound recorder sync linkage, intercom 
connection, and power for the "obie" 
light (a small lamp mounted on the 
camera to serve as a catch-light for the 
eyes and a bit of fill in the closeups). 

The system has required the services 
of a cable-puller on each camera (to 
keep its wagging tail out of the way) 
and, if (God forbid!) one camera was 
required to cross in front of another, a 
grotesque ballet ensued for the purpose 
of throwing the cable of Camera "A" 
over the top of Camera "B" (including 
its dolly and crew). When the cameras 
returned to their original positions, it 
was necessary to repeat this clownish 
choreography in reverse. 

To add to the confusion, the sound 
stage was cluttered with one or more 
monstrous sound-boom pedestals and, 
in a few cases, floor-based lighting units. 
Hapless members of the live audience, 
sitting in bleachers and expected to 
laugh uproariously at the comedy of it 
all, were lucky if they could see any of 
the action through this jungle of tech¬ 
nicians and equipment. 

Then, at the start of the current TV 
filming season, the brain-trust behind 
"THE ODD COUPLE" series revolution¬ 
ized this whole miserable procedure by 
streamlining its multiple-camera filming 

system into a completely "cordless" 
operation. Just how and why this long- 
overdue surge of progress came about is 
best expressed in the following com¬ 
ments by key technicians of the crew. 

LESTER SHORR, ASC-Director of 
Photography: 

/ guess it all really started when some 
of us watched the Apollo moon flights 
on television and noted that the astro¬ 
nauts manage to land, move about the 
lunar surface and take off again without 
being tied to cables, cords or wires. 
Perhaps that's a poor analogy, but it did 
make us wonder why camera mobility 
on shows such as ours had to be 
restricted by being tied to cable umbil¬ 
ical cords. 

Our Production Manager on "THE 
ODD COUPLE", Sam Strangis, had ap¬ 
parently been thinking along the same 
lines, because he called me in, a couple 
of months before filming began, and 
said: "I want to modernize our opera¬ 
tion and I'd like you to take charge. Do 
whatever you can to streamline us." 

/ told him that the first thing / would 
like to do is eliminate all cable ties to 
the cameras, so that we would have 
complete freedom of operation and 
greatly increased camera mobility—in¬ 
cluding the facility of dollying through 
doorways and down hallways and shoot¬ 
ing through windows from behind the 
set. 

(LEFT) Audience, sitting in bleachers above floor of Paramount Studios sound stage, observes three-camera filming of "THE ODD COUPLE" 
television series segment. (RIGHT) Three cordless film cameras, with "obie" lights glowing, move in for shots of actors in barroom set. Microphone 
boom, now operated from overhead catwalk, can be seen upper left. White strips on floor in background are marker tapes designating various 
pre-planned camera positions. 



Lester Shorr, ASC, (checkered shirt). Director of Photography on "THE ODD COUPLE" series, poses proudly with his three "cordless" camera 
crews in one of the sets. Shorr was assigned by Production Manager Sam Strangis to "streamline" the filming operation. After he suggested that 
cameras be rendered entirely free of cables and that sound booms be operated from overhead. Paramount technicians found ways and means of 
implementing the changes, making this company the most efficient multiple-camera operation in Hollywood. 

The second thing / felt should be 
done was to figure a way of getting our 
sound booms up off the floor. 

Sam said, "Go ahead. I'm in favor of 
anything you fellows can do, soundwise 
or photographically, to streamline the 
operation." 

We were already one up on most of 
the other multiple-camera shows in that 
we would be using Paramount's Mitchell 
BNC's, which had recently been re¬ 
flexed by Cinema Products for through- 
the-lens viewing—an important aid to¬ 
ward precise framing with cameras that 
are constantly moving. 

The recent development of crystal- 
sync for interlocking the cameras with 
the sound recorder had eliminated one 
important wire connection, but we were 
still stuck with the cable for the inter¬ 
com system (connecting camera opera¬ 
tors and dolly grips with the Set Coor¬ 
dinator) and for the operation of the 
obie lights on the cameras. 

/ had a meeting with key technicians 
of Paramount's Electrical Department 
and they agreed to tackle the problem 
of the obie light. What they came up 
with was a 350-watt quartz lamp in a 
rectangular housing lined with metal foil 
to break up and spread the light. To 
power it, they designed a battery pack 
which is good for at least 25 minutes of 
continuous use on a charge. This is more 
than adequate for our operation, be¬ 
cause we start the filming with two of 

these fully-charged battery packs and, 
when we're better than halfway through 
the show, we switch to the second 
pack—which takes about 30 seconds— 
and that carries us the rest of the way. 
So much for the obie light. 

The remaining problem—and a really 
sticky one—had to do with eliminating 
the cable connections for the all-impor¬ 
tant intercom system. There was no 
simple way around this, but our Sound 
Mixer, Jim Wright, went into a huddle 
with his partner, Electronics Engineer 
Harry Flagle, and they devised a highly 
sophisticated, but very compact wireless 
"package" to fit neatly onto the camera 
dolly. 

At last—we were completely free of 
the limiting cables. The umbilical cord 
had been cut! 

What remained was the problem of 
eliminating the sound booms from the 
floor area, and this was done simply by 
mounting them on the overhead cat- 
walks. The boom operators manipulate 
them from above and they are com¬ 
pletely out of everybody's way. 

AH of the top brass from ABC were 
present in the studio on the night we 
filmed the first show of the new season 
—using our cordless system—and they 
were all most impressed by the speed 
and mobility with which we worked. 
They told us later that it looked as 
though we had been doing it this way all 
our lives. 

The new cordless system has made a 
tremendous difference in the efficiency 
of our operation. For the first time we 
can move about freely without the 
tie-up of the cables, and we have a 
minimum of pick-up shots later. For the 
Director, it has opened up a much wider 
scope of creativity. He can now put 
cameras anywhere in the set that he 
wants. 

JIM WRIGHT-Sound Mixer 

There were several problems to solve 
in changing the multiple-camera filming 
of "THE ODD COUPLE" into a com¬ 
pletely cordless operation. The cameras, 
formerly, were connected by cable to 
the booth from which the Set Coordina¬ 
tor controls the show. He used to keep 
track of things with a footage-counter 
and start and stop the cameras. All of 
this has been eliminated by the crystal- 
control motors, which are powered by 
30-volt battery packs. 

Les Shorr had a lot to do with 
designing the rig that the boys in the 
Electrical Department worked up to 
eliminate the cables powering the obie 
lights. This idea works fine, as far as it 
goes—but / am now working with them 
on a remote-control dimmer for the 
obies and also a switch that will permit 
the obie light to go on only when the 
camera is on, and not at any other time. 

We now have the placements of all of 
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our microphones above the sets, l/l/e 
have six Fisher booms, with the big 
arms, mounted on the catwalks and the 
boom operators pick up all of the sound 
from there, which leaves the floor com¬ 
pletely dean, without any cables run¬ 
ning across it. 

By far the greatest problem in going 
cordless had to do with the PL intercom 
system, which is the talk-back facility 
Unking all of the camera operators and 
dolly grips with the Set Coordinator. 
After we had eliminated all of the other 
cables, this was the only one left stand¬ 
ing in the way of complete freedom for 
the cameras. 

When we investigated, we found that 
two or three different companies had 
tried to devise such a cordless intercom 
system and had failed to come up with 
one. Either it was enormously expensive 
or they just couldn't do it. 

After discussion with Sam Strangis 
and Les Shorr, Harry Flagle (a very 
skilled Electronics Engineer) and / de¬ 
cided that we would pool our technical 
resources and give it a whirl ourselves. 

The unit that we were finally able to 
design meets all of the requirements for 
such a system. The Set Coordinator, 
who might be regarded as the "main 
station”, can hear and talk to all of the 
camera operators and dolly grips, and 
vice versa. The main requirement of 
such a wireless intercom, so to speak, is 
that it be able to transmit and receive 
simultaneously and continuously, with¬ 
out the necessity of a cut-off. I'm happy 
to say that we managed to solve that 
problem and the system works perfect¬ 

ly. 

HARRY FLAGLE—Electronics Engi¬ 
neer 

There were many technical diffi¬ 
culties involved in designing a cordless 
intercom system that would permit free 
transmission and reception between 
several stations without anyone having 
to take their hands off their camera or 
dolly equipment to push switches. 
There are several approaches to doing 
this and / assume that a lot of people 

(LEFT) First model of wireless intercom receiver-transmitter unit developed by Sound Recordist Jim Wright and Electronics Engineer Harry Flagle 
to replace cable system previously used for talk-back linkage between camera operators, dolly grips and Set Coordinator. (CENTER) 
Battery-operated quartz obie light mounts above camera lens to provide eyelight and closeup fill. (RIGHT) Battery used to power obie light is 
stowed away under the dolly. 

have tried it, but / came up with a new 
method of doing it, which is now up for 
patent. 

Off-the-shelf equipment is not suit¬ 
able for such an application, but we've 
taken some standard equipment and 
applied extensive modifications to it. 
This includes a new type of switching 
circuit which / developed specifically 
for this purpose. 

l/l/e have put a rechargeable type of 
battery into the unit and a plug, so that 
you don't have to take the battery out 
to re-charge it. l/l/e have a charger and 
every night, after the units have been 
used all day, we put them on the 
charger so that they will be ready the 
next day. l/l/e are currently using these 
units two days a week, for a three- 
camera show. A charge will usually last 
for two weeks, but we keep them up to 
full charge anyway, l/l/e also have back¬ 
up units on hand, so that if anything 
happens, it's simply a matter of taking 
the unit out and putting another one in. 

The very first units we put together 
looked a bit crude and there was a slight 
problem with the antennas. As the 

technicians moved about during the 
show, the cables from their headsets had 
a tendency to wrap around the antennas 
and break or bend them back, l/l/e solved 
that by enclosing the unit in a solid 
aluminum case, with the antenna an 
integral part of it that looks like han¬ 
dles. It's now a rugged little package 
that is quite handsome. 

However, we aren't going to stop 
there. Jim was talking to a couple of the 
cameramen and they asked about the 
possibility of incorporating all of the 
components of the unit into a headset 
arrangement. Such a configuration is 
possible. Both the transmitter and the 
receiver could be made small enough to 
enclose in the two parts of a headset, 
l/l/e have plans to do exactly that in the 
future—although perhaps not for a year 
or two, because it would involve design¬ 
ing and making a special transceiver. 

In the meantime, the current model 
is working at full efficiency and we're 
happy that we could provide the final 
link that has made it possible for "THE 
ODD COUPLE" show to lead the in¬ 
dustry in going completely cordless. ■ 

(LEFT) Electronics Engineer Harry Flagle, shown with latest model of wireless intercom 
transmitter-receiver unit contained in handsome aluminum case. (RIGHT) Sturdy antennas, 
which look like handles, extend from either side of case. Entire unit will eventually be 
incorporated into a cordless headset. 



"THX 1138" 
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which ones needed a couple of takes to 
warm up. We would zero in on their 
closeups accordingly, using long lenses, 
so that the actors literally never knew 
when they were being filmed in closeup. 
This resulted in more natural perform¬ 
ances, because they were playing to 
each other all the time (instead of to the 
camera) and they didn't get uptight, as 
actors often do when they know they're 
in a closeup. 

While we shot with available light 
almost exclusively, this wasn't always as 
difficult as it sounds. We were shooting 
mostly modern interiors, which usually 
have ten times more light than they 
really need. It's just an architectural 
phenomenon of the sixties and seventies 
to way over-light interiors. 

However, sometimes we'd walk into 
places where it was so dark that we'd 
have to turn on a flashlight just to read 
the needle on the exposure meter. Very 
often the meter didn't indicate any 
reading at all, but we didn't let that stop 
us. Our pet phrase during the entire 
shooting was: "Just put on your fastest 
lens, open it up all the way and shoot." 

Despite all that, we kept getting back 
dailies that looked good. Everyone kept 
saying: "Gee, I never thought we'd get 
that one." But as long as it kept coming 
out all right, we kept doing it. We 
always ordered one-light dailies—never a 
timed print—and, incredibly enough, al¬ 
most the entire picture printed on light 
12. 

I wanted to shoot "THX" in a 
wide-screen format because it is, basical¬ 
ly, an environmental film and I felt it 
was essential to get it as big as possible. 
I chose Techniscope over the available 
35mm anamorphic processes because we 
could use faster lenses and our Eclair 
cameras could easily be switched over to 
the Techniscope format. Also, while the 

Eclairs normally carry 400-foot maga¬ 
zines (which are awkward for the shoot¬ 
ing of a feature), the Techniscope for¬ 
mat gave us the equivalent of an 
800-foot load of straight 35mm. I 
wasn't afraid of the blow-up involved, 
because I had shot a lot of 16mm that 
had been blown up to 35mm. To me, 
Techniscope is just another form of 
Super-16. Or maybe "Super-duper-16" 
is more like it. 

There was one sequence in the pic¬ 
ture that we went all out to light 
completely. That was the "cathedral" 
sequence near the end of the picture 

that was actually shot in a TV studio. 
They had all of these lights electronical¬ 
ly controlled by push buttons so that 
we could do whatever we wanted in the 
way of lighting. We sort of ran amuck 
with back-lighting and everything else 
we could think of. It was a lot of fun, 
and it relieved the frustrations of the 
gaffer. It gave him a chance to actually 
light something. 

No film ever ends up exactly as you 
would like it to, but, with minor excep¬ 
tions, "THX" came out pretty much as 
I had visualized it, thanks to some 
excellent assistance—and a whole lot of 
luck. ■ 

SHOOTING "THX 1138" WITH (AL¬ 
MOST) NO LIGHT 
By DAVE MEYERS. 
Co-director of Photography 

There has been considerable com¬ 
ment that the photography in "THX" 
has a unique look to it, a distinctive 
texture. If so, that can be credited to 
George Lucas. George has a terrific 
sense of graphics. He knew what he 
wanted and it was, fundamentally, his 
style. It wasn't something I dreamed up 
or Al Kihn dreamed up. We collaborated 
with him in order to get it onto film, 
but I was personally very much im¬ 
pressed with his graphic sense. It result¬ 

ed in a very interesting visual style. 
We shot practically everything in the 

picture with two cameras. That's the 
way it was set up. They wanted two 
cameras operated by two people who 
could sort of wing it individually. I 
suppose that's why they hired documen¬ 
tary cameramen. George would tell Al 
and me what the scene was to be and 
we'd decide which lenses were to go 
onto the two cameras. Then each one of 
us would wing it through the scene on 
our own. Surprisingly, this method 
worked out very well. 

We were tied down to using equip¬ 
ment owned by American Zoetrope. 
That included Eclair CM-3 cameras, 
which I'd never operated before. I knew 
that Haskell Wexler owns one and that 
he likes it—but he had also worked his 
over considerably. I was basically 
against using that particular camera be¬ 
cause it is noisy and hard to blimp, but 
after a while I became quite fond of it. 
The basic camera is good, the finder is 
great, and it is fairly easy to adapt to 
the Techniscope format. Blimping was a 
problem, but we had a couple of blimps 
custom-made by Carroll Ballard, and 
they worked out quite well. 

We used an Angenieux 25mm-to- 
250mm zoom lens (T-stopped to 4.2) a 

very small percentage of the time. For 
most of the shooting we used a comple¬ 
ment of Nikkor prime lenses ranging 
from 21mm to 300mm—the same lenses 
made for Nikon still cameras. They have 
remarkably sharp resolution, good color 
correction and are very consistent with 
each other. The only annoying charac¬ 
teristic is that the helix is exactly the 
opposite of that of the zoom lens. I 
would find myself instinctively flipping 
in one direction, but going completely 
the wrong way. It was very hard to get 
used to. 

We used available light as much as 
possible in shooting the location inter¬ 
iors, working at as low a light level as 

(LEFT) Against huge white "limbo" cyclorama on Hollywood sound stage, preparations are made for filming of prison sequence, which could not be 
shot in San Francisco because no such facilities exist there. Over-expose of almost three stops resulted in a flat glare, through which white-clad 
inmates wandered, looking like disembodied heads. (RIGHT) Director George Lucas discusses scene interpretation with lead actors, Donald 
Pleasence and Robert Duvall, prior to shooting. 
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NAGRA IV-S 
STEREO RECORDER 

NAGRA IV-S (Standard Nagra Size and Weight) 

Vi" Stereophonic Tape Recorder designed for recording 
Master Tapes for the cassette, disc and tape industries and other 

applications demanding high quality original recordings. 

- PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS - 
• Two high quality sound channels. 
• Single or two dial control during recording. 
• Universal microphone inputs. 
• Adapted for noise reduction systems. 

Dual needle modulometer. 
Disc cutting width indication. 
15, V/2 and 3% ips speeds. 
30 to 18,000 Hz ±2 db 15 ips. 

NAB or NAGRAMASTER improved volume range — switchable. 

PRICE $1,856.00 

UNITED STATES DISTRIBUTION — SERVICE — SALES 

NAGRA MAGNETIC RECORDERS, INC. 
19 WEST 44th STREET • NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10036 • (212) 661-8066 

Exclusive Distributor in Canada 

BRAUN ELECTRIC CANADA, LTD. 
3269 AMERICAN DRIVE 

MALTON ONTARIO, CANADA 

Southern California — Service — Sales 

RYDER MAGNETIC SALES CORP. 
1147 NO. VINE STREET 

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 90038 
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You name the process. 

lor processor 
to handle it. 

You can begin processing with a Jamieson 
Mark IV series processor for as low as 
$13,280. Let us quote a Jamieson Color 
Processor for the process you want to 
conduct. 

Want to process 7389 with a silvertrack? There’s a Jamieson color processor 
designed to handle it. 

How about 35mm color negative/positive? We build one for that, too. 
Or how about super 8mm Ektachrome or 35mm slide duplicates? 

Jamieson makes processors for any process you want to conduct. 
There are a total of twelve models in Jamieson’s Mark IV and Mark IX 

series of color processors. Among the IV’s you’ll find the smallest, least 
expensive models now available; in the IX series, faster production machines 
competitively priced. 

For both series, Jamieson has a new track applicator with a vacuum 
back-up roller for ultimate reliability. 

All Jamieson color processors are built from basic modules that have 
been thoroughly proven through years of use in labs throughout the world. 
All models feature Jamieson’s patented tube tanks that hold about 1/15 the 
amount of chemistry required by ordinary open-tank designs. (That will save 
you money right there.) And all feature the industry’s gentlest, most reliable 
film transport system. 

Other Mark IV and Mark IX series features include: convenience in 
controls and operations —simple and easy to maintain —small in size and 
cost, high in quality and output—fast warm-up time, minimum chemistry. 

It would take a book to tell you everything there is to know about Jamieson 
Mark IV and Mark IX series color processors. 

So we wrote one. And it’s yours free for the asking. Simply write for our 
catalog on “Jamieson Color Processors.” 

EQUIPMENT DIVISION 

JAMIESON FILM COMPANY 
9171 KING ARTHUR DRIVE, DALLAS, TEXAS 75247 (214) 638-2660 
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Optical “dolly” shots 
in Super 8: 

Beaulieu insists on 
variable speeds 

in an electric 
zooming system. 

Set your own zooming Forward and reverse 
time between 2 and 12 seconds speed zoom switches 

In a costly cine-camera, you expect to find an elec¬ 
tric zoom with, at the very least, 2 or 3 zooming 
speeds... 
Beaulieu is more demanding than you are. The zoom 
system on the 4008 ZM 2 will respond from maximum 
to minimum focal length, at any zooming speed 
between 2 and 12 seconds - exactly the sort of ad¬ 
vanced feature you find on professional motion 
picture and television cameras. 
But why should Beaulieu have drawn the line here ? 
Macro filming. You can film in perfect focus down 
to a distance of 1 mm (less than 1/25” !) from the 
subject, without any additional equipment, and fill 
the entire screen with a tiny field measuring only 
21 mm x 15.5 mm (0.83” x 0.61”). 
Filming speeds. You can choose from 70 different 
filming speeds, ranging from slow-slow to highly 
accelerated motion. And if you are even more 
demanding, you can change speeds while actually 
filming. 
Viewing. 100 % of the light is directed into the view¬ 
finder, and the image is enlarged to fill your entire 
visual field. 

  

Other technical advances : “Reglomatic” system 
determining the ideal exposure. Critical focusing 
device. Long-lasting nickel-cadmium accumulator 
batteries. Interchangeable lens. Variable shutter. 
Remote control sockets. 8-64 mm Angenieux zoom. 
NEW! The 4008ZM2 is now equipped for sound 
synchronization (3 systems: Synchro-Pilot - E.T.S.- 
Erlson). 
Get all the facts on the Beaulieu 4008 ZM2, the Ulti¬ 
mate Super-8 ! See a demonstration at your finest 
camera store or write Cinema Beaulieu, 14225 Ventura 
Boulevard, Sherman Oaks, California 91403. We will 
send you a handsome full color 16-page brochure 
on the new Beaulieu 4008 ZM2. 

.BexudieM 
HERVIC CORPORATION 
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You’ve heard it: don’t put them all in one basket. But suppose 
the basket’s big and reliable. And it lets you keep all the eggs in 
one, easy-to-use place to coordinate production and lower costs 
Then keeping them all in one place may make sense. 

Which brings us to something besides eggs —films; and the 
company that has been serving the film industry for over a 
quarter of a century — Cinema Research. 

You may already be using us for special effects, titles, 
16-16mm/35-35mm combinations and optical effects. But 
what about things like 16-35mm blow-ups that you may 
still be farming out to poorly equipped shops? At 
Cinema Research, the same personalized 
service, quality and modern equipment 
that helped us grow to the largest 
independent optical effects house on 
the west coast can be used for all 
aspects of your film production. 

The advantage to you? When we 
do it all under one roof, the same 
exacting standards of quality and 
savings are applied throughout. And, 
usually, your total production costs are 
much less than when you scatter your film 
all over town. 

So when you know you can get the best quality 
at a reasonable price, wouldn’t it also be great to 
pick up your phone, dial one number, and know exactly 
what’s happening with your whole film production? 

That one number is (213) 461-3235. Just ask for 
Hal Scheib or Jack Glass. 

Or simply write or wire Cinema Research Corporation, 
6860 Lexington Avenue, Hollywood, California 90038. 

plete in-plant art department 
(direct aerial image blow-up titles) 
Eastman Kodak color analyzer 
(complete scene-to-scene color corrections) 
Bell & Howell additive color printing 
(color correct negatives with automatic dissolves) 
Research Products Optical Printers 
(sharper and cleaner blow-ups) 
Personnel that are “quality-conscious” 
(with over 20 years experience in 16-35mm blow-ups) 

Why not? 

Some of our most recent 16-35mm blow-ups —Masters of the Sky, Carl Boenish; On Any Sunday, Bruce Brown; Sunshine Sea, MacGillivray-Freeman; 
Woodstock Three Days of Peace and Music, Warner Bros; Mad Dogs and Englishmen, Joe Crocker; Medicine Ball Caravan, Warner Bros. 
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"LE MANS"—SPEED 
WAS OF THE ESSENCE 
Continued from Page 991 

to carefully inspect it while the car is 
going around the track with its replace¬ 
ment. You have, through a lot of effort, 
come up with two cameras shooting 
straight back and one shooting forward 
—each with a complete electrical backup 
system with extra batteries. The battery 
storage proved to be an extremely criti¬ 
cal problem (as was everything else), 
due to the fact that race cars have very 
little space unaccounted for wherein 
one can place an item as bulky as a 
battery, let alone SIX of them! Two for 
each camera. 

Since these are race drivers, not 
cameramen, activating these cameras, 
footage counters and warning light sys¬ 
tems had to be designed so that the 
driver would have at least a vague idea 
of what he was doing. All three Pana- 
vision cameras would have to be 
changed in less than three minutes, total 
time, during a pit stop which was called 
specifically for the purpose of replacing 
the cameras. The ease and speed with 
which these cameras were changed was 
so incredible, that at one point in the 
race a showdown occurred between the 
Hollywood mount technician, Gaylin 
Schultz, and the race drivers, because 
they were so close to winning that their 
enthusiasm was hard to contain; and the 
director had to remind the team manag¬ 
er that this car had been entered in the 
race with the specific purpose of obtain¬ 
ing footage, not winning! 

The race day was over and the rushes 
revealed that valuable footage had been 
achieved and though the problems of 
the real 24-hour race had come and 
gone, the staged version of the race was 
hot on its heels with even greater 
obstacles, uppermost of which was al¬ 
ways Steve McQueen's fervent desire 
that everything be totally true to his 

principle of never undercranking to 
achieve his strict commitment to actual 
speed. He put his life on the line for his 

principles and, along with the other 25 
drivers hired for the movie, drove his car 
at blinding speeds. When queried by the 
harried Mr. Schultz as to whether the 
effect wouldn't be really quite as good 
at, say, 150 MPH rather than 180 MPH 
(and the resultant aerodynamic prob¬ 
lems more than compounding them¬ 
selves for these 30 miles), the answer 
came back unequivocally that if he was 
dedicated enough to his ideal to risk his 
life for it, then the least the technician 
could do would be to solve the few 
problems inherent in the sport. 

So now, in addition to anything 
heretofore mentioned, comes the dawn 
of the GT 40, whose birth was a direct 
result of the company's need for an 
insert type camera car that would be 
capable of keeping up with the pack. 
The car was purchased in London and 
immediately Schultz set about to totally 
revise its configuration, starting with 
cutting off the top! The door was 
removed from the passenger side and a 
built-in padded seat was created along¬ 
side the driver to enable a cameraman to 
sit in safety as he was propelled at 
speeds of 170 miles and better. To 
increase the safety and to also create a 
basis for attaching mounts to the car, a 
%" duraluminum plate was inserted to 
beef up the chassis and to add more 
protection. 

The basic requirement demanded by 
the director was that he have a unit 
capable of panning 360 degrees, as well 
as tilting,focusing and zooming. Various 
systems were tried, such as a Pelco head, 
but this proved to have far too slow a 
reaction. Then a crankhead, with cables 
extending from the camera to pan and 
tilt wheels for the camera operator, 
proved equally unusable, due to too 
much play in the movements. The final 
and successful solution was an air-valve 
unit controlling two air motors. This 

idea had come about as a result of 
noticing how the same aerodynamic 
pressures that were causing problems, 
could also be harnessed to work for the 
camera's benefit. The operator was able 
to achieve very fine points of maneuver¬ 
ability and since he was simultaneously 
equipped with a TV monitor, he could 
focus and zoom at will. 

The camera was placed in the center 
of the car and, in order to reduce 
friction caused by the flatness of the 
magazine, a dome was built around it, 
thereby once again "using" the aerody¬ 
namic flow by directing it to one's 
advantage. Due to the unusual flexibil¬ 
ity of the air-hose guidance system, it 
was possible to place this same camera 
at any position on the car, thereby not 
having to be confined to its one central 
position. The only limiting factor in¬ 
cumbent on the operator was the length 
of the hose, thus it was possible to give 
his creative urge free rein. 

Since one of the basic aims of this 
film was to achieve footage literally 
involving the audience, cameras were 
mounted on 917 Porsches and 512 
Ferraris in almost every conceivable 
vantage point, resulting in shots like 
giant-sized closeups of flattening tires, 
and kaleidoscopic views framing drivers' 
helmets, rear view mirrors and country¬ 
side views as seen from the inside out. 
Mounts were created with such exotical- 
ly controlled devices as to have, by now 
thoroughly inured drivers, running into 
cameras extending 6 to 8 feet out from 
another car; thereby on impact causing 
the camera to swing and photograph the 
passing car at 180 MPH without cutting. 
This was a type of mount which was 
installed both at the front and the rear 
of the autos, reversing the situation 
between who was passing whom. The 
camera thusly mounted in the rear of 
the car was relatively easy, but the 
similarly-mounted front camera had tre¬ 
mendous air friction to overcome and a 
system of dash pots and weather vanes 

(LEFT) Control unit for remote-controlled electrical panning mount was installed in well under seat of racing car. (CENTER) Side view, showing 
seat replaced over control unit and camera on electric panning mount ready to film driver point-of-view shot from inside the car. (RIGHT) Camera, 
with remote-controlled electrical panning mount, shown installed on a special bracket outside the car, to film a low-level shot in which the camera 
pans from race course to show tire going flat. 



(LEFT) GT-40 racer, equipped with highly sophisticated air-controlled head. The unit, capable of panning 360 degrees, as well as tilting, focusing 
and zooming (all by remote control) was designed and built on the spot by camera equipment expert Gaylin Schultz, who had noted the effects of 
aerodynamic pressures and deducted that the basic principle could be put to constructive use. (RIGHT) Car prepares for a run with air-controlled 
camera mount. Operator, next to driver, manipulates mount through a wide range of maneuvers, while monitoring image on small television monitor. 

had to be instituted to achieve the 
proper swing rate; otherwise, the camera 
would dash itself to pieces when it came 
to the end of its run. 

By now the drivers had become 
totally convinced of the safety of all the 
mounts, as day after day of running at 
flat-out speeds had not broken the 
remarkable record of not having suf¬ 
fered a single malfunction or traffic 
accident in any way related to the 
cameras. No stone was left unturned in 
the quest for original ideas and always 
they were accompanied by the ever¬ 
present shadows of aerodynamic prob¬ 
lems and constantly subject to the 
threatening specter of ever-present su¬ 
per-speeds. Mounts were placed in front, 
in the rear, on the side, below, above, 
literally everywhere, and as the 24-hour 
race became a 24-day and then a 24- 
week race, the tensions and the prob¬ 
lems mounted. 

Since the race uses an everyday 
highway as part of its course, permits 
had to be obtained for closing this part 
of the highway for filming usage exclu¬ 
sively, and, as permits became more and 
more difficult to obtain, and race cars 
were running hotter and hotter as they 
were pushed beyond the normal toil 
that 24 hours of continual running 
extracts from them, it became impera¬ 
tive to try to accomplish as much as was 
humanly possible with each run. By the 
end of the production, cars were run¬ 
ning with as many as five cameras at 
once, covering a multiple of angles with 
each try. 

All mounts were built, created and 
installed right on site and, except for 
the continual job of thinking out the 
problems, were installed within 15 or 20 

minutes, with the help of a rather 
well-equipped van consisting of all the 
components Gaylin Schultz had de¬ 
signed to facilitate ease of assembling 
and to conserve valuable production 
time. The result was an almost totally 
self-sufficient operation for "on the 
spot" mounting. 

Through the entire eight months of 
filming, there was not one single mal¬ 
function of the mounts, nor was a single 
camera damaged or lost. Inasmuch as 
there was a heavy concentration of 
vehicles, with as many as five cameras 
mounted on them at once, this should 
speak for itself in regards to the safety 
and engineering accomplished. 

Total dedication and absorption were 

given to the safety of anything and 
everything that was used on these cars, 
down to securing special M.S. certified 
bolts and keeping, not only the success 
of the production in mind, but the 
safety of all concerned. 

Acknowledgement and sincere grati¬ 
tude is also extended by Schultz to the 
producer, Jack Reddish, for his total 
approval of all mounts, for without his 
complete backing and faith continually 
extended in regard to any and all 
mounts attempted, there would have 
been no achievement. 

One tries only what one is inspired 
and encouraged to attempt, and success 
follows commensurate with the support 
extended. ■ 

External mount which provided positions for two cameras lined up to get close shots of tire going 
flat. Dozens of special purpose mounts were designed and built on location as needed. Safety and 
performance records of mount were perfect, with not a single mishap or malfunction occurring 
over several months of filming. 



FILMING OF "LE MANS" 
Continued from Page 989 

photographed more than 70,000 feet of 
the most thrilling film footage ever 
recorded of racing cars being driven in 
actual competition. 

THE RACING DEPARTMENT 

Noting the furious activity in Solar 
Village after the real race was over, an 
imaginative French newspaperman head¬ 
lined a story about the film with: 
MCQUEEN EXTENDING "24 HOURS” 

FOR FIVE MONTHS. 
His observation was accurate. In 

order to do so, it was necessary to set 
up a $250,000 racing department dupli¬ 
cating one which would be used in 
actual competition. The job fell to 
British racing team manager Andrew 
Ferguson, who had handled the Solar 
Porsche 908 at Sebring (Fla.) when 
McQueen startled both the film and 
racing worlds by winning first in 3-litre 
class and finishing second overall in the 
12-Hour race, just 26 seconds behind 
Mario Andretti in a 5-litre Ferrari 512. 

Ferguson recruited 56 professional 
racing drivers from all over the world. In 
alternation, they worked an average of 
two to three days weekly with the film 
company, driving the swift racing cars 
from which the actors emerge in the 
movie. They often went away on week¬ 
ends to race in actual competition. 
Many were involved with the film- 
making for more than 12 weeks. 

Ferguson also assembled 25 of the 
world's fastest racing cars, including 
four each of the ultra-swift Porsche 
917s and Ferrari 512s, two Lolas, two 
Porsche 908s, an Alfa-Romeo, a Matra, 
two Chevrons, a Porsche 914, four 
Porsche 911s, a Ferrari 312, a Ford 
GT-40, and the long-tail Porsche 917 in 
which Vic Elford set a new lap record at 
Le Mans in 1970. 

He also assembled a full corps of 
mechanics and tire technicians, for the 
problems of the racing department were 
monumental due to the extraordinary 
demands put upon man and machine by 
the filmmaking. 

"These cars were built to run at 
speed for 24 hours, but not for 98 
days,” it was observed—the expert 
pointing out that the 25 vehicles often 
raced at top speeds daily with many 
stops and starts for retakes which put 
inordinate stress on component parts. 

Some auto parts failed to endure the 
strain. 

A $45,000, Solar-owned Ferrari 512 
driven by British professional racer 
Derek Bell suddenly caught fire one day 
in August. Bell escaped with minor 

burns but the car was completely con¬ 
sumed in flames, abandoned in the 
middle of the roadway. 

On another luckless day, a Porsche 
917 went out of control for inexplicable 
reasons and demolished itself against a 
guard rail causing serious injury to its 
driver, David Piper. 

Many maintenance problems plagued 
the racing department, but alternating 
teams of factory mechanics on loan 
from makers of the cars overcame most 
difficulties in record time with flying 
colors. 

THE PROPERTY DEPARTMENT 

To reconstruct the actual ambiance 
of the Le Mans circuit and the many 
swift vehicles which comprise its great 
show, California property master Don 
Nunley found himself faced with the 
assembly of more than 20,000 separate 
items, ranging from the high-priced 
wristwatches worn by the drivers to the 
small promotional decals decorating the 
cars. 

Nunley's accumulations included 
countless colorful umbrellas, vari¬ 
colored warning lights and flags, walkie- 
talkies, TV and still cameras, 5,000 
balloons, fire extinguishers, tables, 
tents, tote bags, transistor radios and 
racing magazines. Even the crash dum¬ 
my (whose face was cast from an old 
George Raft mask) was Nunley's respon¬ 
sibility. 

PRODUCTION DESIGN 

Another challenging area for the staff 
of "LE MANS” was dressing the people 
seen in close-ups in the pits and pa¬ 
vilions and at the tony parties held by 
jet setters during the race. 

Production designer Phil Abramson 
relied on race day photographs and 
research as much as possible, but had to 
call upon his own creative judgment and 
that of several top French fashion de¬ 
signers to resolve the problem. 

The problem? Changing fashions! 
What was de rigueur in June 1970 

simply may not be "in" when the film is 
released. In consultation with represen¬ 
tatives from designers from Dior and St. 
Laurent (and sometimes the Salvation 
Army on cast-off clothing), Abramson 
had to anticipate what the fickle fashion 
scene will be. 

FILM EDITING AND SOUND DE¬ 
PARTMENTS 

The film editor's operational head¬ 
quarters during the making of "Le 
Mans" was located in what was once an 
antiseptic college infirmary. 

There were 30,000 feet of film from 

the 1969 race, 70,000 feet from the 
race day camera car, another 50,000 
feet from the 19 stationary race day 
cameras, still another 25,000 feet of 
hand-held footage of race day activity, 
and the day-to-day footage with which 
to function. 

On that slick infimary floor, virtually 
up to their elbow in 35mm film, the 
editing crew, which included French 
editor Ghislaine Desjonqueres and two 
competent young French women, Cath¬ 
erine and Pauline, seemed always to be 
trying to keep their balance or disen¬ 
tangle themselves. They didn't talk 
much. 

John Mitchell, a Britisher who head¬ 
ed the Sound Department, talked to 
himself quite a bit after recording what 
is assuredly "the fastest sound track in 
the world." 

This was accomplished while sitting 
beside professional racing driver Rob 
Slotemaker, an expert at controlled 
skids, who rocketed Mitchell over Muls- 
anne Straight at 200 miles-per-hour so 
that the authentic sounds of accelera¬ 
tion, down shifting, or a chilling spin on 
a wet track would be recorded. 

SPECIAL EFFECTS DEPARTMENT 

Headed by rotund expert Sass Bedig, 
who accomplished the auto chase se¬ 
quence in "BULLITT" which made that 
Steve McQueen film a worldwide hit, 
the special effects department pioneered 
new ground during the making of "LE 
MANS". 

Cameras placed at ground level, in 
helicopters, inside and outside speeding 
cars, fore and aft of speeding cars and 
even in radio-controlled cars which go 
up in flames captured some of the most 
thrilling footage ever filmed. 

Toughest job of all, however, was 
maintaining control of an unmanned 
racing car roaring over the highway with 
nothing more than bleeps from a radio 
panel. When steering varied a fraction of 
a second with the car going 100 miles 
per hour, the vehicle could thrash itself 
to death against the guard rails before a 
correcting bleep reached it—and did! 

Bedig determinedly armed himself 
with a $25,000 replacement, made the 
necessary corrections in radio-controlled 
cars, and promises movie fans speed and 
excitement superior even to the historic 
"BULLITT" scenes. 

PRODUCTION CINEMATOGRAPHY 

While Gaylin Schultz was busily 
mounting as many cameras as possible 
onto racing cars for the Second Unit 
photography of the racing sequences for 
"LE MANS", Robert B. Hauser, ASC, 
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was called to France rather suddenly to 
assume the function of Director of 
Photography on the First Unit—which 
involved filming of the dramatic or 
"story” sequences of the picture. 

"I went out to the location the day 
after I arrived and everything was com¬ 
pletely unfamiliar to me," he relates. "I 
didn't know what lenses I had to work 
with. The lighting equipment was all of 
French design and quite different from 
ours. I had a totally French crew, whose 
language I didn't speak and, on top of 
that, I discovered that the function of 

'Lighting Cameraman' when you don't 
even know what type of lighting equip¬ 
ment you have to work with or what it 
will do. For example, we had only 600 
amps of current available—total—and 
two arcs. With this, I was asked to light 
a shot showing the pits with all the 
racers in the foreground, and a grand¬ 
stand full of people in the background. 
The only thing to be done was to throw 
one arc across the pits, the other across 
the grandstand, push the film two 
stops—and pray. Strangely enough, it 
came out looking fine. Even the closeup 

GT-40 racer, purchased by the film production company for conversion as a camera car to 
actually participate in the race. Equipment specialist Gaylin Schultz drastically altered its 
configuration by cutting off top, removing passenger-side door and building in padded seat for 
camera operator alongside driver. Extra cowling on front was used to conceal camera equipped 
with air-controlled panning head, so that it would not be picked up by other cameras filming 
race. 

what we call a 'Director of Photog¬ 
raphy' in Hollywood is quite different 
from his function in a European crew. 
There I was considered a 'Lighting 
Cameraman', a technician who doesn't 
even look through the camera view¬ 
finder. Over there, the Operator places 
the camera and then argues it out with 
the Director. Frankly, I anticipated 
problems, but none developed. Every¬ 
one on the French crew was very nice to 
me and extremely cooperative." 

What problems Hauser did encounter 
had to do with equipment, rather than 
personnel. "It's pretty hard to be a 

of Steve McQueen, shot with the second 
camera and no fill light, turned out 
great. There was detail in his eyes like I 
couldn't believe. It looked just the way 

it should have. Incredible!" 
Hauser was in for a few other sur¬ 

prises, and no small degree of puzzle¬ 
ment, in relation to the lighting equip¬ 
ment. "One day they gave me a light 
with nine quartz lamps in it that looked 
like a French version of a FAY light," 
he recalls. "It looked like it was going to 
be a great light to use, but perhaps a bit 
bright, so I put silks over it. I heated up 
the light and, one by one, turned on all 

the lamps, but I couldn't get enough 
light for an exposure. I took the silks 
off and found that I was then getting 
just barely enough light to get it onto 
the film. This I couldn't understand. I 
thought that I must be going out of my 
mind. I went back the next day and 
asked my interpreter, 'Jacques, will you 
please tell me why I can't get any light 
out of these lamps?' He explained that, 
because bulbs were so expensive, they 
had rewired the lights so that they 
would draw only half of the rated 
current and, thus, last twice as long. I 
told him that the company was paying 
for the bulbs and to please wire the 
lamps back the way they were. After 
that, there was no problem." 

Even so, there simply wasn't enough 
light to expose the night-for-night long 
shots called for in the script. "All I 
could do was illuminate the subject as 
far as the lights would stretch, quit right 
there and frame accordingly," he says. 

One of the really stimulating chal¬ 
lenges was having to light inside close 
quarters where there was hardly room 
enough to hide even small quartz units— 
actual location interiors, like a trailer 
and an American field hospital that 
travels the circuit with the racers and is, 
in reality, also a trailer. "It was a flat 
interior and there was no way to light it 
except to bounce light off the walls, 
hoping you could frame the hot wall 
areas out of the picture. To make things 
more difficult, we were shooting from 
the inside toward an open doorway, 
with daylight showing in the back¬ 
ground. I had the inside lighted for F/4, 
with an exposure of about F/6.3 out¬ 
side—a passable balance. Right about 
then, the director and Steve McQueen 
got into a long discussion about some¬ 
thing and, by the time they were ready 
to shoot, the outside light had fallen to 
F/2, which would have made it look like 
a night shot and would not have 
matched the scenes previously photo¬ 
graphed. There was nothing to do but 
wrap it up for the day." 

The moment of truth came when 
Hauser, as Lighting Cameraman, was 
called upon to rig all the lights for a 
sequence to be shot inside a large rotary 
club. 

"It was the first time I'd ever rigged 
such a set in my life," he observes. "It 
was a hell of a challenge, but when I got 
all through, it looked good. I liked it." 

This sort of thing went on for eight 
weeks, during which challenge was 
heaped upon challenge. 

"It was a great experience, though," 
says Robert Hauser, ASC, the eternal 
optimist, "and everyone was very nice 
to me." ■ 
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Compatibility. 
They used to call The Thirties “the Dillinger Days” and Hollywood gave us our first 
anti-Hero . . . that snarling victim of Prohibition and the Great Depression, the Public 
Enemy and his lethal .38. A bad man and his gun, shooting their way to fame and 
misfortune. A curious kind of COMPATIBILITY. 

But there’s nothing curious about COMPATIBILITY to the professional film 
processor of the 1970’s. Today, COMPATIBILITY means using 3M Motion Picture 
Film with standard printing and processing equipment and chemistry for convenience, 
consistency and quality in reproducing the best possible release prints from first or 
second generation negatives. 

COMPATIBILITY in 3M’s TYPE 150 Black and White Release Print Films 
means ... it works! And it works extremely well in whatever chemistry and 
equipment you’re presently using to give you quality reproduction in release prints 
time after time. 

For a COMPATIBLE demonstration of 3M Release Print Film TYPE 150, call 
or write Professional Motion Picture Products, Dept. M.K., 3M Company, 3M Cen¬ 
ter, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101 — Telephone f612] 733-0020. 

Photographic Products Division 3m 
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In Montreal its... 

STUDIO 1310 

QUALITY SOURCE FOR 

• Cameras • Zooms • Blimps 

• Dollies • Nagras • Generators • Lighting 

• Grip equipment • Camera maintenance • Repairs 

ALSO COMPLETE PRODUCER SERVICES IN AIR CONDITIONED COMFORT. 

• Sound stage, with permanent plaster eye, and lighting grid. 

• 30 seat projection theater 16/35mm interlock. 

• Editing rooms, equipped with Steenbeck or Kern 16/35mm editing 

machines 

STUDIO MOBILE for 

location Filming 

Write for our rental catalogue 

STUDIO 1310 
(5 1 4) 523- 1 3 1 0 - 1 3 1 0 LARIVIERE ST., MONTREAL 133, QUE. 



SHOOTING 
IN ei/HOPi? 

MITCHELL Mk II 

PANAVISION PVSR 

CAMEFLEX CM3 

ARRIFLEX 2C 
BNC WITH 10x24 ZOOM 

►>»»»3 
SAMOELSOH 
FILM SERVICE 

LIMITED 

►?»»»] 
SAMCINE 

SALES 
LIMITED 

303-305,Cricklewood Broadway 
LONDON NW2 6PQ. 
Tel: (01) 452 8090. Telex: 21430 
Cables: Samcine,London. 

303-305,Cricklewood Broadway 
LONDON NW2 6PQ- 
Tel: (01) 452 8090. Telex: 21430 
Cables: Samcine,London. 

24-26 rue Jean Moulin 
94 VINCENNES,FRANCE 
Tel:328-58-30 Telex: 67 260 F 
Cables: Samcine PARIS 

Building 106, Schiphol East, 
AMSTERDAM 
Tel: (020) 171990. Telex: 14613 
Cables: Samcine,Amsterdam. 

Room 65,Cargo Agents’Building 
LONDON AIRPORT. 
Tel: (01) 759 9969/70.Telex:22197 
Cables! Samfreight,London. 

303-305,Cricklewood Broadway 
LONDON NW2 6PQ. 
Tel: (01) 452 8090. Telex: 21430 
Cables: Samcine,London. 



AMERICAN 
CINEMAT06RAPHER 
MANUAL 

COMPILED AND 

EDITED BY 

Two Veteran Cinematographers 

ARTHUR C. MlLLER, A.S.C. 

AND 

WALTER STRENGE, A.S.C. 

THIRD EDITION 

OFFICIAL PUBLICATION 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS 

THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL 
P.O.BOX 2230 THIRD EDITION 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90028 

Please send copies of the AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬ 
RAPHER MANUAL @ 15.00 each, postpaid. No C.O.D.'s. 

NAME  

STREET  

CITY STATE ZIP 

California residents please remit 5% Sales Tax (.75 per Manual). 
Foreign Buyers please pay by International Money Order or U.S. Funds 
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pilispi®i®« 

to handle? 
Try one of ours. At just 26% inches wide, the Colortran “Mini-Crab” 
doiiy roils easily through many a tight spot. She crabs, tracks, and 
boasts front wheel steering too! Virtually untippable, she’ll carry camera, 

operator, and assistant with ease. For smooth ups and downs, a self 
contained C02 powered hydraulic system booms up without a quiver. 
A true portable at $4800, complete with carrying case. 

* otw-s+o* 

Colortran Mini-Crab by U Cll I designed by SarKell 

Berkey Colortran « 1015 Chestnut Street, Burbank, Ca. 91502 
Tel. (213) 843-1200; Cable; Colortran; Telex; 67-7252 
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film processors 
for the professional... 

Your film processing is more than developing; it’s creation. Create the most precise, 
controlled, consistent images and color tones from frame to frame. 

Custom Designed Processors are available for every chemistry and operate up to 
200 feet per minute. Reliable performance and durable construction allows for con¬ 
tinuous use under extreme laboratory conditions. The modular design adapts to any 
laboratory’s space requirements. For less processing volume, we recommend the 
compact-size FILMOpetite™ Processor. 

Produce the finest results Bhy the finest, use the finest, and your film 
processing will produce more than you expect. Perfect every time! 
Ask for our help We’re Bell & Howell. 

PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT DIVISION 

the dependable name in motion picture laboratory equipment. 

Custom Designed Motion 
Picture & TV Broadcast 
Film Processors 

Complete Accessories & 
Total Service... Engineering 
Consultation, Expert 
Installation, Follow-on 
Maintenance 

BELL&HOWELL 
7100 McCormick Road 
Chicago, Illinois 60645 
312/262-1600 

FILMOpetite,™ the Convenience 
Processor, compact size, daylight 
loading, silent operation 
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Bauer introduces 
the P6 Studio: 

AN ADVANCED 
DOUBLE-SYSTEM 
16MM SOUND 
PROJECTOR. 

You know what a double-system projector can do 
for you. The P6 Studio, with its advanced-design 
16mm projector and hi-fi magnetic recording deck 
interlocked on one portable chassis, can do it better! 

Use it to assure perfect lip sync; as a preview 
and editing projector for TV and theatre screenings; 
as a multi-lingual projector and 25-watt portable 
sound studio! 

The P6 Studio also offers you: Optical-magnetic 
playback and magnetic record on the film deck; 
magnetic record-playback on edge track or center 
track on the audio deck. Sound-on-sound. Sound 
transfer. Synchronous motor. And much more! 
Bauer P6 Synchron. Sync motor for critical TV work. 
For synchronizing with tape recorders. Manual 
threading. Optical playback, magnetic record- 
playback. 
Bauer P6 Automatic 300. Super-quiet and super- 
bright. Uses the G.E. Marc-300* lamp (almost 4 times 
brighter than conventional tungsten lamps). Optional 
change-over device permits continuous showing of 
any length film. 
Bauer P6 Automatic. A superb A-V projector. Self¬ 
threading, with optical playback, magnetic record- 
playback. Sound-on-sound facilities. 
*TM—General Electric m BAUER 

ALLIED IMPEX CORP . DIVISION OF AIC PHOTO. INC 
168 GLEN COVE ROAD. CARLE PLACE. N Y 11514 
•Bauer a Ree TM of Robert Bosch Photokino GmbH 

For more information, write Dept. AC-10 

STAR EFFECT 
Highest quality optics to create 
star burst effect. Use individually 
or in combination to achieve effect 
desired. 4-point available in 1mm, 
2mm, 3mm, grids; 8-point in 2mm 
and 3mm girds. Supplied in series 
sizes, direct screw-in rotating 
mounts, 4V2" diameter, squares 
and rectangles. 

FOG EFFECT 
Natural fog conditions can be sim¬ 
ulated by the use of Tiffen Fog 
Filters #1, #2, #3, #4 and #5. Vari¬ 
ations can be created by using 
combinations of these filters. Den¬ 
sity of the fog effect can also be 
controlled by changes in exposure 
and development. Supplied in se¬ 
ries sizes, direct screw-in sizes, 
4V2" diameter and squares. 

SPLIT-FIELD 
LENS 

Tiffen Split-Field lenses are avail¬ 
able for that special shot where 
“near/far” focusing is necessary. 
One-half of the Split-Field lens is 
a +V2, +1, +2, +3 or +4 diopter. 
Available in series sizes, 41/2" 
diameter and direct screw-in rotat¬ 
ing mounts. 

PHOTAR FILTER 
CLASS 

CATALOG 
No. T371 

For the professional, advanced and 
amateur photographer. Describes 
characteristics of Photar glass 
filters, the DecaMired system, and 
spectral transmittance curves of all 
Photar color filters. 

SPECIAL EFFECTS from TIFFEN 
(and now at your local cine dealer!) 

Send $2.00 plus .50 for postage 
and handling to Dept. AC871. 

TIFFEN OPTICAL COMPANY 
71 Jane Street, Roslyn Heights, L.I., N.Y. 11577 

Selected by NASA for Apollo flights and earth resources programs 
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cut along dotted line 

How much do you want to know 
about BOLEX16 PRO? 

I’d like to know more about: 

THE MAGAZINE 
□ Coaxial for 400'reels or cores. 
□ Compact light and inexpensive 
□ Sprocketless design for quick loading 
□ Footage counters for each chamber 
□ Rear-mounted for optimum mobility 

FILM THREADING 
□ Fully automatically in 3 seconds 
□ Fully automatic film take-up in 400' 

magazine 
□ Signal light tells when camera is ready 

to shoot 
□ Light signals when empty 
□ Built-in cutter for removing partially 

exposed film 

MOTOR DRIVE 
□ Crystal controlled for sync sound 

filming 
□ One electronically controlled motor for 

all filming needs 
□ Variable speeds 16 to 50 fps; 16-100 

fps models available 
□ Forward and reverse 
□ Single frame filming 
□ Instant start and stop—no blank frames 

between scenes 

SOUND 
□ Double system at 24 or 25 fps 
□ Super quiet—no blimp needed 
□ Wireless synch sound shooting with 

accuracy ±1 frame per 1,000 feet 
□ Automatic slating lamp 
□ Single system sound model available 

FILMING AUTOMATION 
□ Fully automatic exposure control 
□ Variable speed power zooming 
□ Variable speed power focusing 
□ All controls built into handgrips 
□ Manual over-rides on all controls 
□ Remote control possible for all 

functions 

EXPOSURE CONTROL 
□ Automatic, through-the-lens 
□ Manual over-ride 
□ Film speeds of 12 to 1600 ASA 
□ Meter coupled to camera speed control 
□ f-number visible in viewfinder 
□ Audible signal when insufficient light 

LENSES 
□ Wide range of zoom lenses 
□ Extreme wide angle lens 
□ Rugged bayonet mount 
□ Lens controls coupled to servo motor 
□ Silent operation of powered lens 

controls 
□ Shock-absorbing rubber lens shade 

VIEWFINDER 
□ Practically flickerless mirror shutter 

reflex viewing 
□ Camera stops without mirror blackout 
□ Possibility of right or left-eye viewing 
□ 20X magnification 
□ Instant change from ground glass to 

clear glass 
□ TV and 16mm frame markings 
□ Can be rotated 45, 90, and 180 degrees 
□ Indicates f-stops 
□ Remote viewing possibility 

cut along dotted line 

FILM TRANSPORT 
□ Very low pressure required at pressure 

plate 
□ High-precision single tip claw 

transports and registers film 
□ Superb picture steadiness better than 

0.1% 

POWER PACK 
□ 12V rechargeable battery 
□ Plug-in electronic modules 
□ Plug-in crystal synch controls 
□ Outlets for connecting tape recorder, 

time lapse units and other accessories 
□ Choice of powerbelt or powerpack 
□ Signal light on camera shows 

condition of battery 
□ All of the above 

BOLEX 16 l=F^CD 
If, in addition to information, you’d like a 
demonstration of the Bolex 16 PRO, write Pail- 
lard Incorporated, 1900 Lower Road, Linden, 
New Jersey 07036. We’ll notify you when we’ll 
be in your neighborhood. 

NAME  

AFFILIATION   

STREET  

CITY STATE ZIP  

For countries outside the U.S.A., write Bolex 
International S.A., 1450 Ste. Croix, Switzerland 
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WHAT’S THE WORLD’S 

MACHINE FOR: 
16mm editing 
35mm editing 

16/35mm editing 
1 picture—3 track operation 
2 picture—2 track operation 
3 picture—1 track operation 
4 track operation 

breakdown and cataloging 
syncing up rushes 
lining up rushes 

correcting sync-drift 
lip-sync editing 

slow-speed operation 
sync-speed operation 

double-speed operation 
120 fps operation 

ultra-high speed picture searching 
high-speed winding/rewinding 

4-gang synchronizing 
multi-screen films 
multi-track films 

sound cutting 
sound modulation pinpointing 

track building 
synchronous test mixing 

16-35 footage/frame counting 
3-track full-coat editing 

interlock screenings 
composite print previewing 

print checking 
single-frame analyzing 

print handling 
reel-to-reel operation 
reel-to-core operation 
core-to-core operation 

print comparison 
film to video operation 

super 8 editing 
super 16 editing 

techniscope editing 
cinemascope editing 

65/70mm editing 

ONE MACHINE. 
THE KEM UNIVERSAL. 

ELECTRONIC 

MECHANIC 
CORPORATION 

225 Park Avenue S. / New York, N.Y. 10003 
Telephone (212) 260-2150 

Cable: KEMOTION NEW YORK / TELEX ITT 421856 KEM Ul 

- HOELWOOD: 6253 Hollywood Blvd.,. 

Hollywood, Calif. 90028 (213) 461-4396 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
Conducted by CHARLES G. CLARKE, ASC. 
and WALTER STRENGE, ASC. 

(Inquiries are invited relating to cinematographic problems. Address: 
Q. & A., AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, P.O. Box 2230, Holly¬ 
wood, Calif. 90028.) 

QCan I make a 16mm film in 
Cinemascope? Also explain what 

macro lenses are. 

A The larger photo supply houses 
sell an anamorphic lens attach¬ 

ment, which placed before your regular 
lens, produces the squeezed, wide-angle 
effect such as in Cinemascope and Pana- 
vision. 

Macro lenses are those special lenses 
which can be focused at extreme close 
distances, yet retain the normal f-stop. 
Regular lenses when focused extremely 
close, alter the distance between nodal 
point of the lens and the plane of focus, 
thus reducing the effective lens aper¬ 
ture. 

Ql wish to hand-paint designs on 
clear 35mm films. How do I ob¬ 

tain clear film with only the black frame 
lines showing? 

A Use positive film, of the type used 
for making black and white prints, 

as your "negative" and photograph a 
clear white card or sky. Have a B&W 
print made from this high-contrast nega¬ 
tive on a continuous printer. The result 
will be clear film with black frame lines. 

QTo complete a film on a major 
construction project, I plan to 

utilize some color slides for scenes 
where no motion picture footage is 
available. I plan to photograph the slides 
by means of back-projection, using a 
fine-grain translucent screen about two 
feet by three feet in size. (1) Is this size 
screen large enough? And may I pan or 
Zoom? (2) The slides are Kodachrome. I 
will rephotograph them with Ekta- 
chrome Commercial. How do I figure 
exposure? (3) What about color temper- 
ature? 

A(1) Any size screen may be photo¬ 
graphed, depending on the 

amount of light put out by your back¬ 
ground projector. It is best not to pan 
on this screen, but you may zoom in 
directly on your center line. (2) Again, 
the exposure will depend on the amount 
of light put out by your projector. A 
yellow-flame carbon is recommended. 

Your exposure will also be governed by 
the screen size. The larger the screen the 
greater amount of light will be required 
by the background projector to balance 
with the amount of light on the fore¬ 
ground object. (3) The color tempera¬ 
ture of your projector lamp should be 
3200K. 

Ql shoot single-system optical 
sound newsreels for television. 

The original negative, both picture and 
sound track, is reversed in transmission 
so that it is changed to a positive on the 
television receiver. Shooting under avail¬ 
able light requires the use of fast emul¬ 
sions. What effect does the grain pattern 
of these fast films have on sound repro¬ 
duction? And what would happen to 
the sound track if it became necessary 
to overdevelop the negative to get a 
suitably dense picture negative? 

A Since the sound track must be 
considered a "direct positive" un¬ 

der the transmitting conditions you 
describe, it should be exposed very low 
with a resulting unbiased density of 
approximately 0.4, to avoid serious 
sound distortion. The noise reduction 
operation must be reversed, that is, 
greatest exposure while there is low 
sound level. The grain pattern from 
negative-type stock is very detrimental 
to sound, resulting in a pronounced hiss 
during low-level sound passages. Over¬ 
developing the single-system negative 
raises the gamma (contrast) on both 
picture and sound track. However, in 
the case of direct-positive recording, the 
higher gamma is beneficial rather than 
detrimental. This is true for both varia¬ 
ble-area and variable-density types of 
recordings. 

Ql have a Bolex H-16 cine camera. 
What is the angle of the shutter 

opening and what exposure does it give? 

A This information is probably avail¬ 
able in your camera instruction 

manual. The Bolex camera shutter open¬ 
ing is 190 degrees. The exposure rate, of 
course, depends upon the camera speed 
at which you shoot. At 16 frames per 
second the exposure per frame is 1/30 
second; at 24 fps it is 1/46 second. ■ 
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CINEMA WORKSHOP 
Continued from Page 980 

almost 20 seconds (at 3% ips). This 
reaction to humidity has other adverse 
effects. At high relative humidity the 
moisture absorbed by the acetate back¬ 
ing will tend to curl or cup the tape. In 
this condition the tape will not rest flat 
upon the head and, thus, the important 
tape-to-head contact is impaired. This 
stretching and shrinking with humidity 
changes will also cause an overly loose 
or too tightly wound condition on the 
spool. The polyester base, on the other 
hand, is relatively insensitive to moist¬ 
ure and exhibits the aforementioned 
problems to only a minimal degree. 

Differences also exist in strength. 
FIGURE i gives a lucid picture of the 
relative strengths of the two materials. 
Both materials show a yield point of 
approximately 5% elongation. This 
means that both materials can be 
stretched to 5% without permanent 
deformation. (This is the so-called elas¬ 
tic region—once the stress is removed, 
the tape will return to its normal dimen¬ 
sion.) If either tape is stretched beyond 
5%, it will be permanently deformed. 
Note, though, that the polyester is 15% 
to 20% stronger; it will withstand a 
greater stress before permanently de¬ 
forming. Also, the polyester can deform 
to twice its length before breaking, 
whereas the acetate will break at 25% 
elongation. 

The ability of the acetate to absorb 
shock is greatly affected by humidity. 
At high humidity its impact strength is 
much greater than under dry conditions 
when it becomes brittle. The polyester, 
however, maintains a higher impact 
strength regardless of relative humidity. 
In addition acetate is greatly weakened 
by slight nicks or notches in the edge of 
the tape. The polyester tape, in con¬ 
trast, can maintain its full yield strength 
inspite of minor nicks or edge imperfec¬ 
tions. Lastly, acetate has a tendency to 
"age" or become brittle with time due 
to loss of moisture content, while poly¬ 
ester exhibits no such phenomena. 

It should be clear that the polyester 
backing exhibits superior performance 
in almost all respects. Some recordists 
still prefer acetate for editing reasons. 
However, where ultimate strength, stab¬ 
ility and quality are vital, especially 
under rough or adverse conditions, the 
polyester backing will provide the great¬ 
est reliability and consistency. (It is 
interesting to note that polyester back¬ 
ings are used almost exclusively in vid¬ 
eo, instrumentation and computer appli¬ 
cations.) ■ 

CANADA? 
MOTION PICTURE & TV 
EQUIPMENT SALES * RENTAL * SERVICE 

• CAMERAS AND 
ACCESSORIES 

• LIGHTING 
EQUIPMENT 

• GRIP EQUIPMENT 

• GENERATORS 

• CAMERA CARS 

• SPYDERS, DOLLIES 
& CRANES 

• SOUND 
EQUIPMENT 

• MOBILE TRAILERS 

• COMPLETE STAGE 
FACILITIES 

• PRODUCTION STORES 

• EQUIPMENT SALES 

WRITE OR PHONE FOR CATALOGUE 

WILLIAM F.WHITE 
LIMITED 

356 Munster Ave., Toronto 18, Ontario. Tel. (416) 231-6569 

1382 Main Street, North Vancouver, B.C. Tel. (604) 980-3022 

SALES OFFICE: 41 SCOLLARD ST., TORONTO 5, ONTARIO. Tel. (416) 920-2600 
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Beaulieu R16B 
(PZ)* 

with 
built-in 
Power oom 

NEW INTEGRAL POWER ZOOM 
is coupled to the fine Angenieux 
12-120mm “auto" zoom lens, providing 
an infinitely variable zoom range 
from 3 seconds thru 15 seconds. 
Zoom speeds can be changed while 
running. Zoom speed is continuously 
smooth and even, with instant and 
absolute Start-Stop. 

A 16mm Motion Picture Camera System 

The Beaulieu R16B ''Automatic'' gives you important features 
of 16mm cameras costing and weighing more than twice as 
much. Features: Fully automatic exposure control system. Lens 
interchangeability. Mirrored shutter. Extremely bright reflex 
viewfinder. Camera body weight — 4J/4 lbs. Plus a full range 
of professional accessories, including a "sync" generator and 
200 ft. daylight-load 16mm magazine. 

FOR SALE or RENT 
Gef it at Camera Mart... Use it Anywhere. 

THE CAMERA MART 
456 W. 55th ST., NEW YORK, N.Y.J0019 • (212) 757-6977 
RENTALS O SALES O SERVICE 

SAN FRANCISCO'S OWN 
AMERICAN ZOETROPE 
Continued from Page 1005 

taken Zoetrope into the production of 
TV commercials, as well. I feel that if 
you have all that equipment, it's essen¬ 
tial that you use it. Right now Zoetrope 
is doing a great deal of TV commercial 
work. We seem to be shooting some 
project of that sort every day. 

Such activity has helped us to keep 
things going during the lean times that 
have plagued the filih industry of late. 
Francis moved north just as things 
began to go bad in Hollywood, but the 
resultant slump has been much worse in 
San Francisco. We've had to struggle 
with the general downturn (in addition 
to the growing pains that any new 
business encounters) and it has been a 
rough fight to keep the place alive. 
However, things are going much better 
now—as I believe they are for the film 
industry in general—and we have quite a 
few films coming up in the future. 

The main premise of American Zoe¬ 
trope is based upon the principle of the 
personal film-maker, working with a 
small crew and very mobile equipment. 
On that basis, and with the very com¬ 
plete facilities we have available, we 
could, theoretically, make features for 
$60,000 or $70,000. We haven't actual¬ 
ly made any yet with that kind of 
budget, but I'm sure we will. So far we 
have used our 16mm equipment only 
for filming documentaries and certain 
types of television material. However, 
we have been looking into the possibili¬ 
ties of shooting features in 16mm— 
especially in the Super-16 format. I've 
seen a lot of footage shot in Super-16 
and I'm very impressed with it. I'd 
really like to see us do a feature in that 
format. 

We have 8mm cameras and 8mm 
interlock equipment which we use for 
screen tests, location hunting and things 
like that. We also have two 1/2-inch 
videotape units which we are using more 
and more in our TV commercial depart¬ 
ment. 

When Zoetrope first started, there 
were a lot of people who thought of it 
as a kind of Ivory Tower, and perhaps it 
was at that time—but its scope has now 
broadened out considerably. 

For example, we have recently 
formed another company called Tri- 
Media Educational Systems, which is 
basically a think-tank functioning in the 
field of educational films. Its main 
purpose is the researching and putting 
together of proposals for such films. But 
it extends, also, into other areas of 
communication. In fact, we have an 
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exhibit that recently opened at the San 
Francisco Exploratorium devoted exclu¬ 
sively to touch media. We had a large 
dome built on the interior of which are 
thousands of different "touch-feels"— 
materials like rocks and stones with 
varying textures. People enter this dome 
in total darkness and find their way 
through the building strictly by touch. 
What is really fascinating is the fact that 
you can go through it 30 times and 
never know you are in the same place, 
because everything is different, depend¬ 
ing upon the textures you touch each 
time. 

The educational branch of Zoetrope 
is into some other interesting things. 
For example, we have put together a 
kind of comic book called the Zoetrope 
Film Book, which will be a monthly 
paperback on film-making for high 
school students. It is a very innovative 
type of project and was initiated by 
Francis' brother, Dr. August Coppola, 
who is a professor at Long Beach State 
University. 

There will be some unique features in 
this book—such as, "CROSS-FLICKS", 
which aims to teach school children the 
language of film. Not how to use the 
camera as you would use a pen, but how 
to use the language of putting ideas 
across on film. You start with some¬ 
thing like a crossword puzzle, but in¬ 
stead of blank spots, you use pictures. 
The child fills in the other pictures. 
There are editing tests, with pieces of 
film that the child can cut together in 
various ways. There will be interviews 
with cinematographers and little tricks 
of the trade—how to make an inexpen¬ 
sive animation stand, for example. The 
Film Book project is also part of Zoe¬ 
trope. 

We're trying to incorporate projects 
which are worthy in their own right, but 
which also have commercial viability. 
Art for Art's sake is a beautiful ideal, 
but it's not realistic. You have to get 
down to some solid methods of bringing 
in money so that you will have the 
means and freedom to create. It's sad, 
but true, that the film industry is based 
on the dollar, just like any other in¬ 
dustry. 

From that standpoint, I hope we can 
do more work for TV. We certainly 
don't look down on the medium. Fran¬ 
cis is very much interested in it, though 
perhaps not in terms of "everyday TV" 
as it now exists. In fact, we're even 
looking into the possibility of buying a 
UHF television station in order to do 
experimental programs and things of 
that sort. In November we will start 
production on a picture for Metro- 
Continued on Page 1063 

THE QUESTAR 

CINEMA MODEL 

can focus 

from the craters 

of the moon 

to the eye of a fly 

... instantly! 

Questar, with the assistance of famed cinema 
photographer David Quaid, has redesigned the 
focusing mechanism of its world-reknown tele¬ 
scope especially for the professional cameraman. 
Now this lens system, the only one in the world 
of 1400 mm. focal length that can focus from 8 
feet to infinity, permits the cinematographer to 
adjust his focus from an extreme telephoto situa¬ 
tion to a macro-closeup within the same film take. 
And all of this, the barrel containing the optical 
system, the control box, and the beautifully engi¬ 
neered system of controls, all mounted on a sup¬ 
porting platform, is light in weight. Moreover, it 
is possible to mount the Questar system on the 
Arriflex 35 mm. camera in approximately the 
same time required to mount a conventional lens. 

The great thing about this system, David Quaid 
says, is that it will permit the cinematographer to 
do something that nothing else in the world will 
let him do. For example, from a distance of 8 or 
10 feet, he can pick up an ant full screen, balanced 
on the tip of a blade of grass, and as the ant begins 
to move he pans, keeping it in exact focus as it 
crosses over to a tall tree and then climbs to its 
very topmost branch, the whole trip in perfect 
focus. He may then, if he wishes, switch to a 
woodland a mile away and focus sharply and 
instantly on leaves swaying in the breeze. 

The precise engineering that has gone into this 
equipment makes it virtually vibration-free. It can 
be used not only with the Arri 35, but with 16 mm. 
reflex cameras. Special accessories are avail¬ 
able, such as the Questar Calibrated Follow- 
Focus Gauge, a Barlow lens to increase the size 
of a distant object on the film, a positive lens 
which will diminish the size while increasing the 
light on a nearby object, and an aerial-image 
groundglass. 

David Quaid says that the prototype of the 
Questar Cinema Model was used in producing 
several of the award-winning films made by David 
Quaid Productions. 

© QUESTAR CORPORATION 1971 
All Rights Reserved 

Questar, world’s finest, most versatile telescope, is 
described in our booklet containing photographs by 
Questar owners that demonstrate its superb resolu¬ 
tion. Send $1 for mailing in N. America. By air 
elsewhere in West, hemisphere, Europe, N. Africa, 
$3. Others, $3.50. 

QUESTAR 
BOX 100, NEW HOPE, PENNSYLVANIA 18938 
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SHOOTING IN 
CANADA ? 

Rent from the complete 
rental house 

IIMEQUIP 

Mitchell SPR & Mirror Reflex — NC Reflex 
Standard High Speed — Arriflex — 16 mm & 35 mm 

Blimps & Zooms — Worrall — O'Connor 
Dynalens-- TODD-AO 35 

Studios — Dollies — Lighting & Grip Equipment 
Generators — Nagras — Cranes 

CAMERA MAINTENANCE & MACHINE SHOP 

DISTRIBUTOR FOR 

TYLER CAMERA MOUNTS 
Vibrationless Mini-mount 
and Middle-mount 

O'CONNOR FLUID HEADS 

TIFFEN FILTERS 

TODD - AO 35 
Anamorphic lenses 

DYNALENS 

CINEMA PRODUCTS 
Joy Stick Electric Zoom 
BNC — Crystal Motor 
35 mm Arri-crystal motor 

HALLIBURTON CAMERA CASES 

CINEQUIP- Motion Picture Camera and Equipment Rentals 
41 Scollard Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Tel.(416) 920-5424 
1382 Main Street, North Vancouver, B.C. Tel.(604) 980-3022 

FILMING IN SAN FRANCISCO 
Continued from Page 999 

for an artificial set on a studio stage 
when we could locate almost any back¬ 
ground imaginable right here. There is 
one 17-mile stretch near Carmel where 
you can find almost any kind of period 
background that you want. And it is 
green virtually the year-around,” he 
notes. 

In 1968, Snazelle made important 
breakthroughs with East Coast ad agen¬ 
cies and began to put the stress on 
35mm color negative film production. 
He earned a reputation for producing 
clean, fresh-looking color commercials 
that doubled his business in 1969, win¬ 
ning Gold and Bronze Lions at the 
Venice Film Festival, Gold and Silver 
awards at The New York Film Festival 
and 1st place at the I BA Festival, 
Hollywood. 

Then, in the 1970 recession that 
closed many other film houses, Snazelle 
tripled his business, greatly expanded 
his pre- and post-production facilities, 
added two full-time film editors to his 
staff, and opened an excellent 35mm 
preview room that is now rented to 
many film-makers working in San Fran¬ 
cisco. 

Snazelle, who started out as a fashion 
photographer before turning to film- 
making, is now setting his sights on 
theatrical productions. Like Claude Jar¬ 
man and some of the other producers 
who have made it as commercial film¬ 
makers in the area, he is currently 
looking for "the right" theatrical fea¬ 
ture property. 

One local producer who has already 
crossed the line from non-theatrical to 
entertainment films is Lee Mendelson. 
His Burlingame-headquartered firm is 
probably the best known of all local 
film houses. Included in the Lee Men¬ 
delson Film Productions repertoire is 
"A BOY NAMED CHARLIE BROWN", 
made in association with animator Bill 
Melendez for theatrical release, and a 
series of TV specials featuring the kids 
from Charles Schulz's popular comic 
strip, including the now almost classic 
"CHARLIE BROWN'S CHRISTMAS". 

This producer has already received 
two Peabody and two Emmy awards for 
his creative efforts. However, it is indic¬ 
ative that the recognition that Mendel¬ 
son values most is the Silver Reel Award 
he received at the San Francisco Inter¬ 
national Film Festival last October. 

Mendelson's winning entry was for a 
television commentary film entitled, 
"I'M 17, I'M PREGNANT AND I 
DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO". 

It was the 14th international film 
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festival sponsored by the city—and one 
of the oldest such competitions in the 
world. Mayor Alioto is particularly 
proud of the fact that the festival, held 
at the Palace of Fine Arts, is self-sustain¬ 
ing, and that some 70 to 75 percent of 
the people who pay to attend its ses¬ 
sions are of college age. 

No review of film-making and films 
in San Francisco would be complete 
without commenting upon the city's 
unique theater, "The San Francisco 
Experience." This multimedia show- 
place in tourist-saturated Ghirardelli 
Square might well be the advance guard 
for the movie of tomorrow. 

Inside this 236-seat theater, 30 com¬ 
puterized Kodak Ektagraphic slide and 
16mm Pageant movie projectors throw 
thousands of images onto a 70-foot 
screen that curves to nearly 180 degrees. 
The 35-minute program surrounds the 
audience in a whirlwind of sights and 
sounds that encompasses some 200 
years of San Francisco history. 

The visuals, which are changed as 
quickly as every two-tenths of a second, 
are complemented by flashing lights, 
four-track stereo, foghorns, bells and 
other sounds. 

This unique theater, where the view¬ 
ers sit on specially contoured, swivel 
chairs that allow them to turn toward 
the action that catches their fancy, 
operates seven days a week. Each new 
show is advertised on an electronic 
count-down clock outside the box of¬ 
fice. 

The audiovisual presentation tech¬ 
nique is dubbed Electrovision after the 
parent company, whose management 
includes Bing Crosby and former NBC- 
TV executive David Sacks. The first 
Electrovision theater opened in June, 
1970. It will play to some 100,000 
persons during the first year, according 
to Sacks. The San Francisco-based com¬ 
pany has opened a second Electrovision 
theater at the Waikiki Beachcomber 
Hotel. The newer theater is called "The 
Hawaiian Experience." Others are on 
the drawing board. 

Sacks says that the idea for the 
mod-theater was based on a popular 
multimedia show that he saw at the 
World Exposition in Montreal in 1967. 

"I saw in a flash what Marshall 
McLuhan has been writing and talking 
about," he says. "People are simply 
turned on to visuals as a means of 
absorbing information. The more visual, 
the better. There is little doubt in my 
mind that we are at the crossroads of 
introducing a new kind of theater. 

"And when it reaches your commu¬ 
nity," concludes Sacks, "remember that 
it all started in San Francisco." ■ 

Camera Mart now has 
the world’s first portable 

V4" 
Video Tape Recorder 

Akai’s new VA' portable Video Tape Recorder with 
simultaneous video and audio recording provides every¬ 
thing needed to produce professional video tape presen¬ 
tations. No film processing costs. No expensive lighting 
setups. No special equipment of any kind. And all on low 
cost VA" video tape at Vi the operating cost of other 
systems. 

Unit includes: Instant playback on built-in TV monitor. Exclusive 
built-in super-sensitive microphone. Zoom lens. Built-in optical view¬ 
finder. Automatic light compensator. 12-volt AC/DC system (two 
rechargeable 6V batteries included.) Easy-to-use push-button operation 
with automatic fast forward and rewind. 

Price Complete $1295.00 

Model VT-100 • 
Excellent for 

sales meetings, 
location reporting, 

audio-visual 
presentations, etc. 

RF Converter allows VT-100 to play through 
any TV. (Opt. Accessory) 

Aka!. 

FOR SALE or RENT 
Get it at Camera Mart... Use it Anywhere. 

THE CAMERA MART «. 
456 W. 55th ST., NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019 • (212) 757-6977 
RENTALS O SALES o SERVICE 
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The Advanced 'I 
OLORMASTERS 

Faster, better processing of Super 8,16mm and/or 
35mm color motion picture film - 20 

to 50% faster — 
costs 10% less, 

never outdated 

AND FOR SMALLER VOLUMES, BUDGETS 

LITTLE MAX Saves space for smaller 
volume 8,16 and/or 35mm 

Ektachrome film in ME-4 or CR-100 Processes • Gives processing 
quality at mini-costs • Only 63 in. long, 21 in. wide, 55 in. high. 

TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED 

Models for 
ME-4, ECO-3, or CR-100 Processes • 
Sound track applicator for all Ektachrome and 
Fujichrome films • Modules slip in-out for state-of-art 
changes • Stainless steel construction 

More details available from 
the systems men at 

GSA NO. GS-00S-87082 

HF PHOTO SYSTEMS DIVISION 
Manufacturers of Houston Fearless Products 
11801 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064 (213) 272-4331 

8mm is our Image. 
Our Super 8 specialists can save you time 

and money. No sub-contracting because we 
do it all: 35mm and 16mm reduction printing 
with effects, quantity printing, magnetic or 
optical sound and silent, cartridging, exclusive 
cartridge lubing with No-En and Vacuumate 
film protection. 

For capabilities brochure and price list 
write Hollywood Valley Film Lab, 2704 West 
Olive, Burbank, California 91505, or phone 

A DIVISION OF DYMAT INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 

"THE S.F. EXPERIENCE" 

Continued from Page 1013 

monitoring carefully the reactions and 
opinions of audiences in San Francisco, 
and incorporating the small modifica¬ 
tions that make the system most feasi¬ 
ble. 

BY RUSTY RUSSELL 
Writer/Designer/Director 

I would imagine that everyone en¬ 
gaged in what is now known as the 
"multi-media" industry got into it by 
the back door. Certainly, six or seven 
years ago, you couldn't go to the New 
York School of Visual Arts and register 
in a course called "Multi-media 104". 
There were no such courses—and it may 
be that there still aren't any. 

I got into mixed-media because I was 
a commercial photographer in New 
York—primarily a specialist in food 
photography—and I kept getting clients 
who wanted words to go with pictures. 
We turned such projects over to film 
writers who could create beautiful con¬ 
tinuity, beautiful vignettes or beautiful 
documentaries, but who always came up 
with something terribly dull when they 
were called upon to combine words 
with a slide presentation. 

The people I knew in New York who 
were vitally interested in mixed-media 
were all thinking in terms of a one-shot 
deal. You presented your budget—any¬ 
where from nothing to several hundred 
thousand dollars—threw a lot of visuals 
and sounds together in a flashy present¬ 
ation, and went on to more serious 
things. 

When my former partner and I were 
contacted by David Sacks, who is Presi¬ 
dent of Electrovision and whom we had 
done work for at ABC-TV, we had a 
hard time visualizing what he had in 
mind. He approached us about creating 
an in-depth sight and sound comment¬ 
ary on a particular area, to be installed 
for public showing in that area. Quite 
frankly, we couldn't imagine people of a 
certain locality flocking to see a glori¬ 
fied travelogue (which was what we 
envisioned it as being at that point) 
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about the place where they lived. 
In any event, it seemed like an 

interesting challenge—especially since it 
would not be a one-shot deal. On the 
contrary, the presentation had to be 
designed for showing 12 to 17 times a 
day—day in and day out. There were no 
precedents or standards to follow. It 
was just like the early days of the 
movies. You developed your bag of 
tricks and hoped that the audience 
would like it. 

In the technical sense, there were 
basically only two ways in which to 
approach such a project: You could go 
off into the garage with your best 
buddy, who's been reading Popular 
Electronics, and devise your own way- 
out system (which sometimes works and 
sometimes doesn't)—or you could opt 
for a modular approach, where you use 
off-the-shelf items and try to avoid 
modifications, if you can. My prefer¬ 
ence is to let the big companies spend 
the R & D dollars for creating instru¬ 
ments, instead of going off in the 
basement and building them myself. 

Unfortunately, if you're going to 
remain in the avant garde of whatever 
you're doing, you have to do a certain 
amount of design work yourself. You 
have to make certain modifications and, 
above all, you have to develop an 
in-depth relationship with your suppli¬ 
ers. If you can't rely on your suppliers, 
in terms of both hardware and software, 
you're done for. 

At the inception of our work on 
''The San Francisco Experience”, I had 
arrived at the conclusion that the major 
failing of most multi-media presenta¬ 
tions is that they use visuals, sound and 
words redundantly. They put a red 
schoolhouse on the screen and someone 
says: "This is a red schoolhouse.” Then 
you hear a school bell ding-donging in 
the distance. It all seems sort of super¬ 
fluous. 

To me the thing that is most in¬ 
triguing about mixed-media is that you 
can present an audience with a number 
of different stimuli which are sort of 
tangential—or at least in interlocking 
spheres—and, hopefully, they will draw 
a conclusion from the combination of 
elements, although it may not necessari¬ 
ly be the unified message the writer-de- 
signer had in mind when he put it 
together. 

One of the nice things about multi- 
media is that there aren't any rules; 
there is no standard studio procedure. 
You don't have the incredible subdivi¬ 
sion of labor that you have in the 
motion picture industry. For example, 
my own area of participation in the 
creation of "The San Francisco Experi¬ 

ence” was very broad. I wrote it, de¬ 
signed it and directed it—which is very 
gratifying but, obviously, can't always 
be done. 

One of my biggest kicks now is 
trying constantly to find people who are 
better than I am in each of these areas. 
When you are writing, designing and 
directing such a presentation, you are 
too close to it. You lose your critical 
faculty. You let this big area develop, 
when what you really need is for some¬ 
one to come in with a machete and just 
chop, chop, chop. 

One of the problems of multi-media 
lies in the editing, because you are 
dealing in environmental theatre and 
unless you are terribly well financed, 
there is no way that you can see the 
show until you view it in the theatre for 
which it was designed. You see the 
slides up on the light box and, if you are 
really flush, you see the programing 
stage. You see your multitude of film 
work-prints, but you rarely see them all 
interlocked and projected together. You 
certainly don't hear what the sound is 
going to be like in four-track or eight- 
track. So, at every stage it's an approxi¬ 
mation until you install the completed 
show in its designated theatre. It re¬ 
quires a lot of guesswork and a lot of 
gambling to get everything right—which 

is exciting, but this renders it an inexact 
science when you are trying to decide 
what will play and what won't. 

Our technical complement for the 
Hawaii show includes 28 slide project¬ 
ors, three 16mm film projectors and 
about 56 special effects, and they're all 
separately programed. Our programing 
is done by the Arion Corporation of 
Minneapolis, which I consider to be 
years ahead of anybody else. 

There are two basic approaches to 
programing which are commercially via¬ 
ble right now. One involves punch-tape 
and the other, magnetic tape. You get 
more flexibility with the magnetic tape, 
in terms of transporting the tape. If I 
recall correc.tly, the Czechs, in their 
pavilion at EXPO 67, used a filmstrip 
projector to project the automated code 
for one of their presentations onto a 
battery of photoelectric cells, and they 
needed 26 technicians—or some incredi¬ 
ble number like that—to over-ride it. We 
use one union projectionist in the 
booth, whose job it is to replace bulbs 
and monitor the show. 

If you have an electrical disturbance 
generated somewhere in your system, 
you may get a slide out of sync, but 
that has become increasingly rare for us 
and I think we owe most of the credit 
to our programing people. Our relation- 

ANEW DIMENSION IN 
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ship with Arion during the past few 
years has been such that whenever a 
certain concept of mine required a 
special piece of equipment, they have 
created it. Also, they will often come to 
me with an idea which I never thought 
was possible, but which adds greatly to 
the effectiveness of the show. It's a nice 
relationship. 

I'm often asked how I write one of 
these multi-media presentations and I 
can only say that the scripting is not 
done in any conventional way. Theoreti¬ 
cally an outline comes first, then words, 
then visuals—but in actual practice, it 
never quite works out that way. I 
usually go through a period of research 
and gestation which involves a certain 
amount of random shooting, a certain 
amount of looking at what everybody 
else has done. I don't believe the old 
adage that there's nothing new under 
the sun—because there's always a new 
way of reassembling familiar elements in 
order to get a different point of view. 

In the early stages of conception, 
literary ideas become little vignettes 
which I jot down on 3 x 5 index cards, 
but getting these into an actual script 
format is something else again. What I'm 
after, generally, is a series of visual and 
audio playoffs which serve as segues, 
and you can't use the same language 
that you would use in a film script. You 
are actually working with a totally 
different vocabulary. You don't have 
the cut, the fade, the dissolve. You 
don't have the montage in the same 
sense that you do in movies. 

Creating a new visual language is a lot 
of the fun. It's also where you make 
your most drastic mistakes. On "Ha¬ 
waii", I guess it took about six weeks to 
create the script. Prior to that I had 
spent two weeks in Hawaii with camera 
and recorder doing research, and prior 
to that I spent about four weeks in 
really intensive homework, reading and 
studying. 

The distillation of all this data serves 
as the basis for the script and the next 
thing that is developed is a detailed 
storyboard, which is kind of like cost 
accounting. What you are actually doing 
is accounting for every 2/10ths of a 
second interval in a show which will run 
about 45 minutes. Our current "Ha¬ 
waii” storyboard is, I guess, 1300 pages 
long and it has something like 8000 cues 
and weighs 25 lbs. It's in four volumes. 
This becomes the bible for the art 
director, for the sound engineer, for the 
programing people. It literally creates 
a new technical jargon which everybody 
can relate to, because there aren't any 
words established. You can't look up 
these terms in the dictionary and it sort 
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of creates a reference book that every¬ 
body can use as a guide. 

After you have your storyboard, the 
ideal procedure is to assign an art 
director, your still photographer, your 
cinematographer, your illustrators and 
your sound director—all starting work 
simultaneously under the supervision of 
the director. As we progress in Electro¬ 
vision, we will probably work more and 
more in this formalized way. 

Currently, I enjoy very much having 
a strong hand in the creation of the 
sound track, which, I feel, accounts for 
easily half of the ultimate effectiveness 
of the show. We are presently working 
with 4-track sound, although we lay 
everything out originally on 16-track— 
all of the voices and the music and the 
effects. Once again, the building of the 
tracks is not like anything you'd do in a 
movie. You don't go to a composer and 
say, “Hey, I want a sound track.” 

That would be the worst thing in the 
world—a conventional motion picture 
sound track. What you really want is a 
sound collage—with an overlapping 
blend of music and many voices. A 
single voice droning on and on would 
make it just another documentary. In 
creating the sound track, I rely very 
heavily upon first-person quotations out 
of history. Many times you can then use 
a visual playoff against them which is 
contemporary. You can do this with 
multi-media without having it seem 
awkward. You can inter-relate present 
tense with past tense very, very easily. 

In "Hawaii” we used lots and lots of 
original chants. We got the preeminent 
chanter in Hawaii to do our chants and 
they are electrifying. They just make 
chills run up and down your spine. I've 
been trying a new approach in recording 
quadriphonic sound on location. For 
instance, in our drum music we use a 
different instrument on each channel 
and then we chase the instruments 
around in a rotational dimension, so 
that the bass drum appears to be in a 
different position on each beat, which 
has a fascinating effect. And we do a 
thunderclap that originates in front of 
the theatre and then rolls back across 
the audience. 

We believe that the sound equipment 
has to really be sensational. We use huge 
Altec-type Voice-of-the-Theatre speak¬ 
ers with JBL Super-Tweeters, and I 
guess we ended up by using 300-watt 
Crown amplifiers—all of this in an inti¬ 
mate theatre where you don't really 
need all that power. But it's the same 
old hi-fi buff's thing; you need it for the 
peaks. 

In "Hawaii” we have a number of 
Continued on Page 1068 
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was feasible in order to get the required 
effect. Often we'd go to a location and 
George would show us the action and 
the shot he wanted. I'd say to myself, 
"We're going to have to light this one." 
But then we'd get to figuring around 
and wind up using nothing but an edge 
light from behind a door or a small 
quartz light to pick up faces as the 
actors came through. 

We did have the advantage of scout¬ 
ing most of the locations beforehand 
and making some tests. We knew we 
were going to be working on the ragged 
edge of the available light and it was 
mainly just a matter of getting used to 
working on the ragged edge. Like the 
sequences shot in the BART tunnels, for 
example—you'd swear you couldn't get 
an exposure, shooting it the way it was 
lighted, but by the time we got around 
to filming it we knew we could. They 
use something like mercury arc lights 
spaced about 50 yards apart along the 
sides of the tunnel, and we were able to 
set up a couple of 2000-watt quartz 
lamps to get a rim light and a bit of 
definition where it went completely 
black—but we shot sequences under 
conditions where you couldn't have 
gotten an exposure with a Leica at 
1/1 Oth of a second, using ASA 500 film. 
It was unbelievable. 

That we were able to get it at all was 
mainly due to the fact that the effects 
George wanted, graphically, were the 
effects you normally get when shooting 
at an extremely low light level, with 
very little modification. In other words, 

he wasn't asking the impossible; he was 
simply exploiting aesthetically the low 
light level that existed. The same condi¬ 
tions could be exploited by other 
people, too—except that they don't 
have the aesthetic sensibility to visualize 
the effect—or they don't believe it can 
be done, especially if they come from a 
studio background. I do documentary 
filming most of the time and I'm used 
to shooting in places like the subway, so 
I knew what we could do. Plus the fact 
that we had 5254 negative to work with 
and the Technicolor lab processing it. 

I don't think you can beat the 
Technicolor lab when it comes to con¬ 
sistent quality. I don't remember any 
dailies that were off. There was always 
that consistency of quality in the dai¬ 
lies. 

In the prison sequence, George want¬ 
ed to have the faces, and practically 
nothing else, show up against a stark 
white void—an extreme limbo effect. We 
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shot this in the studio against a huge 
white cyclorama, with every sky-pan we 
could get mounted overhead. Even 
though the corners of the eye were 
rounded, there was still slight definition 
in the background, so we poured more 
light into the corners. 

It was my educated guess that, in 
order to get the flat white void George 
wanted, we would have to overexpose 
the sequence by about two and a half 
stops. We made some tests, bracketing 
with various exposures, and it turned 
out just that way. In the actual filming, 
the set was lighted for F/11, and we 
shot it just cracked open from F/5.6. 
The natural reflective quality of the 
white eye added amost 1/2-stop more of 
exposure. I believe we pushed it a bit, 
too, in the processing, just to add to the 
unreal effect. 

Shooting that sequence was a real 
challenge—trying to follow-focus with a 
200mm lens on actors coming from 
deep background up into closeup, with 
nothing but the face floating against 
that limbo white. It's a sort of freak- 
out. You feel as though you're going 
blind. A couple of times I stopped 
shooting because I thought I'd lost the 
focus completely, even though I still 
had it—everything had simply turned 
into a blur. 

We shot a sequence in the BART 
headquarters control room, before it 
went into operation. We hit them just at 
the right time, because we could never 
get in there again. It had this fantastic 
control panel and looked like a million- 
dollar set. There was fluorescent over¬ 
head lighting. We made some pretty 
careful tests in there—lighting it com¬ 
pletely, augmenting it with both tung¬ 
sten and daylight-compensated light, 
then shooting it with the existing light 
plus some gel corrections. The absolute 
optimum combination for the effect we 

wanted would have been—as it turned 
out—the existing light plus something 
like an 85A filter, but it was so slight a 
correction that it wasn't worth the 
trouble, and we just shot it straight. 

We had some interesting experiences 
shooting the sequences where the robot 
police, on motorcycles, chase Duvall's 
car through the tunnels at high speed. I 
guess some people might think this was 
done by means of trick photography or 
special effects, but the car chase was 
actually very straightforward. The only 
gimmick was that we did some of the 
closeups with both the camera and the 
car mounted on a trailer. 

However, the rest of it was for 
real—as I found out when photograph¬ 
ing it. I started out by shooting from 
Continued on Page 1062 
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THE BOOKSHELF 
By GEORGE L. GEORGE 

Comedian Jerry Lewis, who is also a 
seasoned producer, writer and director, 
has condensed in THE TOTAL FILM¬ 
MAKER (Random House) his lectures 
to USC graduate film students. His 
advice is always practical, based on 
personal experience or close observa¬ 
tion. Mixing expertly psychology and 
technical know-how in his handling of 
cast and crew, he covers all aspects of 
film-making with disarming candor and 
an abundance of professionalism. 

As far as the cinematographer is 
concerned, Jerry Lewis states that next 
to the screenwriter and the lead actors, 
"the most important assignment is the 
choice of the cameraman." However, he 
adds, "in pictures I direct, I do not 
allow any cinematographer to get be¬ 
hind the camera until after I position it, 
select the lens, set it for marks; frame 
high, low, left or right, and then lock 
it." Verbatim. 

* * * 

The first casebook to deal with non¬ 
fiction film production, Alan Rosen¬ 
thal's THE NEW DOCUMENTARY IN 
ACTION (U. of California Press), is a 
probing series of interviews with some 
20 directors, writers, editors and pro¬ 
ducers in the various areas of that genre. 
Their extended and detailed comments 
on styles, approaches and techniques 
constitute a valuable compendium of 
source material encompassing every as¬ 
pect of their work. 

Several "hyphenated" cameramen 
(directors Albert Maysles and Don Alan 
Pennebaker, associate producer Richard 
Leiterman) contribute original and in¬ 
sightful reports. In connection with his 
film Salesman, Maysles discusses the 
problems of shooting in cinema verite 
style, where, as a two-man crew, he 
handled the camera and his brother 
David the tape recorder. On the other 
hand, Pennebaker's Monterey Pop used 
six cameras, each with a recorder for 
cue tracks, plus a big 8-track Ampex 
recorder hooked to stage mikes. 

* * * 

Volume One of a projected 19-tome 
series covering all U.S. film production 
from 1893 to 1970 has been published. 
THE AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE 
CATALOG-FEATURE FILMS 1921- 
1930 (Bowker), in its 1st section, lists 
and describes all features released during 
that decade by title, cast-&-credits, liter¬ 
ary source and plot summary. The 2nd 
section lists all individuals and firms 
mentioned in the 1st part with specific 
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cross-references, plus a remarkably de¬ 
tailed and cross-indexed list of subjects. 

The first to offer a full listing of 
cinematographers along with other 
craftsmen, this monumental reference 
work, expertly brought off by executive 
editor Kenneth W. Munden, is a unique 
achievement and will be a boon to 
general researchers and those seeking 
specific information alike. 

* * * 

Ivan Butler's succinct, yet detailed, 
guide to current film production prac¬ 
tices, THE MAKING OF FEATURE 
FILMS (Penguin), is based on extensive 
interviews with leading craftsmen in 
each area. Its main value is in the 
up-to-date assessments and expertise of 
the respondents. Four cinematographers 
discuss aspect ratios, location shooting, 
special effects, psychological approach 
and film speeds: Jack Cardiff (GIRL ON 
A MOTORCYCLE,) Oswald Morris 
(OLIVER!), Walter Lassally (THE ADD¬ 
ING MACHINE) and Douglas Slocombe 
(THE LION IN WINTER.) Among 16 
directors interviewed are John Huston, 
Fred Zinnemann, John Schlesinger and 
Roman Polanski. Other crafts are repre¬ 
sented by equally qualified spokesmen. 

* * * 

The first book on the subject, M. Ali 
Issari's CINEMA VERITE (Michigan 
State U. Press) tackles the historic, 
theoretical, stylistic and technological 
aspects of that much-misunderstood 
term. Questioning Charles Groesbeek's 
view (American Cinematographer Oct. 
1970) that “the validity of cinema 
verite is in its being a statement about 
reality," Issari holds that reality is too 
elusive an element, and settles for CV as 
just another "method of expression 
.. . presenting the conflict of man in 

his society." 
Issari is knowledgeable when discuss¬ 

ing such past and current CV practition¬ 
ers as Dziga Vertov, Robert Flaherty, 
Jean Rouch and Richard Leacock. The 
technology section is particularly inter¬ 
esting, since he sees the camera as the 
main CV tool and describes with com¬ 
petence the various types of equipment 
available. 

* * * 

Gregg Toland contributes to FOCUS 
ON CITIZEN KANE (Prentice-Hall) an 
enlightening article first published 30 
years ago and well worth re-reading. In 
addition, the book includes many press 
reviews, essays and commentaries (one 
by Welles himself), a significant excerpt 
from the screenplay and other valuable 
data that make for a stimulating and 
informative volume, ably edited by 
Ronald Gottesman. ■ 
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"THX 1138" 
Continued from Page 1059 

the camera car. Then I made it into the 
racing car and got some shots while 
roaring through the tunnel at 140 miles 
per hour. Feeling kind of brave by then, 
I said to myself: "I'm really getting in 
there now—so I'll just try that motor¬ 
cycle.” 

They had a low-bed racing side-car 
on one of the motorcyles—which was 
the loudest, meanest-sounding machine 
I'd ever heard. They sat me on the 
side-car with the camera tied down on a 
high-hat about two-inches off the 
ground. That tunnel was two or three 
miles long, and the guy driving the 
motorcycle took off down it, accelerat¬ 
ing all the way up the range. Every time 
he shifted gears, I thought he couldn't 
possibly accelerate any more or go any 
faster, but he kept going right on up 
from gear to gear, faster and faster. 
When he reached top speed (130 miles 
an hour, he told me later), the damned 
high-hat came loose and I started to 
slide off the back end. The noise was so 
deafening that I was actually in pain 
from it. 

I was shooting sort of through the 
front wheel and for me it was like being 
projected into orbit. I just barely man¬ 
aged to hang on until we made it out 
the other end of the tunnel. Later, when 
I saw the scene on the screen, it all went 
by so fast and the walls were so uniform 
that it looked like some kind of process 
shot made in the studio. It didn't look 
like anything—but, man, what a trip! ■ 

PHOTOGRAPHING A FIRST 
FEATURE: "THX 1138" 
By Albert Kihn 
Co-Director of Photography 

"THX 1138" was not only the first 
feature I'd ever photographed (as it was, 
also, for Dave Meyers), but I'd only 
been free-lancing for less than two 
years. Before that, I'd been doing news 
and documentary work exclusively, at a 
TV station in San Francisco—and their 
requirements were not awfully sophisti¬ 
cated, to say the least. I had also made 
some documentary and industrial films 
but they weren't too demanding either. 

The major difficulty in switching 
from documentary to feature filming 
was getting used to the new experience 
of working with a sizable crew. It's a 
totally different world that you find 
yourself in. When you're doing a docu¬ 
mentary, you work with a four-man 
crew—which is still rather large for that 
kind of operation. On "THX” we had 

fifteen people, more or less, around all 
the time—a very small crew by Holly¬ 
wood standards, but a lot more people 
than work on a documentary. 

The size of the crew very definitely 
affects your working style. When you 
have a lot of technicians who have to be 
geared and synchronized to work to¬ 
gether smoothly and comfortably on a 
project, it becomes a huge machine. So, 
to me, the crew size was the biggest 
change and, in a way, it was the biggest 
problem, too—trying to fit myself into 
it and see where it was going. Also, your 
human relationships are totally different 
from those of a documentary situation 
where you talk every day with a small 
group of people. George Lucas is, him¬ 
self, a very talented photographer. This 
tended to take away some of my initia¬ 
tive, because George knew exactly what 
he wanted as a cameraman, as well as a 
director, and he was fully responsible 
for the photographic style of the film. 

Before we started shooting, George 
had a wall full of stills, some of which 
he had taken, some of which Walter 
Murch had taken, and others simply 
clipped out of magazines, that repre¬ 
sented pretty much the style of the 
film. For instance, George decided that, 
whenever possible, we would shoot the 
film with available light, capitalizing on 
the ugliness of blue and white and green 
fluorescence that just destroys the fea¬ 
tures of people and their humanity. This 
was exactly what George wanted and he 
let us know that was what he wanted. 

Many people consider "THX" to be a 
work of graphic art. I'd say that a good 
part of that was George's doing. He felt 
that Dave's eye and mine saw somewhat 
like his, or as close as he would find in 
San Francisco. He was very specific in 
what he wanted in the way of framing. 

One thing that applies to the whole 
film is that what gives it a lot of its 
quality are the rules that were broken. 
It was not the things that were taken 
advantage of, but the things that were 
not done that made the film. The 
people at Technicolor must have been 
tearing their hair out because this film 
with this strange light quality would be 
coming in to them. Whenever you read 
photographic magazines or Eastman's 
pamphlets on how to get good color, 
they tell you how to get this precise 
control of color quality. We did every¬ 
thing that would "uglify” the color. 
Instead of just putting on filters and 
searching desperately to find some way 
to counteract the available fluorescent 
lighting, we'd shoot it. If there were 
some sunlight spilling into it, we 
wouldn't correct it. We'd let it go blue. 
Continued on Page 1072 
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SAN FRANCISCO'S OWN 
AMERICAN ZOETROPE 
Continued from Page 1051 

media—a Movie of the Week, which may 
spin off into a TV series. 

The initial reason for setting up 
Zoetrope in San Francisco had nothing 
to do with the motion picture industry 
per se. It was mainly that it's such a 
beautiful city in which to live. However, 
I feel that it's also a beautiful place in 
which to shoot film. Within 50 miles of 
Zoetrope you can find any kind of 
scenery you want—from absolute desert 
to beautiful mountains. There are also 
many different types of ethnic com¬ 
munities, ranging from Chinatown to 
Spanish settlements. It's all there. 

Of course, Zoetrope didn't discover 
San Francisco. People have been shoot¬ 
ing films there for quite a few years. 
There are some excellent film crews 
available locally. Not as many as in 
Hollywood, of course, but I would say 
that you could get together enough 
excellent local technicians to shoot two 
large features simultaneously. 

I should like to say that American 
Zoetrope is set up to attract and use 
new talent. Francis was one of the first 
to take the risk of using new talent on a 
major project. George Lucas, for exam¬ 
ple, is now regarded as being unques¬ 
tionably a very fine director, but there 
was a certain risk involved in having him 
direct "THX 1138" as his first feature 
film for major studio release. I'd like to 
feel that the fact Zoetrope was behind 
him helped influence certain people to 
allow him to make the picture. 

I hope that in the future, Zoetrope 
will be able to do more of that to help 
the young film-maker, to be on his side 
in terms of influencing people and 
getting financing for production. We 
like the idea of using Zoetrope as a way 
and means of giving the young film¬ 
maker that extra push that may help 
him break into the film industry. ■ 

► To Classified Advertisers 

Copy deadline for classified ad 

vertising is the 1st of month, < 

preceding publication date. Mail \ 
copy and remittance to cover 

cost to 

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER 
1782 No. Orange Dr. 
Hollywood 28, Calif. 

JOIN THE 

ZOOM 

BOOM 
THE NEW CANON K-35 
MACRO ZOOM LENS 
ANSWERS ALL OBJEC¬ 
TIONS. . . 
At last ... the first truly variable focal 
length lens! (And it even has retractable 
click stops) 

This outstanding Canon 5 x 25 mm Macro 
Zoom was developed to the exacting specifi¬ 
cations of the Motion Picture & TV Producers 
Research Center. It offers the same high 
resolution and distortion free characteristics 
(less than 3%!) of quality fixed focal length 
lenses ... Its speed of T2.8 provides one 
versatile lens covering the range of a fixed 
focal length set 25 - 120 mm . . . Complete 
coverage from 18 mm to 240 mm is provided 
by a matched 2X extender and 18 mm fixed 
focal length lens. 

• First 35 mm zoom lens utilizing a calcium 
fluoride element to minimize chromatic ab- 
berations • First to permit focusing within 
2" of front element • Independent Macro 
focusing permits foreground and background 
perspective control • Combined with Cinema 
Products’ J-4 “Joy Stick” servo zoom control, 
smoothly feathered zooms are achieved with 
no abrupt stops and starts. 

We take pride in being the factory authorized 
distribution and service source for this 
unique new Canon K-35 Macro Zoom Lens 
System. 

Brackets and gearing available for full com¬ 
patibility of our famous J-4 "Joy Stick” Zoom 
Control with all zoom lens and cameras 
- - -16 mm and 35 mm. 

Technology in the 
service of creativity. 

CINEMA PRODUCTS 
2044 Cotner Avenue, Los Angeles, 

Calif. 90025 TELEX: 69-1339 

TELEPHONE: (213) 478-0711 
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we 
cannot give you 

the moon... 

... but 
we can bring 
you the sun 

(in a suitcase) 

REPORTER KIT AC 308 
For your location lighting 

Up to 4 kw 
• 1 broadlight 
• 2 focusing projectors 
• 2 extra-lite stands 
• plus various accessories 

Technical pamphlet (English-French) 
sent upon request. 

183. rue Lecourbe 75-Paris15e FRANCE Tel. 532.58.70 
Telex 23976 FLASHPARIS 206 - Cable CREMERLUX 

3 DAYS TO 3 MINUTES 
Continued from Page 1025 

require endless hours, but it could only 
be applied to color reversal film, which 
shows an image comparable to a print. 
There was no way a color negative could 
be corrected visually. 

To color balance a 35mm color 
negative, an interpositive first had to be 
made from the negative, and then put 
onto an optical printer for a "wedge 
test." The printer operator took a clip 
from a scene, and by varying exposures 
and trying combinations of cyan, yel¬ 
low, and magenta filters, he would 
arrive at an acceptable color balance—he 
hoped. He wouldn't actually know until 
the second day, when the color print 
was returned from the lab. From the 
wedge test, the color-timer would select 
the proper balance and exposure to add 
to the time sheet. 

On occasion, wedge tests had to be 
repeated several times before the color- 
timer, or his customer, was satisfied. On 
the average, because the film had to be 
on the optical printer the first day, 
delivered to the laboratory and proc¬ 
essed the second day, and then returned 
and inspected, it took up to three days 
to complete each wedge test. It was 
hardly economical, either. An optical 
printer was tied up full time in making 
the tests, and the wages of the printer 
operator and the color timer had to be 
added to the cost of raw stock, plus 
developing and printing charges. 

Another problem with wedge tests 
stemmed from the fact that they were 
subject to laboratory variations. The 
daily control on wedge tests is not very 
tight because the test is usually just a 
short length of film spliced onto a large 
roll in the lab. Suppose the timer, in 
inspecting a wedge test, decided it was 
too red. He would adjust the timing to a 

minus-red, and the dupe negative would 
be shot minus-red on the optical printer. 
The print from the negative would also 
be minus-red, but then it might be 
discovered that the original plus-red of 
the wedge test was just a vagary of that 
particular day's lab work. The result: 
start over, with more precious time and 
money down the drain. 

Then, too, there is a variation in labs 
to complicate the timer's work. Differ¬ 
ences in the contact printers used from 
lab to lab make it necessary for our 
timer to adjust his color corrections 
specifically for the lab where the release 
printing is to be done. This lack of tight 
control added both to the confusion 
and the expense. 

However, with the Eastman video 

I 
H 

at the ■n 

right 
||| 

How about a NAGRA III 
for $10 per day? 

Or zoom lenses starting 
at $12.50 per day? 

The newest 16mm 
camera and sound 
equipment. .. perfectly 
maintained ... 

Arriflex S, M or Bl  
Single or double system 

Eclairs, Auricons or 
Scoopics . .. 
Crystal controlled motors 

Wireless microphones ... 

High speed Millikens - 
Photo-Sonics cameras to 
500 frames per second ... 

Colortran lighting ... 

CINELEASE . . . your 
dealer for leading lines of 
production equipment... 
Our prices are always 
RIGHT! ■ 
For more information ... 
Phone (203) 966-1671 
or write... 

New Canaan, Conn. 06840 
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We guarantee 
you’ll like it. 

The 
MARK II 
CIN-AR 

ADAPTER 

NEW, IMPROVED! 
It’s the new MARK II CIN-AR ADAPTER. 
Use all Arri lenses on “C” mount cam¬ 
eras. Proven by heavy professional use, 
the MARK II CIN-AR lens mounts now 
feature brass lens threads, 3-grip lens 
seats and adjustable aperture viewing. 
Thousands sold. Cat. 1150, only $39.50 
(Compare elsewhere at $75.00). 

THE BEST FOR LESS! B&S drops the 
price again. E-Z-SEE ZOOM SCALES drop 
to $39.50 (down from original $75.50) 
but maintains the very highest quality. 
Individually machined and engraved. Only 
data ring to have both F and T stops, both 
in feet and meters. Now only $39.50. 

SEND YOUR CHECK WITH ORDER — WE’LL 
PAY THE POSTAGE. CALIFORNIA RESI¬ 
DENTS ADD 5% STATE SALES TAX. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 
or Your Money Back! 

BIRNSMYEIt 
(213)466-8211 CABLE: BIRNSAW 

1026 N. Highland • Los Angeles, Ca. 90038 
London • Sydney • Hong Kong 

Tel Aviv • Miami 

color analyzer, these adjustments for 
the particular lab can be made instantly 
with the analyzer's trim tabs. When the 
timer's work is complete, the film can 
be cleaned and ready for the optical 
printer the same day. 

Instead of wedge tests that took up 
to three days, we can time color scenes 
in as little as three minutes with the 
analyzer. This advance is a great boon to 
the producer whose panic button is 
almost in the "on" position ... or to 
the employee who wants to take his 
wife out to celebrate their wedding 
anniversary ... or to the lab that 
doesn't have to "cover" our mistakes 
with its own adjustments, but can be 
reasonably certain we have furnished a 
dupe negative that can be printed on a 
one-light basis. 

Considering the wide variety of as¬ 
signments we receive, there is hardly a 
"typical" one we could describe. How¬ 
ever, we've had numerous cases where 
the Eastman video color analyzer has 
helped us solve major problems. 

For example, we received a contract 
from the Marine Corps to duplicate and 
restore 300,000 feet of historic World 
War II film. Naturally, this old footage 
had been ravaged by time, and was 
badly shrunken and faded. With the old 
slow method, we would have hesitated 
to accept this job, but with the analyz¬ 
er, we can estimate a six-months time¬ 
saving. 

In addition, the video color analyzer 
presents no threat to our very careful 
handling of this material; there are no 
sprocket drives on the machine. This 
means that the shrunken footage can be 
run through the analyzer almost as 
rapidly as new film. Although we must 
use special movements on the optical 
printer to accommodate shrunken film, 
the volume of a job like this makes it a 
"natural" for the additive head's high¬ 
speed operation. 

With the additive head, a white light 
beam is split into red, green, and blue 
components by dichroic mirrors. Each 
color beam passes through a light valve, 
or "gate," before it is recombined to 
form the light that strikes and exposes 
the interpositive film. The punched tape 
dictates exactly how much each color 
gate is open during the exposure of 
every frame of interpositive film. This, 
of course, determines the amount of 
color that is added to each frame. 

Another major job in our shop is the 
blowup of Bruce Brown's new motor- 
cyle-racing film, "ON ANY SUNDAY". 
There are many variables to contend 
with here. The footage was shot over 214 
years, in differing climate conditions, at 
different times of day, with different 

JoinTheUn 

NetV ho<>ked Generation! 

CORDLESS 
CRYSTAL 
CONTROLLED 
MOTORS 
From Cinema Products! 
Designed and manufactured by the 
unquestioned leader in crystal 
controlled motors for 35 MM 
professional motion picture 
cameras .. . 
BNC/NC • ARRI 35 • MARK II S35 R 
These camera motors offer the 
ultimate in quality and reliable 
operation — consistent with the needs 
of professional cinematography ... 
Teamed with Cinema Products’ new 
Sealed "Gel Cell” Battery Pack & 
Companion Charger, the motors share in: 
• High efficiency, low power 

consumption 
• High torque 
• Solid state integrated circuitry — 

for maximum reliability 
• High accuracy — 15 parts per 

million over a temperature 
range of 0° to 140°F. 

• Out-of-sync warning tone 
• Buckle trip circuit 
• 24 and 25 fps sync speeds 

1 BNC/NC: The quietest / 
and most powerful ^ 
motor ever built for all 
reflex and standard BNC 
and NC cameras! 
Features variable speeds 
at 12, 16, 20, 32 fps 
forward-reverse. 
Operates from 24-36 
volt battery! 

O ARRI 35: Motor, 
flat-base combination 
designed to work on 
tripod, body pod or in 
“Cine 60” blimp. In 
blimp, total sound level 
is reduced 2 db. Draws 
less than 2 amps full 
load from standard 
16 volt Arri battery. 

BATTERY AND 
CHARGER: 30 volt-12 
amp/hr unit in rugged 
fiberglass housing . . . 
High reliability and 
unusually low cost. 
Color-coded voltmeter 
and sync pulse output. 
32 lbs — Fully sealed — 
Zero maintenance. 
(Charger provides fully 
automated sophisticated 
charge cycle — constant 
current followed by 
constant 
voltage-tapered current 
to automatic shut off. 
Works anywhere in the 
world 100 to 21,0 V.A.C. 
50/60 Hz.) 

3 MARK II S35R: 
Designed to work in or 
out of blimp. 
Continuously variable 
speed from 8 to 32 fps, 
forward-reverse. 
Operates from 24 to 36 
volt battery 

K SYNC PULSE 
** MODULE: Provides the 

same high accuracy 
temperature 
compensated crystal 
oscillator — for use 
with both NAGRA 
III and IV. 

Technology in the 

service of creativity. 

CINEMA PRODUCTS 
2044 Cotner Avenue, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 90025 
TELEPHONE: (213) 478-0711 
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ALL THE 

PROFESSIONAL 
MOTION PICTURE 

EQUIPMENT 
YOU NEED FOR SALE, 

DAILY OR WEEKLY RENTAL 
OR LONG TERM LEASE 

AVAILABLE THROUGH 

Colortran 
Eclair 

Magnasync/Moviola 
Eastman Kodak 

Electro-Voice 
Technicolor 

National Cine Equipment 
Maier/Hancock 

Arriflex 
Sylvania 
Beaulieu 
Canon 

3M 
Nagra 

Fairchild 
Guillotine 

Bach-Auricon 
Lowell 

Kinoptic 
Paillard/Bolex 
Bohn-Benton 

Neumade 

And many, many others including 
film and magnetic stocks. 

— Compare Our Prices — 

CALVIN 
CINEQUIP, INC. 

An Affiliate of Calvin Communications Inc. 

215 W. Pershing Road 
Kansas City, Missouri 64108 

Phone: (816) 421-1230 

1909 Buttonwood 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Phone: (215) 563-1686 16110 

film emulsions, in different cameras. 
Sometimes the same action was photo¬ 
graphed by three or four cameras, with 
the film's editors selecting the best 
scenes for the final version. Yet, our job 
is to balance the color so successfully 
that the viewer will be unaware of the 
existence of all these variations that can 
affect color. 

With the Eastman video color analyz¬ 
er, our timer can tell instantly what 
needs to be done. Another advantage is 
that the producer, if he desires, can also 
view his film before it goes to the 
optical printer, and can select the color 
that best fits the mood he wishes to 
convey. In subjective areas such as color 
and mood, what words does a producer 
use to describe the effect he wants? 
With the analyzer, there is no need to 
put feelings into words. 

As more film is used for creative 
expression, our job becomes more chal¬ 
lenging, as evidenced by the multiple- 
panel work we did on such blowups as 
"WOODSTOCK" and Joe Cocker's 
"MAD DOGS AND ENGLISHMEN". 
On both pictures, shooting conditions 
provided many exposure variations that 
alter color. For example, a scene filmed 
at night or in the rain might be orange- 
red, while one done at noon would be 
on the bluish side. Still, when they are 
combined on one frame in a multiple 
panel, the colors must be blended in 
such a way that the variations are not 
offensive. Again, the video color analyz¬ 
er to the rescue. 

Many of the color films we blow up 
from 16mm to 35mm are wildlife or 
hunting and fishing subjects that cannot 
be programmed into studio photog¬ 
raphy conditions. With the video color 
analyzer, however, we can correct color 
or density deficiencies to provide good 
quality for theatrical release. 

In contrast, even some studio-shot 
productions give us other kinds of prob¬ 
lems. On a show such as TV's "MAN- 
NIX", long-running success can actually 
be a source of trouble for us, and we 
can spend a full day on 100 feet of film. 

We have been doing the multiple- 
panel main titles for "MANNIX" for 
years, yet these must be constantly 
updated for current shows. That means 
that we must match the color of recent 
film with title scenes shot years ago, 
probably on different emulsions. Also, a 
show like "MANNIX" might require 
blue-backing shots, where the color of 
the foreground live action must be 
painstakingly matched to that of the 
matte shot in the background. 

And though we focus so much on 
color, the Eastman video color analyzer 
is also helpful on black-and-white film. 

abbention- 
auricon 
mall 
owners 
Have you ever wished that 
your amplifier had one 
more dynamic mike input? 
... or that you could 
use your Sennheiser 804/805 
mikes without that d#*x 
preamp dangling from it? 
How about the times that the 
Sennheiser batteries 
fade out during filming? 

Is that what’s bothering 
you, fella? 

Join the club! We’ve had the 
same problem. So ... 
we’ve done something about 
it. We’ve converted our 
MA-11’s so that we can plug a 
dynamic mike into the third 
(phono) input—we can switch 
it to line as well. Better yet — 
we can use a Senn. 804 
or 805 on that third channel 
without the dangling battery 
and matching transformer. 

What’s more ... we can 
convert your MA-11 to look 
and act just like ours 
for as little as $125.00 and in 
just three days. 

Want more information? 
Call or write 

BRENNER PHOTO CO. 
5215 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20015 

(202) 244-3800 
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SALE 
Colortran. 
Factory 
Rebuilt 
Special 

COLORTRAN 
MULTI BEAM 1000 

$39.00 
COLORTRAN HIGH 
PERFORMANCE 
7" 1000 WATT FRESNEL 
LENS SPOTLIGHT (PUP) 

$49.00 
Exceptional value! 
These lights are in 
like new condition 
with new sockets, 
reflectors and 
wiring. 

Scrims, Barndoors 
and other accessories 
are available. 

Want more information? 
Call or write: 

BRENNER PHOTO CO. 
5215 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20015 
(202) 244-3800 

Suppose the characters in "MANNIX” 
are sitting in a room, all in color, 
watching a TV set with a black-and- 
white picture. Of course, the supposed 
TV action must be carefully matted in, 
but the producer may also have some 
thoughts on its brightness. With the 
color analyzer, we can even give this 
black-and-white image a bluish cast if 
the producer feels it would be more 
effective than a complete neutral. 

With TV commercials, the color 
problem is much less subjective than 
with features. Here, the No. one color 
requirement centers on product identifi¬ 
cation. A John Deere tractor must be a 
John Deere green, not just a pleasing 
green; or the Shell Oil scallop must be 
the Shell yellow, not just an attractive 
shade. These colors must be maintained 
even if the product is zooming in or out, 
or combined in a super-imposure with 
other action. 

A popular technique these days for 
commercials, features, and titles is solar- 
ization, in which the color is deliberate¬ 
ly "way out." The color-timer can 
manipulate the analyzer's dials to pro¬ 
vide whatever distortion is desired, and 
again, the producer can stand beside 
him until the scene is as psychedelic as 
he envisions it. 

These are just a few of the ways in 
which our use of the Eastman video 
color analyzer has enabled us to give our 
customers better quality in far less time. 
We selected the 1635 because of its 
reliability and ease of operation. We 
have been able to train even our least 
experienced color-timers to use it very 
quickly. While we have not had any 
maintenance problems, we know that 
effective technical service is no more 
than a telephone call away. 

But what about costs? Neither the 
Eastman video color analyzer nor the 
Bell & Howell additive head is an 
inexpensive tool, and constantly updat¬ 
ing all of our equipment means a consid¬ 
erable capital outlay. 

However, since the old adage that 
"Time is money" is truer today than 
ever, we find that equipment costs have 
largely been offset by the savings in 
decreased labor time. As a result, we can 
offer our clients the advantages of bet¬ 
ter control and vastly improved quality 
without increasing our charges. Even if 
this were not so, we would probably 
still go the better-equipment route. Un¬ 
less we in the film industry strive 
constantly to keep up with ever-chang¬ 
ing needs, we will fall far behind, to the 
detriment of us all. 

Progress is essential. And when we 
can go from three days to three min¬ 
utes, we know that's progress. ■ 

FOLLOW 
THE 
LEADERS... 
The Top Film Makers Through¬ 
out the World are Swinging to 
the Academy Award Winning 
SPR® Reflex Conversions of 
BNCs and NCs. 

We've completed over 100 BNC and NC cam¬ 
era conversions to our Silent Pellicle Reflex® 
System (SPR®) for the world’s leading fea¬ 
ture and TV film makers ... Its outstanding 
merit was recognized by receiving the Acad¬ 
emy Award for technical achievement... No 
other reflex BNC has been so honored. 

In Hollywood, Europe, the Far East, Australia, 
all-over, the SPR® converted BNCs and NCs 
are the best performing and most popular 
cameras in use today. 

There are more of our SPR® conversions in 
use than the combined total of all other re¬ 
flex conversions and new BNCRs...ln Hol¬ 
lywood, the two largest studios in the world, 
Paramount and Universal, have converted all 
their studio cameras to our SPR® System - 
a total of 38 cameras! 

Some of the advantages of the SPR® Con¬ 
version System are: • Bright flicker free 
viewing • Enlarged BFC type eyepiece • Ex¬ 
tremely silent operation (We guarantee your 
BNC will be as quiet or quieter than before 
conversion) • Complete overhaul and refin¬ 
ishing to make your camera better than new. 

Be out front with the leaders in converting 
your cameras to the Academy Award Winning 
SPR® Conversion System ... You'll be the 
winner! 

Technology in the 

service of creativity. 

CINEMA PRODUCTS 
2044 Cotner Avenue, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 90025 
TELEPHONE: (213) 478-0711 
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Stopwatches 
for Films and TV 

The Filmmeter 106-F — In addition to the 
regular fifth-second scale, it has a 90-foot per 
minute scale as well as a 36-foot per minute 
scale to register footage in 35mm and 16mm 
film respectively. The long hand completes one 
revolution in 60 seconds, the small hand regis¬ 
ters up to 30 minutes. Special ‘‘Time Out” 
feature. Non-magnetic, 7 jewels, Lever move¬ 
ment, nickel chromium finished case. 

PRICE: $40.75 

Filmmeter 222 - NEW Radio-TV Model for "On 
the Air.” Red dial gives "time left to go” with¬ 
out written or mental calculation. Large sweep 
hand gives "seconds left to go,” small hand 
gives “minutes left to go.” 

PRICE: $71.00 
SERVING THE WORLD 

aiangordon enterprises me. 
SALES & RENTALS: 1430 NORTH CAHUENGA BLVD. 

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90028 
Sales: (213) 985-5500 • Rentals: (213) 466-3561 

IC-30 * 
Solid State 
amplifier for 
film editing 

* All Solid State, integrated Circuit Design 

Free Editing Equipment Cata¬ 
log on request. Write or call: 

LAIIMIC COMPANY, INC. 
35 West 45th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10036 
Telephone: (212) 586-7666 

SALES * RENTALS * SERVICE 

"THE S.F. EXPERIENCE" 
Continued from Page 1057 

special bass effects: a volcano, a minor 
earthquake and some other rather loud 
things that happen. We have a special 
bass-boost device through which we can 
increase the bass below 100 cycles by 
about 18 db on cue from the computer. 
This is something like the effect of eight 
15-inch thunder-bass speakers, with a 
special baffle. You can blow out candles 
with this combination. The whole place 
shakes. We had to have a special sound 
wall built between the theatre and the 
hotel lobby where we are in Hawaii, the 
New Waikiki Beachcomber, a specially 
insulated wall to keep the sound from 
feeding back into the lobby. 

We try to keep one or two artists 
who think alike involved in the artwork 
to develop a visual continuity in our 
original art. We rely very heavily upon 
historical sources, and upon taking a 
given place and trying to find the 
definitive photograph of the contempo¬ 
rary look. We take it back 15 years, 50 
years, 100 years—so that you get a 
relationship of what is going on in the 
place. I think we hope to motivate 
people to get out and see where they are 
and experience where they are. We feel 
that it's a great boon to the travel 
industry in the community where we 
are located. We are certain that in 
Hawaii more people are going to go to 
the outer islands than ever went before, 
after they see our presentation. We are 
also certain that they will know more 
about Hawaii than they will ever discov¬ 
er by going to the conventional Polyne¬ 
sian shows at night and seeing Tahitian 
dancers and hula girls. 

When it comes to equipment for 
creating the shows, we don't use any¬ 
thing very special or exotic—just the 
very best standard cameras and record¬ 
ers available. Beyond that, we feel it is 
the people using the equipment that 
made the results really outstanding. 
After all, the paper and pencil used by 
Jacqueline Susann is about the same as 
that used by William Faulkner. It's what 
they do with it, respectively, that makes 
the difference. 

We employ very accomplished cine¬ 
matographers—usually those with a doc¬ 
umentary rather than a feature back¬ 
ground, for shooting our film. It's hard 
to teach them that you don't have to 
overshoot, because they come from a 
documentary background. 

We rely, here in San Francisco, very 
heavily upon Palmer Labs, which does a 
beautiful job of 16mm opticals. 

Editing for three screens is obviously 
much more difficult than editing for 

Bell & Howell 
16mm Sound 

Projector 

• Coast to coast service 
• Free estimates given 
• Complete shop facilities 

on premises 
For more Information, write or call: 

| LAIIMIC COMPANY, INC.| 
35 West 45th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10036 
Telephone: (212) 586-7666 

SALES • RENTALS * SERVICE 

HARRISON CAMERA & LIGHTING CORP. 
3131B N.E. 188th Street, North Miami Beach, Fla. 33160 

Phone: (305) 949-3337 
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FWI 
Offers today’s 
most comprehensive 
professional 
Motion Picture Training 
Work in modem studios with the 
latest equipment. Professional in¬ 
structors. Co-ed. Day/evening. 
Courses in preparation for Fall 
include: 

• Writing for Film and TV 
• TV-Videotape Production 
• Documentary Film Production 
• TV News Production 
• Film Editing 
• Sound Recording 
• Animation 
• Film Directing 
• Business Films 
• Underwater Film Production 
• Camera Repair 

Student loans/Veterans benefits available. 
Licensed by N.Y. State. Accredited by Natl. 
Assoc, of Trade and Technical Schools. Ap¬ 
proved for foreign (non-immigrant) students. 

FREE BOOKLET. Write, phone, or visit 

New York Institute 
of Photography 
Motion Picture Production Center, Dept. 331-10 

112 W. 31st St., New York 10001 
Phone (212) 244-3462 
Leadership in professional training since 1910 

Play back separate 
picture and sound 
in perfect sync. 

New Model PGSS-2 
Palmer Interlock is a 
complete system to 
project picture with 
optical or magnetic 
track, record on stripe 
or 16mm magnetic film, 
and make sound transfers. 

Write for details. 

PALMER FILMS, INC. 
611 HOWARD STREET • SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94105 
San Francisco’s complete 16 mm film service 

one screen. We find the Kem horizontal 
machine much more useful than the 
Moviola vertical arrangement. It's ex¬ 
pensive to work on that sort of equip¬ 
ment, but it pays off in the long run. 
The big problem technically, is that of 
taking three strands of 16mm film and 
stacking them up against 28 super-slide 
formats. Then you've suddenly got this 
500-watt lightbulb and about five times 
the available film area on the super¬ 
slide, while you're trying to get the 
same amount of light and brilliance and 
contrast and color saturation out of 
16mm. It's not going to happen, but we 
are constantly trying. We are learning 
how to balance out our copy photog¬ 
raphy, with super-slides in relation to 
our 16mm work. We are, of course, 
keeping our 16mm film in sync by 
means of a number of methods. Syn¬ 
chronous motors are probably the best 
solution, from our point-of-view. 

I'm intrigued with the idea of Super- 
16, but the obvious problem is that you 
get locked in to the guy who's got the 
equipment to shoot the stuff and then 
you've got one more piece of special 
equipment in your theatre and you 
don't know quite where the percentages 
are. 

If you use a Xenon or a Mark 300 
projector, you've this wild discrepancy 
of color temperature between your slide 
projectors (with their tungsten lamps) 
and your movie projector. You filter 
down your Xenon and then you've lost 
your light output. We don't yet have all 
the answers as to how to get things up 
on the screen. We rely on Kodak Ca¬ 
rousels because you can run them for 
the Kodak-recommended seven months 
and then you either dump them or get 
them refurbished. 

We have our own specially designed 
and manufactured slide mounts which 
hold the registration within 2/10,000ths 
of an inch, because we do a number of 
optical builds. Because we sometimes 
use as many as four projectors in a 
screen area to create an in-depth look, 
registration is obviously very, very im¬ 
portant to the way we do things. 

Ultimately, you get all your slides 
together, all your movies together and 
all your special effects notations, and 
then it's Mohammed going to the moun¬ 
tain. We go out to Minneapolis to our 
programing people and spend two or 
three weeks sitting there and working 
out the program and laying it in against 
the music. This is a time-consuming, 
tedious proposition, but it's infinitely 
more flexible in its end product than 
anything like punch-tape or punch cards 
or a photoelectric system. We can move 
within 2/10ths of a second or even 

V MAJOR EQUIPMENT FIELD ^ 
(East of Rockies) 

RepaiR 
seRvice 

Specializing in: 

OXBERRY 
(We are former Oxberry principals) 

ACME CAMERA* 
(Mfgd. and Sold by Photo-Sonics) 

SICKLES* 
HOLLYWOOD* 
(Inspection Projectors) 

FOROX* 
Caesar-Saltzman • Statmaster • Optical 
Contact printers • Cameras • Animation 
• Film Strip • Slide Stands. • Moving 
• Retrofitting • Custom Work • Alignment 

• USED EQUIPMENT • 
If you would like us to alert you when 

we have a technician in your city, send us 
your name, address, phone number and 
the type of equipment you own. We will 
then inform you whenever a technician is 
to be in your city. No obligation. 
*We are an authorized factory repair service; 
we supply factory parts. Our experienced tech¬ 
nicians repair your equipment right on your 
premises. 
Pat Mathison / Hans Jaggi / Ed Willette 

B PHOTOGRAPHIC 
0 EQUIPMENT 
0 SERVICE, INC. 

695 Main Street/New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801 

Phone: (914) 235-2720 
L Nites and Weekends: (914) 834-1240 ^ 

MOVING? 
PLEASE NOTIFY US 

6 WEEKS IN ADVANCE 

Miss/Mrs./Mr. 

Name (please print) 

New Address Apt. No. 

City State Zip 

MAIL TO 
AMERICAN 
CINEMATOGRAPHER 
P.0. Box 2230 
Hollywood, Ca. 
90028 

ATTACH LABEL HERE for address change or 
inquiry. If you are receiving duplicate copies of 
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, please send both 
labels. If moving, list new address above. 
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PROJECTION LENSES 
New and Used 

Rent — Buy — Sell 
16 - 35 - 70mm 

Prime — Anamorphic — Zoom 

Alan Gordon Enterprises Inc. 
5362 Cahuenga Blvd. 

No. Hollywood, Calif. 91601 
(213) 985-5500 

M SAN FRANCISCO 
r Authorized Sales and Service For:^ 

. ARRIFLEX • J&R EDIQUIP 
• CINEMA BEAULIEU REWINDS 
• CANON SC00PIC 4 GANG SYNCHS 
• ECLAIR SOUND HEADS 
• B0LEX . MOVIOLA 
• B0LEX-PR0 • ZEISS M0VIESC0P 
. MILLER TRIPODS • TANDBERG (SALES) 

• NAGRA (SALES) 

Complete Service Facilities and Rentals 

ADOLPH GASSER, INC. 
5733 Geary Boulevard • San Francisco, Calif. 94121 

Telephone: (415) 751-0145  

NEW 

MICRON 

OPTICAL-MAGNETIC 
SOUND 

MANUAL THREADING 

LOW VOLTAGE 450 LUMEN 
21y2 VOLT, 250 W, COOL LIGHT 

For Information And Demonstration 

Call or Write 

JIMMIE MUNDELL 
501/374-6005 

FILMAKER 
SUPPLY 
P.O. Box 1146 

Little Rock, Ark. 72203 

1/1 Oth of a second. 
I suppose if there is anything related 

to a philosophy of equipment, our 
conception is that each single instrument 
must get something up on the screen. 
Whether it's a motion picture projector 
or a lamp, it is its own system. That is, 
there is no such thing for us as a 
dissolve, you are either increasing the 
potential of the lamp or you are de¬ 
creasing it. Either you're telling it to go 
forward or you are telling it to go in 
reverse. You are either telling the ma¬ 
chine to drop a filter in front of it or 
pull a filter away from in front of it, so 
that each instrument is its own system. 
There are none of those interlocking 
types of ideas that you get involved 
with in most hardware—which makes it 
very convenient, because each slide has 
a life of its own, like a note on a piano. 

There are special moments in our 
presentations when we fill all seven 
screen areas with a single panoramic 
scene. We have several techniques for 
accomplishing this, depending upon just 
what kind of an effect is desired. We 
have one specially built camera that has 
very fine optics and shoots a picture 
with an aspect ratio of 2-to-7, which we 
then reduce to 1-to-7 in our copying 
operation. 

For a true panoramic effect, we use 
one of those old circuit cameras, the 
kind where the guy used to run from 
one end of the bleachers to the other, as 
the camera traversed across, in order to 
get into the picture twice. The one we 
are currently using is Russian, although 
we've also used a Japanese model. We're 
trying to get a new one specially built to 
our specifications, but no one seems to 
know how to build them anymore. 

We've also used a Hasselblad—taking 
separate shots at incremental steps 
across the screen, with our technicians 
hand-matching the panorama. However, 
this is a tedious process and not always 
successful. Once again, we're fighting 
that image-size-to-film-size problem. 
The object is to get a single image that's 
70 feet across by 10 feet high, and we're 
stuck with a piece of film that may be 
only 1 inch by 7 inches. This, then, has 
to be blown up into super-slides to fit 
into the Carousels—and it's a real prob¬ 
lem. But we're probably doing a better 
job of it than anyone else right now. 

The nylon-antron stretch screens we 
use in the theatres are not unique with 
us, although I hope we're using them 
more effectively than most people. 
We're interested in this type of screen 
because it allows us the facility for 
incorporating rear-screen effects. You 
can also do a certain amount of scrim 
work with it, which makes for exciting 

16mm & 35mm b&w processing and 
printing. Complete 16mm COLOR Ekta- 
chrome processing. Magnetic sound strip¬ 
ing for I6mm-8mm and Super 8mm- 

Vacuumate film 
treatment. 
16mm Optical 
Transfers. 

QUEBEC 265 Vitre Street West, Montreal, Quebec 
FILM LABS Telephone (514) 861-5483 

MONITAL ZOOM LENSES 
by Rank Taylor-Hobson 

At your dealer or Call 

RANK PRECISION INDUSTRIES, INC. 
260 North Rt 303, West Nyack, NY 10994 

(914) 358-4450 
5926 E. Washington, Los Angeles, Cal. 90040 

 (213) 685-8590  

MGM 
LABORATORIES, INC. 

Excelling in 35mm to 70mm, 
65mm to 35mm "wet gate" printing 
■ Sound striping* Optical effects 

■ Titles 

10202 West Washington Boulevard 
Culver City, California 90230 

Telephone: (213) 836-3000 

CUTS EDITING 
TIME 50% 

FILMKRAFT EDITOR 
MODEL 16 0/M 

Runs up to 3 16mm magnetic 
tracks with a picture — Also runs 
single-system optical and mag¬ 
stripe — Sync motor drive — Auto¬ 
matic clutch — Free wheeling — 
Portable — Self-contained — Built- 
in solid state mixer and amplifier. 

Prices start at: 

$1385 F.O.B. Los Angeles 

For further information contact: 

FILMKRAFT SERVICES 
Dept. A 

6850 Lexington Ave., Suite 217 
Hollywood, California 90038 

(213) 464-7746 
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BOLEX ACCESSORIES 
24-Frame Sync. Camera motor—115V 
Var. Speed Battery Camera motor—24V 
400-ft. Magazine w/400' counter in camera 
Intervaltimer— Range IV2 sec. to 36 min. 
Animation motor for new single-frame shaft 

Closed Sept. 27 to Oct. 29 
STEVENS ENGINEERING CO. 

Dept. A, 340 Newport Blvd., 
Newport Beach. Calif. 92660 

A Division of Giddings 
Underwater Enterprises 

PROFESSIONAL 
UNDERWATER 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

(415) 362-6694 

584 Fourth St., San Francisco, CA 94107 

STANCO SPLICERS 
The Genuinely Automatic Fine 

Splicerfor8,Super8,16and 35mm. 
At your dealer or 

write for information 

STANCO PRODUCTS 
P.O. Box 456-A (303) 828-3562 

Erie, Colorado 80516 

QUALITY 16mm PRINTS 
OUR SPECIALTY 

Satisfied customers coast to coast 
B&W • Kodachrome • Ektachrome 

Color Interneg • Positive 

TEKNIFILM. INC. 
1923 N.W. Kearney St. ^ 
Portland. Oregon 97209 
(503) 224-3835 

A/TM/SM,TH 

MWC WW VICTOR 
Model 710 

HI-FI STUDIO LIGHT 

New Smith-Victor Hi-Fi Quartz Studio Lights are 
made to meet the needs of the most discrimi¬ 
nating professional photographer. Housing is of 
Double Wall Aluminum which provides coolness, 
strength and light-weight. They are high quality 
lights for photography or T.V., and are ideal for 
Key, Fill or Punch Lighting. Focusing lever ad¬ 
justs the light from a 15° spot up to a 60° 
flood. Write for complete specifications and 
price sheet. 

MODEL 710 HI-FI STUDIO LIGHT 
(less lamp)  $35.00 

MODEL 711 BARN DOORS   13.50 
Single and Double Scrims available 

AT YOUR PROFESSIONAL DEALER 

SMITH-VICTOR CORP. 
Griffith, Indiana 46319 

theatre when you wash it with light. Its 
major defect, in my opinion, is that it's 
not a very good reflective surface. In the 
best of all possible worlds, I would 
probably be much more satisfied with a 
lenticular white screen. Once you have 
those delineated screen areas, you've 
given the whole thing away. The sharp 
people in the audience realize that there 
are seven areas and begin to watch for 
what is going to happen where. Then 
you've lost a bit of that element of 
mystery. I hope that someday we can 
arrive at a screen configuration that is 
just as exciting as the stretch screen, but 
without the reflective problems. 

What we use behind the screen are 
primarily lighted effects. For example, 
in "Hawaii” we use flash pots that go 
off during the Pearl Harbor sequence. 
Then we have a huge lighted star that 
animates to the Star-Spangled Banner 
during the statehood sequence. I think 
the boys told me it has something like 
5000 2.3-volt lamps in it, and it's fairly 
sensational. I'm a sucker for sentimental 
things like blue wash and little twinkling 
stars behind the screen. 

During the volcano sequence, we are 
using infra-red lamps in the ceiling, 
which are on a unit that bombards the 
spectators with heat rays, to get that 
sort of hot feeling into the audience. We 
are using a number of specially con¬ 
structed kaleidoscopes, to create the 
effect of all of the flowers of Hawaii 
suddenly appearing at the same time. 

We're using a lightning device in 
"Hawaii" which involves a number of 
multiple strobes and they chase across 
the ceiling in sync with the visuals. 
We're also using our old Chinese Lan¬ 
tern trick again in "Hawaii". It's fun to 
have Chinese lanterns, because they 
look so great—except that, this time, 
they are suspended on pulleys from the 
ceiling and they wheel down in front of 
the screen. I wanted to get more in¬ 
volved in flying effects, but in an 
intimate theatre without fly space, it's a 
problem. You haven't got anywhere to 
put them. 

The audiences at both of our "Expe¬ 
riences", in San Francisco and Hawaii, 
have been very responsive to the presen¬ 
tations and the word-of-mouth has been 
very good. They all seem to feel that the 
effects are very spectacular. 

However, as we put together new 
shows for various other locations, we 
will develop even more advanced tech¬ 
niques and more unusual effects. We've 
come a long way with multi-media, but 
we've still only scratched the surface. In 
my opinion, there's a lot farther to go 
and a lot more fun to be had in working 
with this exciting medium. ■ 

rosco 
color media 

ROSCO, P0RTCHESTER, N.Y. 10573 

NOBODY BEATS OUR DEALS! 
Save Money 

Quality 35mm Color Lab Work 
Fast Service — Daily — Dailies 

per foot 
35mm Color answer print .15 
35mm Col. Neg. Developing .059 
35mm One-Lite Daily .10 
35mm Color Fine-Grain Master .32 
35mm Color Dup Negative .28 
35mm Transfer to Opt. Neg. trk .07 
16 to 35mm Blow-Up, New Wet-Gate 

Optical Printer Blow up Negative from 16mm 
A-Roll .48 per ft. 
Package Deal: Blow up Negative from 16mm 

A-Roll, Optical Transfer from 
your mix, Color Answer Print 
(35mm) .70 per ft. 

*AII above prices subject to feature length films 
only, with all processing done at H & H. 

Foreign Orders Invited. Tampa, Fla. is a port 
of Entry. Fast Service through Customs. 

H & H COLOR LABORATORY 
PO Box 7495 Phone: (813) 248-4935 
Telex 5-2618 Tampa, Florida 33603 

f§ 
§§ 

12-Week Intensive 
16mm Film Course 

■ Camera technique 
■ Editing 
■ Lighting 
■ Sound 
■ Budgeting 

“MAKE YOUR OWN 
SOUND FILM!” 

Next course starts November8. 
Other sessions begin January 10 and 
February 21. 

ENROLL NOW ! 

8625 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90069 

PHONE: (213) 659-2320 
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the big lab in Canada 

BELLEVUE PATHE 
coast to coast 
VANCOUVER TORONTO MONTREAL 

916 Davie St. 
Vancouver 1. B C 

Tel. (604) 682-4646 

9 Brockhouse Road 
Toronto 14, Ont 

Tel (416) 259-7811 

2000 Northcliff Ave. 
Montreal 260. Que 
Tel. (514) 484-1186 

CINE DEVELOPMENTS 
445 S. BEVERLY DR., BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF. 90212 

(213) 553-9432 

Personalized 
16mm SOUND SERVICES 

Flexible Work Schedule 

COMPLETE LABORATORY AND 
POST PRODUCTION SERVICES 

F0TO- 
INDUSTRIES, INC. 
“Motion Picture Center" 
GERRY BRODERSEN • LOU 
VINCENT • REGINALD DUNN 

• Fast service on developing ECO, EF and 
Color Dailies • Specializing in custom quality 
color-16mm and 35mm. 

Cutting Rooms & Facilities For Rent 
HO 3-4111 

3215 Cahuenga West 
Hollywood, Calif 90028 

KEEP VALUABLE FILM 

CLEAN AND DUST-FREE 

ECC0 202 
FILM CLEANING AND 
CONDITIONING SYSTEM 
WITH ANTI STATIC 
ECCO 1500 
Cleans Filmstrip and 
Movie Film in 8, 16 
and 35 mm — 
Color and B&W 

Weighs 8 lbs., 
complete with 
all accessories 

Inexpensive compact system for do-it-yourself 

users. An extremely simple system to use when¬ 

ever continuous or instant cleaning and condi¬ 

tioning of film is needed, it will clean, condition 

and stop dust-attracting static in one operation, 

Cleans 400 feet of film for less than 2 cents! 

Comes with ECCO 1500 Anti-Static solution — 
nationally known and accepted by leaders in 

industry. 

See your supplier — write for literature 

ELECTRO CHEMICAL PRODUCTS C0RP. 
89 WALNUT STREET, MONTCLAIR, N.J. 07042 

"THX 1138” had very little hand¬ 
held photography. We wanted the sense 
of the camera being anchored and hav¬ 
ing to struggle to get your shots with a 
heavy, automated machine. The cameras 
we used were the Eclair CM3's. They are 
terribly noisy and, unfortunately, they 
had to go into blimps, which just 
"grounds” them. That was one thing I 
found most difficult about doing a 
feature, having to work with the camera 
in a blimp. I disliked it intensely be¬ 
cause it insulates you from your camera 
and, if you're used to news and docu¬ 
mentary work, your camera becomes 
part of you because you can hand-hold 
it. To then adapt to something that 
weighs as much as a blimped 35mm 
camera takes some time, and I'm still 
not comfortable with the blimp. 

In the photography of the chase 
there were two spectacular car crashes. 
The photography of these scenes was 
always covered by two, and sometimes 
three, cameras. There were many occa¬ 
sions of all-night shooting in cold, damp 
places—exhausting, bleak places that af¬ 
fected the crew and put everybody 
down. It got really tiring. We'd go and 
spend the whole night, say, at the 
Caldecot tunnel, in order to get what 
would be just a few seconds or minutes 
of film for the chase. It had to be a 
combination of many tunnels to get the 
final effect, to capitalize on all of that 
available scenery. 

In lighting all those tunnels—the 
Caldecot tunnel, the tunnel going out to 
the Golden Gate Bridge, the tunnel 
going out to Fort Kronkite, and the 
Broadway Tunnel—we used only natural 
light. The only extra thing added was a 
little light Bill Maily put inside Bob 
Duvall's racing car. The racing car was 
on the truck bed and then the cameras, 
two cameras always, would be on the 
truck bed alongside the car. Sometimes 
we'd clamp onto the car with one of the 
really fine devices that Kenny Phelps 
had built. 

The scene of the car and the motor¬ 
cycle flying up was both planned and 
unplanned. The shot itself, as far as the 
accident was concerned, had been 
planned. The policeman was supposed 
to come zooming up and then be 
destroyed and the stunt man was going 
to take a fall there. However, he had not 
figured on taking the kind of fall that 
you see in the film. We had no idea he 
would fly so far. A little ramp was made 
in the dirt there, after the car had spun 
out, and when the stunt man came up, 
he was supposed to go into the dirt. 
Instead he flew that incredible distance 
into the car and the instant he hit the 

BEHIND-THE-LENS FILTER HOLDERS 
For Angenieux lenses on all Arriflex 16, Eclair NPR 
and CM3 cameras, and for the 25-250 Angenieux for 
3 5 mm - - in kits with gel cutter, tweezer, spare gel 
container and other convenience features. 

Ask for brochures 

CUSTOM PHOTOCRAPHICS 
P. O. Box 25007, Portland, Oregon 97225 • 503-292-5569 

PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT 
Designer’s and Manufacturer's 

Super 8 and 8/16 continuous printers and film 
processing machines — 16mm - 35mm preview 
projectors. 

WRITE FOR BROCHURE 

Bl —CEA 
P.0. Box 1602, Orlando, Florida 32801 

ASIA is 
COVERED 

BY 

FARMS FILM COMPANY 
MARINA HOUSE 

HONG KONG 

COMPLETE 16/MM & 35/MM 
PRODUCTION FACILITIES 

ThriftFAX 
ANIMATION STAND 

— an effective money-saver . . . precision 
at low-budget price. Advance information? 
Ask us! 
Meanwhile, FAX is your Thrift-source for 
ANIMATION DISCS: 

FAX MAGNABAR® DELUXE 12/16 
FIELD DISC (illustrated) is $135. 12- 
field Discs, too, at $115. Write for 
national dealer list. 
And for your convenience we stock 
• Acme-Punched Animation Cells 
• Acme-Punched Animation Paper 
• Peg-Bars • Ink & Paint Boards 

Tell us your Animation needs and 
we’ll supply you! TSeed technical in¬ 
formation? Ask ex-Disneyite Hub¬ 
bard Hunt. 

FAX COMPANY 
475 S. Santa Anita Ave. 
Pasadena, Calif. 91107 

213 / 681-3084 
Interested dealers — write today ! 
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10661 BURBANK BLVD. NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 91601 

ANGENIEUX PAN CINOR 

RANK TAYLOR HOBSON 

WE SERVICE ALL MAKES OE LENSES - 16M.M, 35MM 
AND TV. EVERY LENS IS OPTICALLY TESTED BE¬ 
FORE LEAVING OUR SHOP. PRECISE FOCUS COL- 
LIMATION, COMPLETE REBUILDING AND SERVIC- 
ING. WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED. 24 YEARS 
EXPERIENCE. SERVICE AS FAST AS 8 HOURS. 

Precision Cine/Optics 

CANADA 
Exclusive Distributors in Canada for: 

ARRIFLEX Motion Picture Equipment 
NAGRA Tape Recorders 
IANIRO Lighting Equipment. 

Write for price lists and brochures. 
BRAUN ELECTRIC CANADA Ltd. 

3269 American Drive (416) 677-3243 
Malton, Ontario, Canada 

ENGINEERING DYNAMICS 
618 South Glenwood Place 
Burbank, California 91506 

Custom Engineering 
KEITH BABCOCK (213) 843-1971 

BLOW-UP 
HIGH QUALITY 

35MM NEGATIVES 
FROM YOUR 16MM ORIGINALS 

(OUR ONLY BUSINESS) 

Stock Shots Enlarged to Match-in with 
your 35mm Negative 

Complete Pictures Transferred to 35mm 

Call—Adrian at (213) 463-3178 

CINESERVICE, INC. 
1459 North Seward Street 

Hollywood, California 90028 

"THX 1138" 

Continued from Page 1062 

That was all part of the format, which 
made it easier for us in the sense that we 
could use anything that was available 
and, therefore, take advantage of the 
fact that people walk around in a lot of 
ugly light. If you go and sit down in any 
restaurant you're in "THX" as you eat 
your donut and coffee. 

Working with Dave Meyers was both 
easier for me and not easier. It was 
complex. For one thing, this type of 
film was a new project for me and I was 
glad there was another man like Dave 
there. That was a help to me, and yet it 
was complicated, too, because with two 
men you weren't quite sure who was 
doing what and it could get complicat¬ 
ed. And then with two cameras you 
have the problem of having to make a 
sacrifice in the quality of your shot. 
Quite often I felt that there would be 
only one prime shot. We would be 
running two cameras and you would get 
one shot that wasn't what a cameraman 
would want. And yet, for George's 
purposes, it was right because he wasn't 
always after the prime shot or the fancy 
shot. He wanted a very restrained kind 
of thing where the camera would sacri¬ 
fice polish to get, not only a docu¬ 
mentary quality, but a quality of some¬ 
thing almost automated. 

As he told us before we started, he 
wanted it to look as though everything 
were being observed by hidden televi¬ 
sion cameras, such as those which would 
have been used in that underground 
society. And he did as much as he could 
to see that Dave and I didn't do the 
little fancy things that cameramen will 
do to polish things or to protect them¬ 
selves with a little gimmickry. He want¬ 
ed to take away those opportunities and 
that drive, and the two-camera thing 
helped him do that. 

Like myself, most of the people on 
the picture actually had never worked 
on a feature before. Kenny Phelps, the 
gaffer, had, and a few of the others. 
Although I hadn't worked on a Holly¬ 
wood feature before, I didn't feel that 
this constituted a problem. In fact, I 
had the feeling that this, being a new 
experience, by and large, for the crew 
was a good thing. It fit in with the fact 
that it was George's first feature direct¬ 
ing experience, that it was all part of the 
Zoetrope scene of doing something new, 
and using new people. I never felt any 
strain in the crew due to their not 
having had a lot of experience in fea¬ 
tures, because they all functioned 
smoothly. Technically things got done 
and moved along quite well. 

16mm camera repair 
Phone (303) 433-3873, or write: 

stan phillips 81 associates 
camera service 

2245 w. 30th ave. denver, Colorado, ] 

GRATTAN 
PRODUCTIONS 

SH00TMG m Contact Jim Grattan for 
top equipped crews. Single 
and double system. innnon? 

1440 St. Catherine Street, West 
Suite 507, Montreal 107, P. Q. Canada. 
(514) 878-9638 

35mm MITCHELL 
SOUND CAMERAS 
For Sale or Lease 

Financing Available 
2 Mitchell studio model BNCR 
35mm reflex sound cameras 

with attachments. 
Excellent value. 

Lectro Management Inc. 
295 Madison Avenue 

New York, N.Y. 10017 

(212) 532-4413 

FILM SERVICES 
• 35mm Color 

16mm wet gate blow-ups 
to 35mm—fully corrected. 

• 35mm to 16mm-16mm to 8mm or Super 8 
• Processing—Printing—Editing 
• Sound Transfer—Sound Striping 

• Super 8 to 16mm 

SAME DAY SERVICE 
24 Hour Processing 
Coast to Coast Service 

Send for Price List 

1138 No. La Brea 
Hollywood, Ca. 90038 
(213)467-1118 

.MERICAN 
FILM INDUSTRIES, INC. 
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35, 16, and 8mm. Contact continuous, and optical 
reduction and enlarging for color and B&W films. 
Please write for information and prices: 

Uhler Cine Machine Cable: Uhlcima 
15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48238 

(313) 861-4663   

#f SAN FRANCISCO OVER-NITE 

Jk 
3*1 mm 

COLOR NEGATIVE¬ 

\Mrifa fnr nrir.e* list. JSJ 
POSITIVE 

A 

CINE-CHROME LABS., INC. 
4075 Transport St./Palo Alto, Calif. 94303 
Phone (415) 321-5678 

NOBODY makes BETTER 16mm 

COLOR POSITIVE PRINTS 
- than TEKNIFILM! 

• Small enough to give you 
PERSONAL ATTENTION 

• Large enough to meet your 
DEADLINES —40,000 ft./shift 

TEKNIFILM, INC 
1923 N.W. Kearney • Portland, Oregon 97209 

Telephone 503/224-3835 

TRY US ON YOUR NEXT PRINT ORDER 

angemeux service corporation of California 

13381 BEACH AVE., VENICE, CALIF. 90291 • (213) 821-5080 

Now Two 

FACTORY SERVICE 
CENTERS 

angemeux corporation of america 
440 MERRICK RD. OCEANSIDE, N.Y 11572 * (516) 678-3520 

THE FINEST LINE OF 
PROFESSIONAL EDITING 
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 
IS SOLD BY? 

NOPE 
NOPE 
NOPE 

CZk risiu ’= 
. YEP 

Including dealer and distributor¬ 
ships with Moviola, Maier-Han- 
cock, Ziess Ikon, 3M, HFC, MPE, 
CHRISTY’S MFG., GE and Syl¬ 
van ia. 

(Zk risty s 
EDITORIAL FILM SUPPLY 

2920 WEST MAGNOLIA BLVD. 
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 91505 
Send for Price List to: Dept. A 

car we all stopped shooting. I remember 
one of the assistants leaping out of the 
car, because we had a third camera 
there, and he made a shot of the fellow 
flying through the air as seen from Bob 
Duvall's point of view. We were calling 
an ambulance, while that stunt man just 
lay on the ground on his back. Most of 

the fender of the car and the headlight 
were knocked off where he'd bashed 
into it. And then, a minute later, he 
opened his eyes and said, "How was 
that?'' We all got at him when he said, 
"Well, you wanted me to play dead, 
didn't you?" He got up and walked 
away. So that part was definitely not 
planned. It was incredible. 

A lot of the film was pre-recorded. In 
other words, you see a lot of it on 
television screens in the next dimension 
back. Most of that was done with the 
16mm Eclair and it was done more 
quickly. We knew it was to be the 
television monitor footage and so we 
didn't put quite as much effort into it, 
hoping we could save a little time. Often 
one of us would be shooting a 35mm 
scene while the other would be shooting 
with the 16mm Eclair. Sometimes we 
would both be working with the Eclair. 
There was quite a bit of footage that 
was to be seen on monitors and so the 
Eclair was there for that purpose. 

The photographic procedure for 
shooting the television screens was very 
basic, almost exactly as you would do it 
in a documentary. There was no effort 
to counter any shutter bar effect and, as 
you know, cameramen will go to great 
lengths to get rid of those, as in "THE 
ANDROMEDA STRAIN". They went 
to incredible lengths to eliminate them, 
because the monitored images were to 
play such a large part in that film. But 
we didn't; we let it go and found that 
we could get by quite acceptably for 
our purposes because it was to look 
almost like an amateurish kind of tele¬ 
vision monitoring system. In the whole 
film, instead of a polished future of 
total technical control, it was a sloppy 
future of technical know-how in the 
hands of people who weren't quite 
complete. Things were sloppy, and so it 
fit in. It was to be part of their human 
environment; they have technology, but 
they're not so polished. Crude things 
happen in that technological environ¬ 
ment, so all we did was take readings on 
the TV monitors and it called for our 
shooting pretty wide open. We'd shoot 
at F/2.8 roughly, or F/2, and with our 
film speed, we could handle that com¬ 
fortably. So the lighting was very, very 
minimal in the control rooms. We 
filmed those sequences at KGO-TV and 
at KTLA in Los Angeles. ■ 

SHOOTING IN 
NEW YORK? 

Production management service for 
independent and non-union producers. 

Professional Crews 

Camera and equipment rentals 

Production office and facilities. 

Stages, locations and permits. 

The service of facilitating motion 
picture production is our sole business. 

Universal Creative Personae 
304—A W. 1 8th St. (212) 255-9321 

New York NY 10011 

Automatic TIME-LAPSE MOVIES 
Made Easy by SAMENCO© Controls 

Complete system 
See your dealer or write direct. 

Marion Van Ausdale & Associates 
33 Dellwood Court • Decatur, III. 62521 

BOLEX REFLEX 
(8 & 16mm) 

CAMERA OWNERS 
END EXPOSURE PROBLEMS 

Send $5 for complete plans on how to get 
perfect exposure, every time you shoot. 
Amazing new development enables Luna- 
Pro meter (with modifications anyone can 
make at home in a few minutes) to read 
exact amount of light falling on film. 

Money back guarantee if system does not 
work 100%. 

FILM STUDENTS 
Send $5 for packet of 23 different types of ex¬ 
posed and developed film and magnetic film 
stock samples, from 8mm to 70mm. Also a six 
page brochure which explains in detail each 
sample. 

rpcc. Or if you wish to order later send 
r,'cc* for further details and free 70mm 
film samples. 

ALRE FILMS, Inc. 
565 Fifth Avenue New York, N.Y. 10017 

IN FLORIDA IT’S 

WARREN SOUND STUDIOS' 
Complete sound production facilities 

■ Mixing ■ Dubbing ■ Transfer * Interlock Screen¬ 
ing Facilities ■ 16 or 35 mm ■ Editing ■ Loc. 
Sound Trucks ■ Westrex, Nagra & RCA Equipment 

35 NE 62nd St. • Miami, Florida 33138 
Telephone: (305) 754-9539 

SOUND 
EQUIPMENT 

America's Midwest distributor 
of professional recording, mo¬ 
tion picture, audio-video and 

broadcasting studio equipment. 

Write for our new 128 page catalog 

K AUDIO DISTRIBUTORS, INC./ 
2342 S. Division Ave. 

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507 
(616) 452-1596 

TRADES WELCOME 
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For the best in quality and service 

RUSSELL FILM 
LABORATORIES 

Complete 16mm Lab 

Color and black & White processing 

Sound recording 

Editing 

Printing 

SSI Titles 
Same day service on Ektachrome 

HB processing and work prints 

■B RUSSELL FILM LABORATORIES 
P. O. Box 6938 • Jacksonville, Fla. 32205 

(904) 389-2316 

HARRY WALSH, A.S.C. 
for FLORIDA filming 

Supplying Visiting Producers with Crews, 
Equipment, Locations etc. over 25 years. 

2711 San Domingo Coral Gables, Florida 
Phones—(305) 446-0566 and (305) 446-0811 

AIRPLANES-HELICOPTERS 
Aerial Photography and everything in 
aviation including balloons, jenny's to 
jets, mock-ups and a fleet of single 
and multi-engine planes & helicopters, 
all with camera mounts. Complete mo¬ 
tion-picture and TV service from the 
oldest and most experienced company 
in the industry. S. A. G. pilots. 

TALLMANTZ AVIATION INC. 
Frank Tollman, Pres. 

Orange County Airport, Santa Ana, Calif. 

(714) 545-1193 or (213) 629-2770 

Plus: Certified Air Taxi Location Service 

WE REPAIR 

ZOOM 
LENSES 
and all other types 
of mp lenses 

^Coast to Coast Service 
Free Estimates 

1 STUDIO 
REPAIR 
SERVICE 

1350 N. Western Avenue 
- Hollywood, Calif. 90027 

(213) 464-1020 
^^Also: Cameras and Meters 

Company 

titles optical* iasarta 

Joseph ff'estheimer. A.S.C. 

TITLES, TRAILERS, INSERTS AND OPTICAL EFFECTS 

FOR MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION 
HO 6-8271 

736 Seward St., Hollywood, Calif. 90038 

THE SPECIAL SOUND OF "THX 
1138" 

By WALTER MURCH 
Co-writer/Sound Editor 

There were certain very specific ob¬ 
jectives we had in mind when building 
the sound track for "THX 1138". These 
goals to be achieved included the fol¬ 
lowing: 

1. We wanted the whole picture to 
have an alien quality, so that, not only 
the subject matter of the film, but the 

film itself, would seem to be from the 
future. A "foreign film", not from some 
other country, but from some future 
point in time. In this way, we could 
have the story and ideas reveal them¬ 
selves indirectly, rather than describing 
them directly, and supposedly "objec¬ 
tively", from the present. 

2. Because of this, we wanted much 
of the "sound" of the film to have an 
ambiguous, mysterious quality, yet not 
without its own inner logic. 

3. We wanted the sound to have a 
direct emotional impact on the audi¬ 
ence, with very muted distinctions be¬ 
tween dialogue, music, and sound ef¬ 
fects. 
How We Achieved These Goals 

1. The film was designed—even be¬ 
fore the script was written—to establish 
an organic relationship between sound 
and picture. We decided to have the 
soundtrack carry as much of the film as 
the story, or the visuals. This would 
increase the "alien" quality. 

a. The work on the sound effects 
and music was begun during 
shooting and carried out during 
the editing, so that the sound and 
the picture grew together and 
influenced each other. By the 
time there was a rough cut, we 
also had a mixed "rough cut" 
sound track to go with it. 

b. Each subsequent cut of the film— 
there were three—was accom¬ 
plished by another mix, with each 
more refined and perfected than 
the last. The final mix was simply 
the last of these many mixes. This 
method afforded us much more 
control, a much tighter "organic" 
relationship with the picture, and 
no last minute disastrous surprises 
at the final mix. 

2. We stayed away from convention¬ 
al electronic sound effects and music 
because that is what was expected: 
Weird bleeps and bloops. Much of the 
film's strangeness comes from seeing 
and hearing familiar things in strange 
settings. 

a. The Moog synthesizer was only 
used to generate electronic tones 

LINWOOD DUNN, ASC 
Former Head of RKO Studio Effects Dept. 

CREATIVE 
SPECIAL EFFECTS 

Theatrical • Industrial • Educational 

Complete Advisory and Technical Services 
From Story Ideas to Theater Screen 
West Side Story - My Fair Lady 
It’s a Mad, Mad World - Hawaii 

The Bible - Thoroughly Modern Millie 
The Great Race-Darling Lili-Catch 22 

Expo 67-70 Shows 
Airport - Song of Norway 

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood 
1140 N. Citrus Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90038 

Phone: 469-5808 Cable: FILMEFX 

Jjjjimlke 
imrifmntflfirar 

films in association 
with Black Star ' 
Productions, Inc.I 
Complete facilities for all types 
of expert underwater and 
topside filming and production. 

For Information: 
Benjamin J. Chapnick 
450 Park Avenue South 
New York, N. Y. 10016 
(212) OR 9-3288 
Miami, London 

 \ 
CAMERA STOCKS 

16mm EKTACHROME 7252  06 
16mm EKTACHROME EF 7242  0575 
16mm EKTACHROME 7241, 7256, 7255 .0525 
16mm B & W Neg, PX, DX, TX 025 
16mm Color Negative 7254  065 
35mm Color Negative 5254 from 07 
35mm EKTACHROME 5241, 5242  16 
35mm B & W Neg XT, PX, DX, 4X 035 

LABORATORY STOCKS 
7387, 7385, 7253, 7302, 5302, etc. 

MAGNETIC SOUND STOCKS 
35mm & 16mm New and Reclaimed 

FILM & EDITORIAL LEADERS 
16mm 35mm 

Opaque leader 4.0 Den  19.50 26.50 
Dyed black leader 4.0 Den. . 16.50 18.50 
Academy  35.00 38.00 
Lightstruck   8.90 14.50 
Clear   4.50 7.00 

studio film exchange, inc. 
11555 Ventura, Studio City, Calif. 91604 

213-985-3303 

Distributors: 
Studio Film Exch. SFE Raw Stock, Inc. 

366 W. 46th St. 5114 Alcott 
Dallas, Texas 75206 

214-828-1303 
N.Y.C., N.Y. 10036 

212-265-3740 

PROFESSIONAL LAMINATED 

MAGNETIC STRIPING 
1958 

SUPER 8’ 
CO. 16mm 

& REG. 8 

$.03 Per Foot—380 Ft. Min. Order 
18991 RADBY ST. 

LA PUENTE, CALIF. 91745 
(Rowland Heights) 

FAST SER VICE-FREE BROCHURE 
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J. Burgi contner 
Director of Photography 

SPR Reflex BNC. SPR-NC, 
ARRIFLEX, Lights, Sound 

P.O. Box F1532 
Freeport, G.B., Bahamas 

16mm COLOR LAB 
KODACHROME AND EASTMAN COLOR RELEASE 

Coast to Coast Service 
Write tor Price List 

RICHARD ARLEN LAB. 
2214 West'Olive Ave 

Phone 848 3132 Burbank. Calif 91 506 

IS YOUR FILM DIRTY? 
Does your cleaner doth leave lint? 

The HGA Film Cleaner pad 
Removes dirt • Lint Free • Scratch Free 

$ 1.50 Each 
HENRY GROSSMAN ASSOCIATES 

519 S. 5th Ave., Mount Vernon NY 10550 

INDIA 
• FILMING • 

ASIAN FILMS 
72 JANPATH, NEW 
DELHI—1; Cable: Movi- 
photo, New Delhi (In¬ 
dia); Telephone: 47995 

fci ANIMATION AIDS 
213-789 4498 • 17040 OTSEGO, ENCINO, CA. 91316 

Schools, Corporations, TV Stations, Producers 

BUY DIRECT - SAVE BIG! 
Camera Stands, Punches, Discs, Pegboards, 

Cartoon Colours, Cels & Supplies 
ACME OR OXBERRYSTANDARDS 

Sf£CMt/SrS! 
Any Quantity... BEST Prltes 

(/&&-(/Aofi /KC. 
8764 Beverly Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90048 (213) 652-7357 

All MOVIE LAB SERVICES 
16mm, Super 8, Regular 8 

Write for free brochure 

M@NTAGE 
Editing & Complete Post Production Service 

Features — Commercials — Documentaries 

(212) 279-0808 
152 West 42 Street — Suite 816 

(Times Square) 
New York, N.Y. 10036 

JOYSTICK CONTROL 
UNIVERSAL FILM AND TAPE 

REWIND DECKS 

u4udio'-^VisuaC ^XeclinioaP SPabo/tato/iy 
1616 Newportville Road, PHOME (215) 757 3915 

Cornwells Heights, Po. 19020 

when they were called for by the 
visuals. It was also used as a 
processor—to filter and distort 
previously recorded sounds. 

b. Much of the offscreen dialogue 
was futzed by sending it through a 
side-band transceiver. 

c. A great deal of the sound was 
simply altered by slowing it down, 
occasionally speeding it up, mak¬ 
ing compound loops, notch filter¬ 
ing, etc. 

d. Almost all of the sound was re¬ 
corded specifically for the film 

. . . only two library sound ef¬ 
fects were used. 

3. The equipment we used: 
Nagra-Stellavox recorders 
Sennheiser 404-804 microphones 
Amega transfer system 
Steenbeck editing table 
Keller mixing system 

All of this equipment was designed 
and used to reduce the amount of time 
between getting an idea and putting it 
on the track, mainly by having all the 
equipment in the same area and immedi¬ 
ately available, and by reducing the 
number of people involved in the work. 
This also helped create the unity of 
expression in the sound and the blurred 
distinction between dialogue, music, 
and effects. 

a. Cutting sound effects on the 
Steenbeck tends to force you to 
think in terms of whole sequences 
at a time, rather than in separate, 
discrete particular sound effects. 
You also tend to build whole rolls 
of one kind of effect while you 
are synching them up, so that one 
roll will be, say, distant footsteps, 
one will be rustling, etc. This also 
makes for more reels of sound 
effects per reel of picture—50% 
more than on a Moviola—you use 
a lot more fill. 

b. Mixing on the Keller—There are 
only six playback dummies, so 
you must subdue a lot, which I 
prefer anyway. Otherwise, there is 
a great deal of flexibility and 
freedom. Essentially, there are 
only two people involved—the 
mixer and the director. Once the 
film is threaded up, you don't 
take it off until the reel is fin¬ 
ished, because of punch-in record, 
plus hi-speed forward and reverse. 
No projectionist is required if you 
use the TV monitor hookup for 
picture. Fewer people means that 
you can work odd hours and late 
at night with no labor problem. 
The whole process is much more 
similar to editing than it is to 
conventional mixing. ■ 

PROFESSIONAL 
MAGNETIC SOUND STRIPING 

• Super-8 and 8MM originals 
or prints 

• 2<f per foot—plus postage 
• One day service 

AERCO 
Box 171 Pennsauken, N.J. 08110 

For Professional Equipment in 

PHILADELPHIA, 
O. H. HIRT, INC. 

39 N. 11th St. • Phila, Pa 19107 
(215) 923-0650 

Reflectasol 

LARSON ENTERPRISES. INC *12817 SO BROADWAY 

LOS ANGELES. CALIF 90061 • PHONE 1213) 323-3252 

SOUND STRIPING 
ORIGINAL OR PRINTS — 8/SUPER-8/16MM 

24 HOUR SERVICE 

Guarantee on Emulsion Side 

P.O. 13573 St. Louis, Mo. 63138 

MOVIES FROM SLIDES 
Dissolves, Pans, zooms to areas as small as 
Vi", using computerized Oxberry Animation 
Stands. 
Send for information, free film chart, pocket 
slate, field guide and sample film. 

Animated Productions, Inc. 
1600 Broadway (212) CO-5-2942 

New York NY 10019 

FOR FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 
Contact: 

Mfg. Co., Inc. 

Chalfont, Penna. 18914 

(215) 345-1944 

CAROLINA 
PHOTO-TECH INC. 
FILM LABORATORIES 

Ektachrome Processing/B&W Pro¬ 
cessing/Work Prints/Release Prints 
Call or write David Conley for 
comolete professional nrire list 

639 Wellons Village Shopping Center 
Durham NC 27703 (919) 688-7265 

CANADA 
NCE equipment in Canada is available from 

Alex L. Clark, Ltd. 
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC. 

37 W. 65th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10023 
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BUY-SELL-SWAP HERE 
STUDIO PRODUCTION EQUIP. STUDIO PRODUCTION EQUIP. STUDIO PRODUCTION EQUIP. 

ARRIFLEX BL, 12.5/75 lens, 1-400’ mag., 
case. New Angenieux 12/120, C-mt., $750. 
Angenieux 12/240 zoom, Arri mt., $1,600. 
Sync, motor for Arri “S”, $385. Reflex Cine 
Special II, 7 lenses, 2-100’ mags., Par AC/DC, 
wild motor, $850. Griswold dbl. 16mm, hot 
splicer $27.50. AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬ 
RAPHER, Box 1737 (213) 662-4507 

AURICON PRO-600 special camera, one 400’ 
mag., 17-85 lens, Filmagnetic system, Halli¬ 
burton case. Perfect. $2,500. JOHN McGIN- 
NIS (415) 776-3440 

ECLAIR NPR w/400 ft. magazine, constant 
speed motor, fully equipped, Angenieux 
12-120 w/filters & prism, Miller Pro head 
tripod & Hi-Hat. Only 5,000 ft. old. Financial 
crisis. Everything $4,995. LIVE OAK PROD., 
1236 Monterey, Berkeley, Calif. 94708 (415) 
261-9952 

NAGRA IIIB RECORDER, mike preampli¬ 
fier; Like New—$995. CHARLES C. VAN- 
DERVORT, Laceyville, Pa. 18623 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: Arri 16S body 
$1,000. Mitchell 1000 foot mags $50. 400 
foot mags $35. Mitchell high speed motor 
$295. Jan 16mm projector $350. 35mm 
Moviola model D $195. Much more. Buy- 
Sell-Trade. S. K. FILM EQUIPMENT CO., 
INC., 254 Giralda Ave., Coral Gables, Fla. 

NC-EXCELLENT CONDITION, overhauled, 
6 magazines, 5 lenses, 3 motors, finder, etc. 
$2,950. 
Mitchell High Speed—5 lenses, 4 magazines, 
High Speed motor, 2 additional motors, etc. 
$1,950. (213) 454-9903 

HI -SPEED 35mm MITCHELL camera, 4 Bal- 
tar lenses. Hi Speed and variable speed mo¬ 
tors. Finder, 2-1000 ft. magazines, cases. 
$3,250 
1 Maurer 16mm camera, 3 Ektar lenses, 3 
motors, finder, 2-400 ft. magazines, tripod. 
$2,300. 
110 and 220 volt Mitchell sync motors. $600 
each 
Arriflex 35mm flat base. $295 each. 
Bell & Howell 35mm camera. $1250. 
Single and double head blimped background 
projectors, Bell & Howell movements. AMER¬ 
ICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, Box 1739 

ECLAIR NPR-with 12-120 zoom, crystal mo¬ 
tor, battery, 2 magazines, filters, other acces¬ 
sories, one year old, excellent condition, paid 
over $8,000—asking $5,900 (213) 454-9903 

16mm PRINTER PETERSON with sound- 
head and fader, complete with converters. 
Excellent condition, presently in use. For sale 
$6,800 or long term lease. MURRAY HILL 
PRODUCTIONS, 15 West 46th St., N.Y.C. 
(212) JU-6-0357 

MITCHELL GC high speed camera w/view- 
finder, matte box, 4-1000’ magazines, 4-400’ 
magazines, 2 motors, 6 Baltar lenses, carrying 
cases. Completely overhauled & painted by 
Mitchell factory-trained technicians. Excellent 
condition $2,650. Mitchell standard camera 
with high speed movement, same accessories 
& condition as GC $2,250. 
Mitchell FC 70mm turret model camera 
$2,400. 
Mitchell BNC interlock motors (7) $250 each. 
Mitchell 110 volt high speed motor w/rheo- 
stat $375. 
CINE/PRECISION ENGINEERING CO., 
1038 No. Highland Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 
90038 (213) 462-8787 

CANON SCOOPIC demonstrator $795. Fold¬ 
ing shoulder pods, new $55. PROFESSION¬ 
AL CINE PRODUCTS, 2959 Ladybird Lane, 
Dallas, Texas 75220 

SACRIFICE—BEAULIEU 16mm. 12 to 12 
auto zoom. 200 ft. mag. Batt and charger. 
A/C adapter and cables. Sync generator and 
fiberglass blimp. Like new. First $1,650 cash 
gets it. Call (504) 522-9141 days. 834-5211 
eves. 

MITCHELL R35 Reflex 35mm camera, 
35mm, 50mm, 75mm Super Baltar lenses, 
2-1000’ magazines, 115V variable speed mo¬ 
tor, follow focus unit, bridge plate w/rods, 
matte box/sunshade, cases. Price $7,800. 
Phone (212) 679-0712 

AURICON CAMERA SALE 50% reduced 
1—Super 1200, w/2-1200 ft. magazines, 2-600 
ft. magazines, syncmotor, cases, etc., perfect 
for studio camera $2,350. 
1—Cine Voice 400 ft. Ceco conversion, 
w/syncmotor, 2-400 ft. magazines, optical- 
magnetic, no amp. $1,300. 
1—Cine Voice 400 ft. conversion, w/sync¬ 
motor, 2-400 ft. magazines, optical only, 
camera never used. $1,250. 
Equipment in like-new condition. Zoom 
lenses and other camera accessories available. 
CINE TECH, INC., 7330 N.E. 4 Ct., Miami, 
Fla. 33138 (305) 754-2611 

MITCHELL BNC, SPR REFLEX camera. 
Excellent condition, 20mm through 100mm 
Super Baltar lenses, finder, cams, everything 
matches. Adjustable stroke, spare pellicle, 
220v sync motor, cases for everything. 
$29,000. firm. VICTOR DUNCAN, 11043 
Gratiot, Detroit, Mich. (313) 371-4920 

NEW DIGITAL SYNCHRONOUS sound 
equipment-Bolex crystal control motor $350. 
Crystal Pilotone generator $250. Crystal con¬ 
trolled super 8 cameras-projector interlocks- 
tape recorder interlock convertors-complete 
systems-free literature. LAYNE WHITEHEAD 
ENTERPRISES, 1205 West Drew, Houston, 
Texas 77006 (713) 528-5090 

HOUSTON A-l 1. Now in use with one mag. 
$950. 12 cine Flex magazines 200’ in case like 
new $125. Holmes 35mm portable projector, 
amplifier speaker $385. UNITED INDEPEN¬ 
DENT PRODS., 1219 Scenic Way, Hayward, 
Calif. (415) 537-1887 

BELL & HOWELL 35mm motion picture 
camera Eyemo turret, 5 lenses and motor 
$300. Excel, cond. J. R. WITULSKI, 591 No. 
Irving Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90004 (213) 
467-3129 

BEAULIEU R16B auto: 12-120mm lens, 200’ 
magazine, sync generator, bloop, 1000 ma 
handgrip, battery and accessories. Century 
blimp. Almost new. BOB BRODSKY, 335 
Blossom St., Fitchburg, Mass. 01420 (617) 
342-1409 

SACRIFICE 16mm ARRI B., with 12-120 
Angenieux zoom, 4-400’ magazines, 2 motors, 
2 carrying cases, $4,500. STUDIO FILM 
EXCHANGE, 11555 Ventura Blvd., Studio 
City, Calif. (213) 985-3303 

SYNC BEEP-1/* inch tape prerecorded with 
high-level 1000 eye. tone, backed with special 
pressure-sensitive adhesive for quickly affixing 
visual and audible sync indication on any 
magnetic film or tape. Industry-wide accept¬ 
ance. Send $2.50 cash, check or money order 
for postpaid packet containing 20 strips total¬ 
ing 100 35mm frames. D. P. UPTON COM¬ 
PANY, P.O. Box 5052, Tucson, Arizona 
85703 

MAURER 05 BLIMP w/follow focus—very 
good condition w/case. First $495. 
Eclair NPR matte-box, like new $50. 
Two (2) shot gun mikes, new E/voice #644 
$100 for pair. 
K. DAMOND, 623 Northlawn, Marine City, 
Mich. 48039 (313) 765-4582 

COLORMASTER MARK IV for processing 
color positive and color negative. 16/35mm 
model at 60 fpm or can convert to 16mm 
model at 100 fpm. Complete with sound 
track applicator and replenish system. 
$59,500. Contact HF PHOTO SYSTEMS DI¬ 
VISION, 11801 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Ange¬ 
les, (213) 272-4331 

HELIX—For People Who Want The Best And 
Don’t Mind Paying Less For It. 
MINT-LIKE USED SPECIALS 
Eclair 16 NPR, Krymo motor, 12-20 Ange¬ 
nieux, TV G.G., wild module, crystal module, 
2-400 ft. magazines, cases, cables, cradle, 
extras, $6,000. 
Moviola UD-20-CS, 35mm large screen with 
composite picture head, FF counter and reel 
arms. $2,200. 
Moviola UL-20-S, 16mm large screen with FF 
counter and reel arms. $2,100. 
Nagra IV L 3-speed synchronous recorder 
with two 200 ohm preamps, liniter, ALC and 
case. $1,350. 
Nikon 8x Super zoom, like new. $184.95. 
New Leicina Super Special, new factory guar¬ 
antee, beauty blemished. $375. 
New Beaulieu 4008 ZM11 8064 
$643.50 . . . New guarantee, beauty blem¬ 
ished. 
New Bolex Rex-lV body from our display 
case $399.50/L.N.H-16 Reflex body $235. 
Bolex 18-9 Duo latest super projector. Write 
or Call for Helix special price. 
Call-Write-Director of sales, Selwyn S. 
Schwartz, HELIX CAMERA LTD., 679 No. 
Orleans, Chicago, III. 60610. “Pro Shop to the 
Industry.” (312) 944-4400. Major bank cards 
accepted. 

BEAULIEU R16B auto. 12-120mm Ange¬ 
nieux automatic w/1000 MA battery and 
battery charger. New in box w/guarantee 
card. Cost new $2,425. Will sell for $1,795. 
KIRT DAMOND, 623 Northlawn, Marine 
City, Mich. 48039 (313) 765-4582 

BEAULIEU R16B auto. 12/120 Angenx. 
auto, zoom w/1000 MA battery and charger 
demo. Like new $1,625. 
Arri 24FPS sync, motor w/power supply 
$250. 
Arri 24FPS sync, motor w/power supply 
w/Magna sync, for Nagra recorder $350. 
Arri 12.4mm Kinetal new, cost $510 for 
$225. 
Arri 12.5/75mm Vario Sonnar Zoom new 
cost $976 for $525. 
Arri 80/240 Variogon zoom, new $395. 
Arri 25/100 Canon zoom, like new w/case. 
$195. 
Edge numbering machine 16mm Kodak—in 
good condition $995. 
F.O.B. Mich. JOSEPH’S CAMERA SALES, 
20700 Mack Ave., Grosse Pte. Wds., Mich. 
48236 (313) 765-4582 

BOLEX REX 5 w/86 OE zoom lens, new in 
box w/guarantee card. Cost $1,445 first 
$895/ R. BARTLETT, 623 Northlawn, Ma¬ 
rine City, Mich. 48039 (313) 765-4582 

ANIMATION STAND, custom built. Includes 
Oxberry Master Series table and compound. 
OMEGA PRODUCTIONS, 711 W. Capitol, 
Milwaukee, Wise. 53206 

FOR SALE: BLIMP for R-35 Mitchell camera 
accommodating 1.10 zoom lens. Also 220V 
60 cycle 3-phase sync-motor. Best offer. TDF 
FILM PRODUCTIONS, LTD., 980 Yonge St., 
Toronto, Canada 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Free from PROFESSIONAL CINE PROD¬ 
UCTS 1 set zoom see rings, 1 sunshade and 1 
series 9 glass filter with every 12 to 120 zoom 
we sell. 

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 3(V per word. Minimum ad, $3.00. Text set in case) $3.00 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial 
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 50i per word. Office, American Cinematographer, P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms 
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower close 1st of month preceding date of issue. 
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SITUATIONS WANTED SERVICES AVAILABLE SERVICES AVAILABLE 

PRODUCTION AIDS. Write for literature. 
CINEPHONICS, Box 534, Del Mar, Calif. 
92014 

PRODUCER: Your program distributed 
through Europe, Africa, 16 or 35mm at no 
cost to you. Contact A.S.P. DISTRIBUTION, 
5716 Vecino Dr., Glendora, Calif. 91740 
(213) 963-6761 

SUPER 8mm B&W processing $1.50 per 
cartridge. 16mm B&W processing 2>lz<t. per ft. 
One day service. SOUTHWESTERN CINE 
SERVICE, 2406 Classen, Oklahoma City, 
Okla. 73106 

THE CAMERA DOCTOR repairs Arris, 
Eclairs, Mitchells. Call ALAN GORDON EN¬ 
TERPRISES, 1430 No. Cahuenga Blvd., Hol¬ 
lywood, Calif. 90028 (213) 466-3561 

BELGIUM: Cameraman available. Travel any¬ 
where. Contact P. ANGER, 69 rue de I’associ- 
ation. 1000 Brussels. Phone (02) 19 09 78- 
(02) 47 40 95 

EAST AFRICAN FILMING. 16mm. ECO 
photography in Kenya, January, 1972, with 
particular emphasis on wild and beautiful, 
recently opened Northern Frontier by horse 
and camel safari. Want advance orders for 
stock footage. PADDOCK FILMS, 369 South 
Street, Pittsfield, Mass. 01201 

ALASKAN CAMERA CREW ready to work 
in Alaska. Editing & sound production facili¬ 
ties. CINEMA ALASKA PRODUCTIONS, 
Box 646, Juneau, Alaska 99801 (907) 
586-2249 

NAGRA RECORDER SERVICE, repairs, 
overhauls, modifications, updating, one day 
service. AUDIO SERVICES CO., 565 Fifth 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017. Call Ron 
Topham (212) 972-0825 

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS gives 48 
hour service on Filmo & Auricon filter slots. 
Also quick service on Auricon and Filmo 
repairs. 

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS repairs 
all types of conversions. 

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS builds a 
15-oz. magnetic amplifier for Cine Voice 

SITUATIONS AVAILABLE 

PRODUCTION COORDINATOR: degree in 
journalism, U. of Texas ’69, seeking film 
editor apprenticeship. Will accept low salary 
with training. Writing and graphics back¬ 
ground/resume. MISS ANDY SCHACHTEL, 
(716) 271-0199, Apt. 314, 1600 East Ave., 
Rochester, N.Y. 14610 

YOU CAN HELP change the world. Long 
hours, low pay, tremendous challenges for 
cinematographers, script writers, sound men, 
film editors. Full-time staff positions are 
available in a dynamic Christian organization 
committed to helping change the world. Dept. 
1-17, CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST 
INTERNATIONAL, Arrowhead Springs, San 
Bernardino, Calif. 92404 

SITUATIONS WANTED 

SEEKING MANAGEMENT position utilizing 
technical knowledge in video, acoustics, mag¬ 
netic and optical sound recording, photog¬ 
raphy, and/or cinematography—materials, 
techniques, operations, processes, equipment 
design, development and/or sales. Engineering 
degree. Solid management experience. (213) 
662-7408 or AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬ 
RAPHER, Box 1738 

CINEMATOGRAPHER—2 Reflex cameras, 
sound—teleph otos—Parabola—tripods—car 
pods—4 wheel drive—etc. Will travel. L. L. 
RAIL, 649-1801—2934 Las Vegas Blvd., No. 
Las Vegas, Nevada SP. 19 89030 

FILMING IN JAPAN. International motion 
picture company. Telex J2-6219. Cable 
IANMUTSU Tokyo. Air Mail IAN MUTSU, 
CPO Box 710, Tokyo. 

NEW ZEALAND, cameraman available, cover 
any film making task, 16 or 35mm. Footage 
or finished film. Highly creative. Send for 
sample reel. McALPINE (FILM) PRODUC¬ 
TIONS, LTD., P.O. Box 9416, Newmarket, 
Auckland, N.Z., Phone: Auckland 544-728 

WANTED 

SOS PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS 
New York-New Jersey-California 

URGENTLY NEEDS USED EQUIPMENT 
Cameras, zoom lenses, accessories, projectors, 
sound recorders, mikes, moviolas, editing 
equip. Anything and everything useful for 
film production. SPOT CASH OR ON CON¬ 
SIGNMENT. 

Flash!!! 
USED VTR EQUIPMENT WANTED 

Call the SOS office nearest you 
N.Y.—Hy Roth—(212) JU6-1420 
315 W. 43rd St., N.Y.C. 10036 

CALIF.—Phil Dewald—(213) 466-9361 
7051 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 90038 

N.J.—Wally Robbins—(201) 939-5250 
40 Kero Rd., Carlstadt 07072 

WANTED: inexpensive Auricon, good condi¬ 
tion. LOZOWSKI, 12 Drazen, North Haven, 
Conn.06473 

PRODUCTION HOUSE REQUIRES late 
model 16/35 Steinbeck and sound equip. 
Write THE GROUP, 2001 Northcliffe, Mon¬ 
treal 487-5616 

900A ALTEC REPRODUCER 35mm magnet¬ 
ic for interlock 35mm & 16mm optical 
recorders. *16mm & 35mm reduction printer 
any condition (will trade equipment). ROB¬ 
ERT M. DOMINIC, 1219 Scenic Way, Hay¬ 
ward, Calif. 94541 

WANTED: Mauer 16mm camera, B&H 400 ft. 
camera, Cine Special 200 ft. film chamber, 
JAY H. SCHIFF, 500 Cornelia Ave., Chicago, 
III. 60657 

SUBJECTS INCLUDE: Camera, camera mounts... Lenses, wide-screen lenses 
... Filters and Filter effects... Day-for-night photography ... Exposure for 
color and black and white films... Light meters and their use... Color 

temperature meters... Equipment for set lighting and its control... Camera 
angles and techniques... Special lighting problems... Color psychology 
... Composition ... Special photographic effects... Set operation on the sound 
stage ... New film emulsions... Forced development data. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Charles G. Clarke, ASC, a 
top Director of Photography at 20th Century-Fox 
for many years, and an ASC member, taught 
Advanced Cinematography at the University of 
California at Los Angeles, where he recognized 
a need for practical professional guidance for 
students striving to be the industry’s future Di¬ 
rectors of Photography. It is this need which has 
given rise to his publication of a book on the 
subject and subsequently the latest revised edi¬ 
tion of Professional Cinematography. The first 
edition of this valuable book has become required 
reading at many universities and schools offering 
courses in cinematography. 

I The American Cinematographer 
| P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood, California 90028 

j Please send me copies of PROFESSIONAL 
CINEMATOGRAPHY @ $10.00 ea., postpaid. No 
C.O.D.’s. Single book orders will not be billed. 

I Check or money order must accompany orders 
I for single bocks. 

Name _ 

Street 

Order now and be assured of 
your copy of the revised edi¬ 
tion of this valuable book! 
Postpaid for only . . . 

I Sity 
I State 

j California residents please remit 5% Sales Tax 
■ (50<- per copy). Foreign buyers please pay by 

International Money Order or US funds. 

SECOND EDITION 
PROFESSIONAL CINEMATOGRAPHY 

By CHARLES G. CLARKE, ASC 

Professional Guidance For Aspiring Cinematographers 
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New, reliable, low-cost 
light-weight, high-energy 
nickel-cadmium powered 
version of our Frezzi™ 
Model 800LL. List $495 
with our Frezzi™ Light 
Head. At Professional 
Motion Picture Supply 
Dealers or write, phone 
Jim Crawford, Vice-Pres. 
Engineering. 

This Frezzi™ Model 800NC is the new 
standard for newsfilm portable lighting. 

Reliable power for all professional light-heads. 

Features a reliable, long-life nickel-cadmium 
battery. Fully automatic. Built-in Frezzolini 
charger. Battery protection during charge or 
discharge. Accurate color-coded DC voltmeter 
for continuous output monitoring. Indicating 
lights for Operation and Charge. Weight: 10 
pounds. Size: x 9h" x 3". Supplies 250 
watts at 30 volts DC for 30 minutes. Designed 
for use with all professional portable battery- 
operated light-heads. Ideal for running any 28 
volt DC camera motor. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

General Research Laboratories 
DIVISION OF 

Frezzolini Electronics Inc. 
7 Valley St., Hawthorne, N. J. 07506 
PHONE: (201)427-1160 



Byron Announces 
5 Million Dollar 
Expansion Plan. 
NEW high speed tape 

duplicating equipment 

. . . includes two new Ampex AVR-1 recorders and one 

Ampex ADR 150-1 master and three slave high-speed tape 

duplicating machines. We will be one of the few companies 

able to produce five or more copies of a one hour taped 

show in six minutes. 

NEW post-production 
Video tape equipment 

. . . includes the latest audio and video switchers with spe¬ 

cial effects, telecine multiplexer chain with 16mm, 8mm and 

35mm projectors, electronic editors and programmers. 

NEW studio facilities with 
latest color cameras 

. . . with the acquisition of additional adjoining property, we 

are designing one of the most unusual production studios 

in the world. A small studio 60 x 80 and later a large studio 

150 x 200. Two new model PC-100 Norelco color cameras 

will be available temporarily in a small studio in our present 

building. THESE STUDIOS ARE DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY 

FOR RENTAL TO PRODUCERS. 

NEW motion picture 
laboratory services 

... will be added to our present services. This will include 

color reversal intermediate negative in 16mm and 35mm. 

NEW film strips and 2x2 
slide film services 

... we are presently completing installation of the finest 

film strip and slide film equipment available, incorporating 

new production techniques. 

ELECTRON BEAM RECORDING 
FOR BLACK AND WHITE 

byron COLOR-CORRECT' 

65 K Street, Northeast, Washington, D.C. 20002 202/783-2700 

World's Most Sophisticated Video Tape and Film Laboratories 


